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n SECTION 1—INTRODUCTION
The American historic racing Motorcycle Association is a member-owned nonprofit association 
dedicated to enhancing the sport of historic motorcycle racing and the enjoyment of riders and 
spectators. 
The purpose of all historic motorcycle racing is to provide an appropriate environment for and to 
showcase competition among classic and certain special-interest clubman and grand prix racing 
motorcycles. AhrMA recognizes the difficulty and problems involved in maintaining these rare 
and valuable machines. These rules and class categories are founded upon the technical advice of 
experts and are intended to provide meaningful, fair competition.
The rules and guidelines contained in this book have evolved from many former vintage racing 
clubs. They represent the latest thinking and evolution of the vintage racing movement. The aim 
is to provide the best and safest competition through uniform rules and consistent application.
AhrMA also offers a forum for “alternative” types of modern roadracing that otherwise would 
not receive the exposure they deserve. These include Sound of Singles, Battle of twins and Sound 
of Thunder.
When questions arise regarding interpretation of these rules, decisions by AhrMA officials and 
personnel will be based on the intent of the rules in question.
These rules of competition are intended only as a uniform guide for the conduct of the 
sport. Rules related to safety are designed to make all persons concerned with safety, but 
AHRMA does not warrant safety if the rules are followed. Each participant in competition 
has the responsibility of assessing the safety aspects of facilities and conditions. Participation 
after such an assessment indicates an assumption of the risk. Motor racing can be danger-
ous.

communications regarding this handbook should be directed to the AhrMA executive 
Director, rules committee members or other officials listed in Section 17. rules updates may be 
published during the year in Vintage Views. Any such changes also may be found on AhrMA’s 
web site at www.ahrma.org/handbook.
AhrMA, its logo, graphics and handbook are the property of the American historic racing 
Motorcycle Association. Any use of the name, logo, graphics or handbook without express writ-
ten permission is prohibited.

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
rules and wording that are new for 2011 are underlined. 

Please pay attention to these changes.
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n SECTION 2—DEFINITIONS
The following definitions and abbreviations are provided to clarify the meaning and intent of this 
handbook.
AHRMA “Regional Championship” or AHRMA “State Championship”: a single meet per 
year as authorized in writing by AhrMA; the terms “area,” “regional,” “national” and “national 
championship” or “series championship” shall not be used in relation to AhrMA events without 
written permission of AhrMA.
Amateur riders: participants in an AhrMA amateur event.
Amateur meet: an event in which prizes, trophies, certificates or merchandise are awarded the 
participant.
cc: cubic centimeters.
Complete lap: A lap in which all participating riders have passed the finish line under the green 
flag.
cu. in.: cubic inches.
DNF: “Did not finish.” Points may be awarded; consult the rules for each form of competition.
Entrant: every person who participates in an AhrMA competition event as an owner, co-owner, 
rider, official, sponsor, mechanic or crew member.
GP kitted: low handlebars (2-inch maximum rise above the top of the fork crown), rearset foot-
rests (at or aft of the swingarm pivot), no lights, no street equipment or related brackets of any 
type (factory-welded brackets may be retained). Fairings are encouraged (required in Formula 
750).
Historic Cup Series: events or meets that comprise the annual AhrMA-approved national-
championship roadracing series.
License: the one-year All Form competition License purchased in conjunction with AhrMA 
membership.
Like design: any motorcycle or part produced or reproduced after a cutoff date that is essentially 
unchanged from that produced prior to the cutoff (e.g., 1974 norton commando is essentially 
the same as the ‘72 model).
Machine: one frame, its frame number, one engine in that frame and that engine’s serial number.
Major component: unless otherwise specified, includes frame, forks, hub assemblies, crankcases, 
cylinders, heads and gearboxes.
Management system: A series of sensors or monitoring devices attached to different points on 
the engine exhaust system or intake system to signal ecM for dynamic programmed correction 
or adjustments for optimum engine performance.
Manufacturer: the original equipment manufacturer for the machine; not a distributor for the 
machine; not a dealer for the machine; not the constructor of a “special.”
Meet: a competitive activity including but not limited to roadrace, motocross, observed trials, 
sidecar or dirt-track; also may refer to road-riding or concours d’elegance.
Moto: a timed activity in a motocross meet.
Motorcycle: a two-wheeled motorized vehicle of street or competition variety; single-engined; 
not a sidecar.
OEM: original equipment manufacturer.
OHV and OHC: overhead valve and overhead cam engines; for example, a triumph Bonneville 
and norton Manx, respectively.
Owner: a person who owns, manages or controls—or appears to own manage or control—one or 
more motorcycles that regularly compete in AhrMA sanctioned roadrace events, which are not 
regularly ridden by such person in AhrMA competition. Such person shall be required to hold 
an AhrMA competition license and may be responsible for the action of all his/her team mem-
bers and riders. Penalties levied against a rider of a team may also be levied simultaneously against 
the team owner, or the team owner may be penalized alone for violations of rules by his riders 
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or motorcycles. A team owner who does not have a valid AhrMA competition license shall be 
barred from in any way participating in an AhrMA competition event and riders of such team 
or its motorcycles may not participate in AhrMA events.
Performance index: When a motorcycle is demonstrably faster or slower than others in its dis-
placement group, it may at the discretion of the review committee be assigned to another class.
Period: The period in history encompassed by a class.
Piston displacement (or displacement): the volume swept by the piston or pistons at each 
stroke; may be measured in cubic inches or cubic centimeters.
Pit crew: any mechanics or assistants to the rider entered in a meet.
Promoter: Any official AhrMA-approved organization holding, proposing to hold or otherwise 
organizing an AhrMA event. Promoters shall be approved in writing by AhrMA. “Promoter” 
may be substituted for “organizer.”
Rider: any person (or the case of sidecar events, the sidecar driver and passenger) who has signed 
the required entry forms and who competes in a meet.
Sidecar: a motorcycle permanently attached to a single-wheeled sitting or kneeling platform; 
single-engined; not a motorcycle.
Sidevalve (SV) or flathead: an engine with valves that are not operated in an Ohv or Ohc 
manner; typically, a Kr harley- Davidson.
Valves: All references to the number of intake/exhaust valves are the number of valves per cylin-
der.

n SECTION 3—EVENTS AND RACE PROCEDURES

3.1 ORGANIZATION OF AHRMA EVENTS
 An AhrMA event may be organized by AhrMA or other clubs, organizations, or pro-

moters approved in writing in advance by AhrMA. Some events may be deemed nOn-
refundable by AhrMA.

3.1.1  The name or emblem of AhrMA or use of AhrMA rules shall be associated only with 
events approved by AhrMA. Organizers shall not distribute or use AhrMA entry forms 
prior to obtaining AhrMA approval.

3.1.2 AhrMA reserves the right to postpone, reschedule or cancel any scheduled event.

3.1.3 every attempt will be made to run all events, rain or shine. no refund of entry fees will be 
made in the event of any form of inclement weather. In the event of a forced cancellation 
AhrMA has the discretion to determine refund policy for that event.

3.1.4 no entrants, pit crew, photographers or media shall have consumed or be under the influ-
ence of any intoxicant or drugs of any nature which could affect their normal mental or 
physical ability.

3.1.5 valid passes must be in the possession of all entrants, photographers or media during the 
entire time of their participation. Fraudulent use of any pass will be penalized as deemed 
appropriate.

3.2 MACHINE ELIGIBILITY

3.2.1 All motorcycles competing in an AhrMA event must meet these rules of eligibility. For 
any motorcycle that requires eligibility approval, the entrant must use the eligibility request 
Form on page 97. The completed form must be accompanied by three photos (one of each 
side and one of the engine) and returned to the AhrMA executive Director before the race 
date.

3.2.2 eligibility will be determined by the AhrMA rules and eligibility committee, subject to 
the right of appeal. See Section 17 for contact information for committee members.
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3.2.3 Questions of eligibility at the racetrack will be determined by the AhrMA race Director. 
(See Section 5 regarding AhrMA race officials and their powers and duties.)

3.2.4 With the realization that vintage motorcycle racing takes place throughout the world, and 
that these events are governed by different rule making organizations with differing sets of 
rules, AhrMA, the primary sanctioning body of vintage motorcycle racing in the United 
States, will give consideration to non-north American entries that do not conform to 
AhrMA rules. In certain cases, foreign entrants may be permitted to compete in a separate 
exhibition class only, provided there is sufficient proof of eligibility with their own vintage 
racing organization. Such entrants must apply at least 60 days before any AhrMA event in 
which they wish to participate.

3.2.5 There will be a compliance period of 90 days from the date of issue for rule changes affect-
ing mechanical requirements. Safety-related or class changes are effective immediately upon 
publication unless otherwise specified.

3.2.6 two AhrMA decals must be conspicuously displayed on each motorcycle.

3.3 TECHNICAL INSPECTION

3.3.1 All motorcycles must be scrutinized and approved by the technical Inspector before par-
ticipating in any practice sessions or race meets and must bear an official AhrMA sticker 
affirming the inspection. All prior stickers must be removed before the technical Inspector 
will issue a new seal. Final approval rests with the technical Inspector, and such approval 
may be revoked at any time. Motorcycles may be subjected to additional inspection at any 
time. A recommendation to the race Director or chief technical Inspector that a machine 
be inspected may be made by any race meet official or by any participant in the meet. The 
decision to inspect shall be by the chief technical Inspector. After a crash, the machine 
must be submitted to the chief technical Inspector prior to returning to the track. Failure to 
do so can result in the levying of penalties described under rule 6.2.

3.3.2 All rider’s protective clothing and equipment must be scrutinized and passed by tech before 
a rider’s motorcycle is approved. The selection of the clothing is the rider’s prerogative. 
AhrMA only inspects the clothing for obvious damage and unsuitability. If this determina-
tion is made, then the user will be refused entrance to the track. It is the responsibility of 
the rider to select a helmet and apparel which will provide appropriate protection. Although 
AhrMA  approves materials, the association does not endorse or guarantee specific prod-
ucts or manufacturers. riders must rely on their own judgment in the selection of helmets 
and apparel for safety and durability. Snell M2010 helmets are required for roadracing and 
dirt track beginning in 2012. (See 3.3.14 & 3.4.2)

3.3.3 If a technical inspector suspects a motorcycle 
of being ineligible for the class in which it 
is entered, the inspector may recommend 
to the race Director that the machine be 
inspected for conformation with class rules.

3.3.4 All machines must meet certain minimum 
safety requirements. The primary emphasis 
of this inspection is race-worthiness of the 
equipment used. The burden of comply-
ing with the rules regarding eligibility of a 
motorcycle for specific category of competi-
tion rests with the entrant. The Inspector 
retains the right to reject or ask for problem 
correction on any machine that does not 
meet the established standards, either during the formal inspection process, or at any time 
thereafter upon re-inspection of the machine.

3.3.5 Modifications to the motorcycle must be consistent with the spirit of the class (i.e. “period 
modification”) and must be approved by the race Director or eligibility Inspector. 
Appearance and workmanship of reasonable standards shall be enforced.
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3.3.6 Motorcycles must be neat and clean. Specifically, motorcycles that are dirty, or show body-
work damage, or that are partially or totally in primer, or that do not bear the prescribed 
identification marks shall not be approved for competition.

3.3.7 tires must be in good condition (as determined by the technical Inspector) and may not be 
recaps or retreads. tires will be inspected and must be modern racing compound only. no 
slicks or hand-cut slicks are allowed, except in Sound of Singles, Battle of twins and Sound 
of Thunder.

3.3.8 All motorcycles, except for certain dirt-track machines, must be equipped with front and 
rear brakes that operate and are in good working order.

3.3.9 All motorcycles must have a self-closing throttle.

3.3.10 headlight and taillight must be taped if glass or plastic lenses are left in place.

3.3.11 All hoses or lines that carry fluid must be secured at all connecting points by means of 
screw- or clamp-type hose clamps and safety wire or a spring-type hose clamp  
and safety wire.

3.3.12 no fluid leaks are permitted.

3.3.13 Oily motorcycles shall be prohibited from practice and racing.

3.3.14 helmets must be used in all AhrMA competition. helmets worn in roadracing and dirt 
track must be full-face type and certified by the manufacturer by having a sticker affixed 
to the helmet stating the helmet meets or exceeds the Snell M2010, FIM BSI 6658 type 
A (“Blue Label”), FIM ecer22.05 or FIM JISt 8133:2000 standard. helmets used for 
all other forms of competition must meet U.S. Department of transportation (DOt) stan-
dards, Snell 95 or higher, or current FIM standard. half-helmets are permitted only in tri-
als. All helmets will be scrutinized at tech inspection for compliance. riders are prohibited 
from using damaged helmets. Only OeM chin strap fasteners may be used (no aftermarket 
quick-release fasteners). tech inspection by AhrMA does not warrant the condition of a 
participant’s helmet. It is the responsibility of participants to ensure that their helmet is in 
good and safe condition. Participants are encouraged to have their helmets examined by the 
appropriate experts if they have questions regarding their condition. Snell M 2010 helmets 
will be required for roadracing and dirt track in 2012. (See 3.4.2)

3.4 RIDER ELIGIBILITY
3.4.1 GENERAL

a) All riders in AhrMA events, including roadrace, motocross, dirt tracks, cross country 
and trials, must be full members of AhrMA and hold an AhrMA competition 
License. 

b) riders must present proof of medical insurance coverage before being permitted to 
compete in an AhrMA national-championship event.

c) AhrMA non-racing members are not eligible to compete in AhrMA events.
d) no rider under the age of majority may compete without the notarized, written consent 

of parents or guardians. Minimum rider age is 18 for roadrace, flat track and tt, and 
16 years for motocross and cross country. If under 21, proof of age is required.

e) each rider is responsible for the behavior and actions of any personnel, either family or 
crew, attached to him/her. Any punitive action required as a result of actions by family 
or crew will be levied against the rider.

f ) It is the responsibility of every rider to inform race officials of any rider’s medical condi-
tion which may be worsened by participation at that particular event.

g) roadracers and dirt trackers are required to carry a card while on the track that provides 
an emergency contact and information about whether the rider has any allergies or other 
condition that medical personnel should be aware of. The card is to be placed in an 
AhrMA-supplied break-away lanyard worn around the neck. For other AhrMA disci-
plines carrying this information while competing is strongly encouraged.

h) All entries must be signed by the individual rider who plans to compete, and no rider 
may practice or compete without properly registering.
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i) There is no limit to the number of classes a rider may compete in on a given day. 
however, the referee may remove a rider from the track who appears to be fatigued and 
no longer riding safely.

j)  children are allowed in the paddock area, but must be controlled at all times by a 
responsible adult. Proper compliance is the sole judgment of the race officials. Pets may 
be kept in the paddock area only if they are constrained by leash or locked in a vehicle. 
Pets and children are banned from pit road (exception would be if the individual was a 
properly licensed mechanic who meets the age requirement).

k) All riders must have a fire extinguisher with a minimum recharge rating of 5Bc avail-
able at all times in their pit area. All extinguishers must carry current recharge tags. 
note: A “5Bc” extinguisher puts out B- and c-class fires. B-class fires involve flam-
mable liquids such as gasoline or grease. c-class fires involve electrical equipment. The 
“5” indicates, roughly, how many square feet of fire the extinguisher can put out. 

l) each rider shall be responsible for leaving his or her pit area in a clean and acceptable 
condition at the end of the race meet.

m) each rider shall be responsible for arranging the removal of his or her motorcycles, 
motor vehicles and trailers at the end of the race meet.

n) All riders in an AhrMA event must attend the riders meeting. roll call may be held 
and absentees may be penalized.

3.4.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED OF ALL ROADRACE RIDERS
 The following must be worn at all times when riding on the active course, hot lanes or 

warm-up areas.
a)  A riding suit of leather, leather and Kevlar, or Kevlar with appropriate padding, at the 

discretion of tech inspection. It must be one-piece or, if two-piece suit is worn, the 
upper and lower pieces must be securely fastened together.

b) Leather gloves with no holes or other openings, except breathing holes.
c) Leather or plastic boots of sufficient height to overlap the bottom of the trouser leg at 

all times, and in no case less than 8 inches (except sidecar passengers).
d) roadracing helmets must be full-facial units. (See 3.3.14) 
e) Faceshield or goggles must be shatter resistant. Faceshield tear-offs are prohibited.
f ) The use of back protection is mandatory.
g) Sparking knee pucks and toe pucks are prohibited.
h) The use for competition of any of the above items shall be subject to the reason-

able judgment of the tech committee. All of the above gear must be presented and 
approved by the technical Inspector.

i) NEW ROADRACE RIDERS: A person with no previous roadracing experience, 
first-time AhrMA competitors, riders designated by a race official (or any rider wish-
ing to do so), must wear an orange vest (supplied by AhrMA) until he competes in 
six events, or until he is released by AhrMA officials. new, novice AhrMA roadrac-
ers may not be permitted to ride at certain venues.
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3.5 RULE INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION
a) Principle rule of Interpretation and Application: AhrMA rules are intended to ensure 

AhrMA events are conducted in a manner which is as fair as possible for all competi-
tors consistent with the interests of safety, the sport and prompt and final competition 
results. On occasion, circumstances will arise that are either unforeseen or otherwise 
extraordinary, in which strict application of AhrMA rules may not achieve this goal. 
In such unusual circumstances, AhrMA officials, as a practical matter, may make 
a determination regarding the conduct of the race, the eligibility of a competitor, or 
similar matters that is not contemplated by or is inconsistent with AhrMA rules, in 
order to achieve this goal. Such determinations are reviewable by the AhrMA Board of 
trustees.

b) Finality of Interpretation and Application. The interpretation and application of 
AhrMA rules by AhrMA officials at the track is subject to the Protest and Appeal 
process. however, no event will be re-run.

3.6 ROADRACE PROCEDURES
a) In pre-entry events, a minimum deadline will be established before the event, normally 

14 days. Grid positions will be based on points earned by a rider in that class. The class 
champion will be awarded the pole position for the entire season he or she carries the 
no. 1 plate. (This gridding and number privilege does not carry over into other classes.) 
riders who are post-entered will be gridded at the rear of the grid, or at the race 
Director’s discretion.

 If heat races are run, heat race results will determine grid positions for the final or main 
event. Where the total number of entrants exceeds safe track density, riders will be 
required to run heat races prior to the main. riders will be gridded for the main event, 
starting with the winner of each heat, and then alternating succeeding riders from each 
heat until the field is complete. riders who fail to qualify for the final may, at the race 
Director’s discretion, be allowed to practice with qualifiers at all subsequent practice ses-
sions for that event.

b) A first, second, and third call will be made prior to each race. Motorcycles will gather at 
the entrance to the track (or designated pre-grid area) at this time.

c) A five-minute sign will be displayed at the start/finish line. Motorcycles will then be 
allowed to take one hot lap. Those competitors who do not wish to take a warm-up lap 
will report to the pit steward for instructions. The procedure for placing them on the 
grid will be outlined at the rider’s meeting.

d) At a time designated by the referee, the track will be closed to competitors. Those rid-
ers who have not begun their hot lap nor reported for direct gridding will be barred 
from competition in that particular event.

e) When the two-minute board is displayed, motorcycles should be in their respective grid 
positions and all persons other than grid marshals and the starter must be clear of the 
track. riders entering the track after the two-minute board is displayed must start from 
the hot pit after the main grid is clear. 

f ) When the one-minute board is displayed, all riders on the starting grid must be in their 
respective positions. riders arriving late to the grid must start at the rear of the grid. 
riders with stalled motorcycles must raise their arm to get the attention of the starter 
and grid marshals. At that time, the starter and grid marshals will address the problem.

g) When the one-minute board is displayed in the horizontal position, no motorcycles will be 
permitted to enter the racetrack/hot pit. At this time, all competing motorcycles should be 
in gear. All competing riders should have their leathers zipped and faceshields down. The 
green flag will be shown within 10 seconds of the display of the horizontal one-minute 
board. riders may start at the first sign of the green flag waving.

h) no movement of the wheels is allowed until after the green flag is dropped. If move-
ment is detected, the rider may be penalized one lap (see rule 3.7h).
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i) In races of six laps or fewer, if the red flag is displayed before the race leader has com-
pleted two laps have been completed, the race will be restarted from the original grid. 
If the red flag is displayed after the race leader has completed two laps but fewer than 
four, the restart will be from the riders’ positions on the track. If the race leader has 
completed more than half of the scheduled laps, the race may be considered complete 
or restarted, at the discretion of the race director. The official number of laps completed 
will be determined by the laps run by the lead rider in the race. Scoring will be based 
upon the last complete lap. Any rider not completing the red flag lap will be scored in a 
position relative to the reason and place he stopped.

j)  Any rider leaving the course shall re-enter the course safely without attempt to shorten 
the course from the point where he/she left. exiting the track via the designated track 
exit is the only approved location. exiting the track by any other route is grounds for 
disqualification.

k) The responsibility for the decision to pass another motorcycle rests with the overtaking 
rider. Any rider appearing to be deliberately blocking another motorcycle seeking to pass 
may be black-flagged.

l) hand/Leg Signals:
 1) Before entering the pits from the course, the rider should signal by raising an arm 

or extending a leg.
 2) If a rider’s speed slows significantly, for any reason, the rider should signal by rais-

ing an arm or extending a leg.
m) In the case of a heat race, the entry is considered a permanent rider/motorcycle combi-

nation and any change in the combination will result in that entrant motorcycle being 
placed at the rear of the grid for the feature event.

n) A motorcycle which has crashed may not continue in the race and must be re-teched 
before the next race in which entered or before the same race is restarted.

o) Weaving is cause for disqualification. In addition, the rider may be subject to a fine.
p) If, for any reason, a rider is forced to stop the motorcycle on the course during an event, 

it should be the rider’s first duty to place the motorcycle in such a manner as to cause 
no danger or obstruction to other competitors.

q) riders may obtain no assistance during the race other than from their pit crews and in 
the pits. This does not preclude assistance by race officials for safety reasons.

r) Motorcycles may not be pushed while on the course, except to remove them from a 
hazardous position to one of greater safety.

s) During an event it is expressly forbidden to ride any vehicle in the direction opposite to 
that in which the event is being run without specific approval of a race official.

t) At no time shall anyone but authorized attendants be on pit road. At no time shall any-
one under 16 years of age be on pit road, pre-grid or track area.

u) The race Director, at his/her discretion, may limit the number of attendants on the pit 
road for any given event.

v) The only person allowed at the track wall on pit road is the crew member signaling the 
rider.

w) Should a pit-bound rider overshoot his pit, the motorcycle must either be pushed back 
by hand, or else continue for another lap. no motorcycle may be ridden back to the pit 
under conditions which would constitute a hazard.

x) refueling in the pits must be done with the engine off and the rider off of the bike. A 
crew member must stand by with a ready fire extinguisher.

y) Speeds in the paddock area are limited to 20 mph or less, or as dictated by the policy of 
the track where the event is being held. Although the hot pits are considered part of the 
track surface, riders are limited to “reasonable and proper” speeds in the hot pits due to 
the presence of staff and race personnel. A rider may be penalized for excessive speed, by 
either himself or his crew, in the paddock or pits.

z) Once a rider has left the hot grid or racetrack to return to the paddock, he cannot 
return to the race, including a restart, unless ordered by the race director.

3.7 ROADRACE FLAGS
The following flag signals shall be obeyed WITHOUT QUESTION:
a) GREEN: A race is under way at the instant the green flag is displayed. When dis-

played, the green flag indicates the course is clear.
b) STATIONARY YELLOW: A stationary yellow flag indicates a POtentIALLY 

DAnGerOUS SItUAtIOn neAr the trAcK. PASSInG IS ALLOWeD.
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c) WAVING YELLOW: A waving yellow flag indicates a hazard or obstacle on the 
track. nO PASSInG, from the flag station showing the waving yellow flag until past 
the incident.

d) RED: A red flag means the race has been suspended. competition must cease imme-
diately, with all riders slowing to a safe speed (approximately 25 mph) and proceed-
ing in a safe manner to the hot pit area, where the grid marshal/starter will give them 
further instructions. The red flag will be displayed at start/finish as well as other loca-
tions where necessary and proper. The racer causing the red flag may be disqualified 
at the discretion of the race Director.

e) WHITE: A white flag, displayed only at the start/finish line, indicates one lap to go.
f ) WHITE & GREEN CROSSED: White and green flags crossed indicates the race is 

halfway through.
g) BLACK: A black flag indicates a safety or mechanical problem. The black flag will be 

displayed, along with the rider’s competition number, at start/finish. The rider must 
leave the track surface as early as safely possible, preferably in the area of corner work-
ers, where they can inform the rider of the problem. Failure to comply with a black 
flag may result in disqualification. The rider must not proceed without approval of a 
race official.

h) BLACK FLAG WITH ORANGE DISC: The “Meatball” indicates a rules violation. 
The rider must report to the pit steward on the neXt lap. Failure to comply will 
result in penalties.

i) YELLOW WITH VERTICAL RED STRIPES: A yellow flag with vertical red stripes 
indicates oil or a foreign substance has been spilled or a slippery or dangerous condi-
tion exists somewhere on the track. tAKe cAre and Be PrePAreD! The debris 
flag may be used at the corners to indicate a mechanical wave-off.

j) WHITE WITH RED CROSS: A white flag with a red cross indicates an ambulance 
is on the course. This flag is displayed from the corner immediately preceding the 
location of the ambulance, the corner where the ambulance has stopped and at start/
finish.

k) CHECKERED: A checkered flag indicates the end of the race (or practice session). 
riders should proceed to the designated track exit. (See rule 9.6.1.)

3.8 PIT BIKES
a)  Pit bikes are permitted as transportation in the pit and paddock areas, subject to track 

policy. All pit bikes must be identified with the rider’s competition number and must 
meet the number plate requirements of rule 9.5 (front plate only). Improper use or 
identification of a pit bike may result in impoundment of that pit bike for the remain-
der of the meet.

Toad Town Racing
NEW: Magnetos for Honda, Yamaha &  

British Bikes
350/450 Honda Custom Forged Piston
5mm Cutom Valve Train Kits Available

Supplier to the top Sportsman 350s

Gary Swan: 818.891.0330, 
Mission Hills, CA
www.toadtownracing.com

British & Honda Twin Repair/Rebuild, Flat track and 
RR Race Prep. Custom exhause pipes,intake  

manifolds and fabrication

350 & 500 RR 

Class Sponsor

Special Thanks to: Barnett, Sawing Services, Works 
Shocks, Johnson& Wood, Kibblewhite, & CPL
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n  SECTION 4—ENTRY PROCEDURE
4.1 In order to compete in any AhrMA-permitted event, riders must sign an AhrMA sup-

plied entry form. By signing the form, every entrant agrees to be subject to the rules of this 
book and any supplements. 

4.2 All entry blanks must be signed in ink by riders, and by parents or legal guardians as 
required. Entrants and photographers/media physically entering sanctioned events 
are required to sign a liability release and waiver prior to their participation and to 
have such liability release and waivers signed by a parent or legal guardian, as neces-
sary. When signing the required liability release and waivers, entrants, photogra-
phers/media and parents agree not to sue AHRMA for any injury occurring to them-
selves or their property at AHRMA events and further agree to reimburse AHRMA 
for all losses or costs it suffers as a result of their participation at AHRMA-approved 
events.

4.3 Only United States currency, personal checks, money orders and Mastercard/visa cards will 
be accepted for payment of entry fees for AhrMA events.

4.4 BAD checKS: A $25 fee will be added to the face value of every returned check. 
Failure to redeem a dishonored check within 10 days of notification will result in the 
rider being dropped from the license rolls. reinstatement will only be possible following 
the redemption of the check and a new license application, accompanied by full fees.

 4.5 ENTRY FEES
a)  entry fees vary, depending on the event and location.
b)  There is no entry fee for riders over age 70.

4.6 PRE-ENTRIES
a)  All AhrMA dirt track, motocross and roadrace national events will be pre-entry unless 

instructed otherwise. trials and cross country will be post-entry, except for certain 
events, which will be advertised as pre-entry.

b) Some events may be pre-entry only. conditions of pre-entry will be contained in all 
advertisements and published in Vintage Views.

c)  When a pre-entry is received, the rider will be entered in the event and placed on the 
grid. 

d)  All entries received after the pre-entry deadline will be returned and refunded.
e)  Unless entries are limited, post-entries will be accepted at dirt track, motocross, and 

roadrace nationals. riders may post-enter classes based upon available grid space, at the 
designated higher post entry fee for the first class entered.

f )  registration may determine at any time that an entry list is full, and refuse further 
entries.

g)  Participants may be required to purchase additional insurance, gate pass, pit or paddock 
passes, as determined by the individual track or promoter. At national events, AhrMA 
membership is required for any pass other than general admission.

4.7 REFUNDS
a) refunds will be issued only to pre-entered riders who have completed a refund 

request form. The form is found on page 101 and also may be obtained from regis-
tration at an event, on-line at www.ahrma.org or from the AhrMA office. This form 
must be filed with the office by mail, fax or e-mail, or with an AhrMA official at the 
event. Requests for refunds or credits will not be accepted via telephone.

b)  A rider contacting the AhrMA office up through the day of the event will be refunded 
the full amount, less a $5 administrative charge. A rider filing for refund not more than 
14 days after the event will be refunded 50 percent of the total entry. After that time, 
the entry fee will be deposited into the Benevolent Fund. This policy applies to national 
events unless noted otherwise on the entry form.

c)  If a rider signs in, and his machine passes tech, there shall be no refund.
d)  Some events may be deemed nOn-refundable by AhrMA.
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n SECTION 5—OFFICIALS AND DUTIES
It is the duty of every AhrMA official, promoter or club official to make every effort to insure 
the events are run in accordance with the procedures and standards set forth in this handbook. 
Further, all operations and decisions must be made without respect to individual competitors, but 
rather to the fair and honest representation of all participants.
5.1 RACE DIRECTOR (REFEREE): responsible for the overall activities of an event, 

including performance of the staff. In some cases this job description will be filled by 
two individuals, in others, by one. This position includes handling rules interpretation, 
administrative errors, and conduct of all participants

5.2 SAFETY DIRECTOR (CONTROL): responsible to the race Director for the coordina-
tion and placement of all safety-related personnel, including medical. Will work in close 
harmony with the race Director, Starters, Medical, and corner Marshals in an effort to 
achieve maximum safety in procedures and an understanding by all of emergency proto-
col. The Safety Director is also responsible for physical impediments regarding the safe 
operation of the course. Safety orientations will be delivered by the Safety Director to all 
new novice riders.

5.3 STARTER: The Starter is responsible for the safe operation of the grid and track areas 
during practice or race events.

5.4 CHIEF REGISTRAR AND SCORER: The chief registrar and Scorer shall operate 
directly under the supervision of the race Director and shall be responsible for accepting, 
certifying and processing all entries and credentials for racers, crews, officials and other 
non-racers and be responsible for all scoring activities of the event. Duties are:
a)  Accept, certify and process all entries and credentials for racers, crews, officials and 

other non-racers.
b)  Maintain records and lap charts for all competing motorcycles.
c)  compile and post the grid sheets for endurance races, heat races, and feature races as 

well as compile the official race results.
d)  Work closely with the announcer and press officials to provide results or race infor-

mation as quickly as possible.
e)  coordinate assistants for registration and scoring activities.
f )  Answer all inquiries from racers or crew regarding registration, scoring or related issues.
g)  train new workers for assignment as assistants for registration or scoring.
h)  Inform Starter of halfway point in the race, one lap to go in the race, and the leader’s 

progress.
5.5 TECHNICAL INSPECTOR: The technical Inspector shall work directly under the 

supervision of the race Director to make sure all competing motorcycles and racers are in 
compliance with the rules. Duties are:
a) Inspect and approve every machine and rider before they are allowed on the track.
b) conduct inspection of motorcycles (including discretionary teardowns) at the request 

of the race Director (referee).
c) Accept and administer protests received from a rider.
d) train technical Inspection Assistants and supervise all assistants.
e) Assemble the fields of motorcycles into the order specified by registration prior to the 

race.
f ) Supervise the entry of motorcycles into the pit lane and direct traffic in the pit lane.

5.6 ELIGIBILITY SCRUTINEER: Works with the race Director and technical Inspector 
to ensure that motorcycles are eligible for the classes in which they are entered. May be 
asked by the race Director to participate in decisions over equipment protests. reports 
directly to the race Director.

5.7 CORNER WORKERS:
a)  cOrner cAPtAIn: The corner captain has the sole authority of the proper 

operation of the corner. On matters of race control on his corner, his decision will 
supersede the advice or decision of any race official except the race Director of the 
event. Duties include:
1) Direct all activities on his corner.
2) ensure the proper display of all flags on his corner.
3) Sole authority for calling a waving yellow flag or ambulance.
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4) Direct the return to the course of any motorcycle stopped on or off the course.
5) Submit a written report of any accident at his corner, plus any reports requested 

by the race Director.
6) Instruct novice personnel.
7) The corner captain shall wear a distinguishable article of clothing (such as an 

International Orange poncho) and carry a whistle.
b) FLAGMAn:

1) Shall face traffic at all times.
2) Shall inform riders of track conditions ahead with the appropriate flags  

under the direction of the corner captain.
c) BAcK-UP MAn:

1) Shall face downstream from traffic.
2) Shall transmit commands from the corner captain to the Flagman.
3) Shall inform riders of track conditions ahead with the appropriate flags under the 

direction of the corner captain.
d)  rADIO/PhOne OPerAtOr:

1) Is the communication link between the corner and central control.
2) relays information between corner personnel and central control at all times the 

corner is in operation.
3) records all incidents occurring on the corner.

e) SAFetY creW:
1) Shall operate under the direction of the corner captain.
2) Must be familiar with all emergency equipment on the corner and their use.
3) render any assistance to the rider that will increase his safety.

n SECTION 6—OFFENSES, PENALTIES, PROTESTS & 
    APPEALS

6.1 OFFENSES
In order to provide for fair competition and control, penalties may be assessed against any entrant 
deemed to be in breach of the AhrMA competition rules. Such breaches may include, but are 
not limited to, the following offenses:
6.1.1 Failure to obey the instruction of a recognizable race official.
6.1.2 Any action with the goal or effect to deprive or defraud the organization, promoter, race 

track or sponsor of their proper and just financial considerations.
6.1.3 Attempted bribery, bribery or acceptance of a bribe by anyone connected to the operation 

or participation in a race event. An entrant shall be responsible for all acts of his or her 
crew.

6.1.4 reckless or dangerous riding, or an act exhibiting a disregard for the safety of any partici-
pant or any other person, including the offender. An entrant shall be responsible for all 
acts of his or her crew.

6.1.5 Any action with the goal or effect of participation of an ineligible rider or motorcycle in 
competition.

6.1.6 Failure to follow any announced or posted rules specific to a certain racetrack or facility.
6.1.7 Any action that causes upset or disturbance within the area where the event is being held, 

including behavior problems in local businesses as well as private property.
6.1.8 Any action with the goal or effect to deceive, defraud or cheat competitors, AhrMA, 

including but not limited to an engine too large for the class, etc.
6.1.9 no rider shall knowingly operate a motorcycle on any paved surface while it is leaking 

oil. Once a rider becomes aware the motorcycle is leaking oil on a paved surface, he must 
promptly pull off, shut down and either push back to the paddock or wait to be picked 
up by the track crew. Under no circumstances shall the rider attempt to ride the motor-
cycle to the paddock under power. Any motorcycle which leaks oil on the track surface 
(including entrance, exit or staging areas) is deemed to have been immediately impound-
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ed by the race Director. The motorcycle must be brought immediately and without 
detours to tech inspection for evaluation by the chief technical Inspector, who will 
determine the cause of the leak and instruct the rider/owner on the corrective action to 
be taken. The bike remains in impound status until released by the race Director. Once 
repairs have been made, the motorcycle must be re-teched before it may be operated. The 
race Director, with the assistance of the executive Director, will issue a written report of 
each such incident. This report will be distributed to the rider, all AhrMA officials and 
will be published in the next issue of Vintage Views. Any rider who fails to comply will be 
subject to severe sanction.

6.1.10 Loan of a license to any other competitor will result in a one-year suspension and $500 
fine. Participation of any in the act of allowing an unlicensed or unregistered party to 
ride on the track will result in the same penalty. This includes loan of equipment or other 
forms of deception.

6.1.11 Physical violence or abuse of any other participant or official will result in prosecution 
through local authorities as well as immediate suspension that will continue for one year 
from date of payment of a $500 fine.

6.1.12 “Burnouts” are not allowed anywhere on the track premises at any event.
6.1.13 Wheelies are not permitted in the pit or paddock area of any event.
6.1.14 Failure or refusal to tear down an engine for examination or measurement at the request 

of a race official will be penalized with loss of racing privileges for up to 13 months by 
the rider and/or machine owner.

6.1.15 no use of alcohol or other intoxicating/debilitating substances by a competitor, partici-
pant, crew or official until competition is complete.

6.2 PENALTIES

6.2.1 Specific penalties range from reprimand to banishment. The hierarchy of penalties 
follows:
a) Reprimands: entrants will be given written reprimands for minor infractions com-

mitted by themselves or crew where a written record of the situation seems desirable. 
Such reprimands must be recommended by race officials. Any written reprimand  will 
be printed and explained in Vintage Views and kept on file for one year. All written 
reprimands will be sent from the AhrMA office.

b) Loss of Points: Offenses more serious than satisfied by reprimand may result in par-
tial or total loss of points earned to date.

c) Removal from Events: entrants may be removed from an individual meet for breach 
of rules or conduct. Individual promoters shall not be authorized to issue continuing 
suspension of AhrMA riders; this authority is retained solely by AhrMA.

d) Probation: In cases of offenses that are repeats of previous reprimands, or of a signifi-
cantly more blatant nature, an entrant may be placed on probation for a fixed period. 
Additional offenses may result in suspension. Probation may only be levied after 
review of the case by the AhrMA executive Director.

e) Suspension: Licenses may be suspended for violation of probation, as well as flagrant 
breach of these rules. Suspension will begin with delivery of the entrant’s license. 
Suspension may be imposed only by the AhrMA executive Director.

f ) Fines: Fines from $25 to $150 may be levied by race officials. Fines from $25 to 
$500 may be levied in lieu of or in addition to other penalties, based upon the sever-
ity of the infraction and the recommendations of the race officials.

g) Banishment: In cases of the most flagrant breaches, or with entrants who are habitu-
al and deemed incorrigible, banishment will be applied. This punishment will include 
lifetime loss of AhrMA license rights, as well as notification to the rest of the motor-
sports industry of the action to be taken and the particulars of the base. Banishment 
will be levied upon a majority vote of the AhrMA Board of trustees.

h) Assessments: The executive Director or the Board of trustees may assess an 
AhrMA member costs incurred by the association, including, but not limited to, 
phone, travel, AhrMA staff time and Board members’ time (at a rate of $25 per 
hour), incurred as a result of actions of a member that are not in the normal and 
usual course of the association’s business. Such assessment shall be due and payable 
within 10 days of mailing to the member’s last known address. Failure to pay such 
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assessment shall subject the member to the penalties set forth in the bylaws and 
handbook, including suspension or revocation of the member’s racing license or 
AhrMA membership. A team owner may be jointly and severally liable for assess-
ments levied against a rider or member of such team.

6.2.2 Where a competitor has been found to have used an illegal performance-related compo-
nent, the minimum penalty shall be loss of points and results for any class in which that 
machine was ridden at that event.

6.2.3 Any rider refusing to allow an inspection of his machine by race officials will be disquali-
fied from that event and may lose all accumulated season points for that class. In addi-
tion, that rider will be suspended for up to 13 months at the discretion of the executive 
Director.

6.3 PROTESTS

6.3.1 Protests are generally based on entrant conduct, claimed motorcycle illegality or 
ineligibility; however, they may be for other reasons.

6.3.2 Protest Procedures: All protests must be initiated in writing. visual and scoring protests 
may be initiated by a person in the same race or moto as the machine and/or rider being 
protested. An internal protest may be initiated only by a person in the same category and 
displacement class as the machine and/or rider being protested. A protest fee (cash only; 
see fee schedule below) is required to initiate a protest. A protest must be presented to a 
race referee within 30 minutes after the posting of the provisional results. If the protest 
is upheld, the entire fee will be returned. If the protest is disallowed, the protest fee will 
be disbursed at the discretion of the executive Director of AhrMA. Protests must be 
specific. The race director may order the teardown of any machine, whether or not a pro-
test has been filed. Once a protest is filed, the protested motorcycle shall be immediately 
impounded by race officials, pending determination of the protest. The inspection will be 
conducted under the supervision of the technical Inspector. The inspection will gener-
ally be at the race event; however, the inspection may be at such place(s) as the technical 
Inspector deems necessary. The technical Inspector will have up to 10 days to determine 
the validity of the protest and may impound the protested equipment for that period. 
race officials are not limited in their determination of illegality or ineligibility to the mat-
ter protested (i.e., if in the course of their inspection other illegalities or basis for ineligi-
bility are found, penalties may be imposed). Once a protest is lodged regarding machine 
illegality or ineligibility, the responsibility of proving a legality or eligibility rests with 
the protested entrant. Failure to provide the necessary proof of legality or eligibility will 
uphold the protest.

6.3.3 Types of Protests/Fees: There are three types of equipment protests regarding machine 
illegality: visual, internal and fuel. The equipment protest fee is $10 for all protests except 
for an internal equipment protest, which follows the fee schedule shown below: 
 Flathead and two-stroke $100 
 Single-cylinder four-stroke $125 
 Single-cylinder overhead cam $150 
 Pushrod twin, triple or four $200 
 Pre-1974 and like-design Ohc twin, triple or four $250 
 Modern twin, triple, Ohc and/or water-cooled, top end $500

  Modern twin, triple, Ohc and/or water-cooled, bottom end. . . $1000
 All other protest fees are $10, except there is no fee for a scoring protest.

6.3.4 Results of Protests: trophies, placing and points affected by a protest will be withheld 
until the protest has been settled. When a protest is upheld, race officials must make a 
decision regarding penalty.

6.3.5 The decision regarding the protest will be made by the race Director.
6.3.6 Records of Protest: A copy of every protest will be kept on file by AhrMA for a period 

of five years.

6.4 APPEALS
6.4.1 entrants have the right to appeal decisions of the rules and eligibility committee and 

decisions on protests.
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6.4.2 The appeal shall be in writing, postmarked within 30 days of the decision appealed and 
mailed to the executive Director of AhrMA. If an appeal is filed, the initial decision is 
stayed pending the decision of the Appeals committee (except for matters of safety, as 
solely determined by the executive Director of AhrMA).

6.4.3 The appeal shall be accompanied by an appeal fee of $250. Disposition of the appeal fee 
shall be made by the Appeals committee, which may decide to return or retain all or a 
portion of the fee.

6.4.4 Appeals will be heard by an Appeals committee established by the Board of trustees. The 
committee shall consist of three members, as appointed from time to time by the Board 
of trustees. The Board of trustees may appoint such Appeals committee on a case by 
case basis, or establish a standing committee. The number of committees, the length of 
committee service and the persons serving on the committee(s) shall be at the sole discre-
tion of the Board of trustees.

6.4.5 The appeal will include a hearing, either in person or by phone, as the committee deter-
mines. The committee will consider all information presented, both oral and written 
within 30 days of the hearing. no attorneys are permitted to represent any party. The 
decision of the committee is final. The decision will be published in Vintage Views and 
will identify the parties, the dispute, the decision and the penalty (if any).

n SECTION 7—DUTIES OF AHRMA-AFFILIATED 
    CLUBS AND PROMOTERS
The purpose of this section is to describe duties and responsibilities of clubs and promoters who 
run AhrMA-approved events and who use this AhrMA handbook. In order to provide uni-
formity and consistency for historic motorcycle competitive events, AhrMA encourages the use 
of its handbook, which includes these general duties. (nOte: As used here, promoter may also 
mean “promoting club.”).
7.1 All events require an AhrMA permit. 
7.2 All conditions of entry should be contained in the advertisement and the entry applica-

tion.
7.3 At all public AhrMA activities the promoter should display, in a conspicuous place, a 

notice warning spectators witnessing events that they assume all risks for any injuries or 
damages resulting from that competition or its related activity.

7.4 The promoter is responsible for adequate fencing and other means of crowd control to 
protect the spectators from injury during the meet.

7.5 At closed-course race meets (roadrace, motocross, etc.) dangerous obstacles should be 
removed from the course and the surrounding area. Posts or trees along the course should 
be padded. Outside fencing and guard rails which do not completely reach the ground or 
any interruptions in fencing should be padded with hay bales or equivalent padding.

7.6 Promoters must take adequate measures for the control of dust on the track.
7.7 Promoters of meets where speed is a determining factor must have an ambulance with 

operating oxygen supply, and attending physician or qualified first-aid personnel at all 
times. There shall be an operative fire extinguisher with a minimum of a 5Bc rating at 
the starting line at all events. no meet or practice session shall be started until this equip-
ment is at the track.

7.8 If a rider or spectator is injured or dies during the sanctioned period, the promoter must 
forward a detailed report, including photographs, to  AHRMA concerning the circum-
stances of the incident. This should include names of witnesses, persons involved, details 
on track and weather conditions, and any other pertinent or helpful information. The 
report should include the promoter club name, sanction number and date of the meet. 
These reports are to be made in addition to listing the name on the official referee report.

7.9 A promoter must not make false announcements, advertise or otherwise disseminate 
information to the press or public which is incorrect or misleading.
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7.10 All advertisements should carry the words “AhrMA Permitted” and display the official 
AhrMA logo, publication-quality copies of which are available on written request to the 
AhrMA national Office, or download it from the Member resources section at www.
ahrma.org. The words “area,” “regional,” “national” or “state championship” shall not be 
used without the appropriate sanction or written permission.

7.11 The promoter shall provide a location, which is properly enclosed, for motor inspection 
and measurements; and to have winning motors ready for measurement on completion of 
the meet when required, at the discretion of the referee or race officials.

7.12 The promoter shall have the responsibility to see that all AhrMA rules are enforced at 
permitted events. Failure to adhere to these rules at AhrMA-sanctioned meets shall nul-
lify the sanction and approval for that meet.

7.13 It is the sole responsibility of the promoter to insure compliance with all rules relating or 
directed to safety and to otherwise act to promote safety of the meet.

7.14 It is the sole responsibility of the promoter to determine that the facility meets the under-
writing criteria of the insurance carrier and to purchase the required spectator and partici-
pant liability insurance in amounts and with coverage criteria as set by AhrMA. Proof 
of insurance by a carrier admitted in the state of the event must be provided to AhrMA 
at least 30 days before the event. If the required liability insurance is not purchased, the 
permit and approval for that day’s meet will be declared null and void.

7.15 All clubs and promoters seeking an AhrMA permit must agree to conduct the event 
pursuant to such terms and conditions as AhrMA will establish from time to time.

n SECTION 8—CLASSES FOR AHRMA RACE MEETS
p VINTAGE ROADRACE
1. 500 PREMIER: 1968 and earlier 500cc four-stroke Ohv/Ohc, or 750cc sidevalve 

machines. See Section 10.2.
2. 500 GRAND PRIX:  Any bike eligible for the 500 Premier class would be eligible with the 

following three restrictions: bikes must weigh at least 285 lbs dry, the stroke must remain 
stock stroke and gear boxes must be OeM 4 speed with the exception of the Indian built 
royal enfield that must be restricted 4-speed. See Section 10.2.

3. 350 GRAND PRIX: 1968 and earlier 350cc four-stroke machines; 350cc air-cooled, single-
cylinder, two-strokes with no more than five speeds; 250cc two-stroke water-cooled 
singles; 250cc twin-cylinder air-cooled two-strokes with no more than six speeds. See 
Section 10.2.

4. 250 GRAND PRIX: 1968 and earlier 250cc four-stroke machines; 250cc air-cooled two-
stroke singles with a maximum of five speeds; 175cc two- stroke water-cooled singles; 
175cc air-cooled, twin-cylinder, two-stroke machines with no more than six speeds. See 
Section 10.2.

5. 200 GRAND PRIX PLUS: This class combines a variety of engine designs and displacements, 
based on an index of performance. See Section 10.2.

6. FORMULA 750: Fully GP-kitted four-stroke machines up to four cylinders, manufactured as 
600-750cc and built prior to December 31, 1972. See Section 10.3.

7. FORMULA 500: two-stroke and certain four-stroke machines up to 500cc grouped on an 
index-of-performance basis. See Section 10.3.

8. FORMULA 250: two-stroke air-cooled machines, including singles up to 360cc and twins up 
to 250cc, and certain four-strokes. See Section 10.3.

9. FORMULA 125: Machines up to 125cc. See Section 10.3.
10. FORMULA VINTAGE: Open to machines eligible for 500 Premier, 500 GP, Formula 750, 

Formula 500 and Sportsman 750. See Section 10.3.
11. CLASS C: Intended for AMA “class c” machines up to and including those manufactured 

December 31, 1951, as ‘51 models. Also CLASS C HANDSHIFT, a championship class 
run together with, but scored separately from, class c. See Section 10.4.
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12. PRE-1940 GRAND PRIX: 1940 and earlier Grand Prix or modified street machines, includ-
ing 500cc single-cylinder Ohv and Ohc and 750cc sidevalve machines. See Section 
10.4.

13. CLASSIC SIXTIES: 1960 era and earlier (or like model) Grand Prix/clubman 500cc four-
stroke Ohv and Ohc machines, or 750cc sidevalve, in basically standard form. Plus 
350cc Ohv and Ohc as a non-championship class. CLASSIC SIXTIES 650: Pre-unit 
650cc and certain other machines, run with but scored separately from classic Sixties. See 
Section 10.4.

14. SPORTSMAN: 1972 and earlier four-stroke, maximum three-cylinder streetbike-based 
machines, divided into 350cc, 500cc and 750cc classes. See Section 10.5.

15. NOVICE HISTORIC PRODUCTION: 1972 and earlier production street machines with 
the standard OeM frame, swingarm, forks and handlebar mounts. engines use the origi-
nal OeM bore and stroke. classes are Lightweight (four-strokes up to 500cc, 250cc two-
strokes and certain 350cc two-strokes) and Heavyweight (four-strokes up to 750cc and 
350-500cc two-strokes). This class is intended for novice riders. See Section 10.6.

16. BEARS®: two-cylinder pushrod machines built up through 1968 and competing under 
Formula 750 specifications. See Section 10. 7.

17. SIDECAR: 750cc four-stroke, twin-cylinder, or 500cc two-stroke, air-cooled, twin-cylinder 
powerplants. rules available from the AhrMA national office. See Section 10.9.

18. EXHIBITION: non-competitive exhibition or “rolling display” rides. Guidelines available 
from the AhrMA national office.

p VINTAGE SUPERBIKE
1. HEAVYWEIGHT: Unlimited displacement twins and pushrod triples, and displacement-

limited fours and sixes built up through the 1982 model year. See Section 10.8.
2. MIDDLEWEIGHT: Unlimited displacement singles, with limited pushrod twins, Ohc 

twins, pushrod triples and Ohc fours built up through the 1982 model year. See Section 
10.8.

3. LIGHTWEIGHT: 1983 model and earlier singles, twins and multis using performance index-
es for smaller bikes. See Section 10.8.

p BATTLE OF TWINS®

1. BOT FORMULA 3: Pushrod Ohv machines to 1000cc, Ohc 2- or 3-valve to 800cc, Ohc 
liquid-cooled 4-valve to 650cc. Pushrod Ohv machines over 900cc must run under 
Supersport specifications See Section 10.11.

2. BOT FORMULA 2: Pushrod Ohv machines to 1250cc, liquid-cooled Ohc to 750cc, air-
cooled 2-valve Ohc to 1000cc and air-cooled 4-valve to 1000cc. See Section 10.11.

3. BOT FORMULA 1: no displacement limits and no limitations to engine modifications, with 
the exception of water-cooled 4-valve twins over 900cc. See Section 10.11.

4. OPEN TWO-STROKE: Air-cooled two-stroke motorcycles to 500cc; water-cooled two-
strokes with tubular frame to 400cc; and modern 250cc GP type machines. See Section 
10.11.

5. THRUXTON TRANSATLANTIC CHALLENGE: Pits triumph Thruxtons against harley-
Davidson Sportsters. Machines are lightly modified. replaces triumph Thruxton cup 
challenge. See Section 10.11.

p SOUND OF SINGLES®  

1. SOUND OF SINGLES 2 (SOS2): Four-stroke motorcycles with more than two valves up to 
450cc and two-valve four-strokes to 610cc. See Section 10.12.

2. SOUND OF SINGLES 1 (SOS1): Unlimited displacement single cylinder four-strokes. See 
Section 10.12.

3. SOS TWO-STROKE: two-stroke singles to 550cc. See Section 10.12.
4. MOTARD: Motocross, off-road, dual-sport and motard-specific four-stroke single-cylinder 

machines of unlimited displacement (replaces Production Singles). See Section 10.12.
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p SOUND OF THUNDER®

1. SOUND OF THUNDER®: Unlimited displacement four-stroke singles and twins; three-cylin-
der machines to 1000cc; and twin-rotor rotary engines. See Section 10.13.

p VINTAGE MOTOCROSS
1. PREMIER LIGHTWEIGHT: certain pre-modern-era machines up to 250cc. See Section 

11.1.1.
2. PREMIER 500: Pre-1965-era machines up to 500cc. See Section 11.1.2.
3. PREMIER OPEN TWINS: Pre-1965-era twin-cylinder machines 600cc and larger. See 

Section 11.1.3.
4. 100cc MOTOCROSS: 88-100cc 2-stroke and 4-stroke production machines up to 1974. See 

Section 11.1.4.
5. CLASSIC 125: 125cc two-strokes and four-strokes up to 150cc, manufactured through 

December 1971 and any like machines. See Section 11.1.5.
6. CLASSIC 250: Specific 250cc and smaller two-stroke machines introduced just after the 

Premier Lightweight era, as well as the heavy 350cc non-unit motorcycles. See Section 
11.1.6.

7. CLASSIC 500: Specific motorcycles introduced just after the Premier 500 era. See Section 
11.1.7.

8. SPORTSMAN: 125cc, 250cc and 500cc classes for machines up to model year 1974. See 
Section 11.1.8-10.

9. SPORTSMAN OPEN TWINS: twin-cylinder machines up to model year 1974. See Section 
11.1.11.

10. OPEN AGE: Any AhrMA-eligible rider on any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See 
Section 11.1.12.

11. +40: riders over 40 years of age on any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 
11.1.13.

12. +50: riders over 50 years of age on any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 
11.1.14.

13. +60: riders over 60 years of age on any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 
11.1.15.

14. +70: riders over 70 years of age on any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 
11.1.16.

15. WOMEN: riding any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 11.1.17.

p POST-VINTAGE MOTOCROSS
1. HISTORIC 125: certain 125cc and smaller motorcycles built up to and including the 1977 

model year as the first-generation of long-travel machines. See Section 12.1.2.
2. HISTORIC 250: certain 126-250cc motorcycles built up to and including the 1977 model 

year as the first-generation of long-travel machines. See Section 12.1.3.
3. HISTORIC 500: certain 325-460cc two-strokes and four-strokes up to 636cc built up to and 

including the 1977 model year as the first-generation of long-travel machines. See Section 
12.1.4.

4. HISTORIC FOUR-STROKE: certain four-stroke machines built up to and including the 
1978 model year with up to 636cc. Overhead cam machines are limited to 500cc See 
Section 12.1.5.

5. GRAN PRIX 125: certain post-1977 motorcycles up to 125cc. See Section 12.2.2.
6. GRAN PRIX 250: certain post-1977 motorcycles 126-250cc. See Section 12.2.3.
7. GRAN PRIX 500: certain post-1977 motorcycles 325-500cc two-stroke and up to 580cc 

four-stroke. See Section 12.2.4.
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8. GRAN PRIX FOUR-STROKE: certain 185cc-580cc four-stroke motorcycles that came just 
after the historic Four-Stroke period. See Section 12.2.5.

9. ULTIMA 125: certain motorcycles up to 125cc that do not have disc brakes or power-valve 
type mechanism built directly into the engine. See Section 12.3.2.

10. ULTIMA 250: certain 126-250cc motorcycles that do not have disc brakes or power-valve 
type mechanism built directly into the engine. See Section 12.3.3.

11. ULTIMA 500: certain 325-580cc motorcycles that do not have disc brakes or power-valve 
type mechanism built directly into the engine. See Section 12.3.4 .

12. ULTIMA FOUR STROKE: certain 200cc-580cc four-stroke motorcycles that were pro-
duced either with a single-shock rear suspension or a newer engine technology. See 
Section 12.3.5.

13. OPEN AGE: Any AhrMA-eligible rider on any eligible machine. See Section 12.4.1.
14. +40: riders over age 40 on any eligible machine. See Section 12.4.2.
15. +50: riders over age 50 on any eligible machine. See Section 12.4.3.
16. +60: riders over 60 years of age on any eligible machine. See Section 12.4.4.
17. WOMEN: Female riders on any eligible machine. See Section 12.4.5.
18.  SUPPORT CLASSES: PRE MODERN: certain 125-600cc, two- and four- stroke 

motorcycles which were factory-produced with a hydraulic front disk brake and a rear 
drum brake. See Section 12.4.6.

p OBSERVED TRIALS
1. PREMIER HEAVYWEIGHT: Pre-1965 era machines 350cc and larger. See Section 13.1.1.
2. PREMIER LIGHTWEIGHT: Pre-1965 era machines up to 250cc. See Section 13.1.2.
3. RIGID LIGHTWEIGHT: Any non-swingarm machine up to 300 cc. See Section 13.1.3.
4. RIGID HEAVYWEIGHT: Any non-swingarm machine over 301 cc. See Section 13.1.4
5. GIRDER FORK: Any rigid-frame, girder-fork machine. See Section 13.1.5.
6. MODERN CLASSIC: Any unit-construction machine up to model year 1979. See Section 

13.1.6.
7. CLASSIC: British kit-framed two-strokes up to model year 1974 with 175cc or smaller OeM 

engine, and Spanish 4- speeds to 250cc in original OeM frame. See Section 13.1.7.
8. BEGINNER: A non-championship class for beginning trials riders on any motorcycle eligible 

for AhrMA trials. See Section 13.1.8.

p DIRT TRACK
1. DINOSAUR: 1951 and earlier 500cc Ohv and 750cc sidevalve. See Section 14.2.1.
2. CLASSIC: 1967 and earlier machines; the two classes include 0-250cc, and 500cc Ohv/ 

750cc sidevalve. See Section 14.2.2-3.

Expert Motorcycle  Works 
Norton Triumph BSA “Bike British” 

Established 1950 

⋅ New & Used British parts 
⋅ Complete machine shop service ⋅ Full racing needs, Moto-X to Road Racing 
⋅ MasterCard, Visa, Discover ⋅ UPS daily 
 
Robert, Yvette & John Goodpaster 
(219) 942-2401  expertmcworks@msn.com  
403 N. Wisconsin, Hobart, IN 46342 
     

Join our Vintage Racing 
Team and learn to fly 
without leaving the ground! 

 

Good Luck Team Expert! 
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3. SPORTSMAN: 1974 and earlier dirt trackers, divided into classes for 0-250cc, 251-600cc and 
601-750cc machines. See Section 14.2.4-6.

4. SEVENTIES SINGLES: Post-vintage-era 500cc and smaller four-stroke machines such as 
competed in the late 1970s. See Section 14.2.7.

5. SEVENTIES TWO-STROKE: 1981 and earlier air-cooled two-strokes up to 250cc. See 
Section 14.2.8.

6. SENIOR: riders over 50 years of age on any Sportsman-eligible machine. See Section 14.2.9.
7. SUPER SENIOR: riders over 60 years of age on any Sportsman-eligible machine. See Section 

14.2.10.
8. SEVENTIES SINGLES +50: riders age 50 or older on any Seventies Singles or Seventies 

two-Stroke eligible machine. See Section 14.2.11.
9. NOVICE: A non-championship class run at selected events for entry-level riders on 

Sportsman-eligible machines. See Section 14.2.12.
10. SUPPORT CLASSES: See Section 14.2.13
11. FOUR-STROKE SUPER SINGLES: Based on 1980’s rotax, honda Xr600 and Yamaha 

tt600. See Section 14.2.14.

p TT
1. DINOSAUR: 1951 and earlier machines, no limits on engine displacement. See Section 

14.3.1.
2. CLASSIC: 1967 and earlier machines; the two classes include 0-250cc, and Open. See Section 

14.3.2-3.
3. SPORTSMAN: 1974 and earlier dirt-trackers, divided into classes for 0-250cc, 300-600cc and 

601-750cc. See Section 14.3.4-6.
4. SEVENTIES SINGLES: Post-vintage-era 500cc and smaller four-stroke machines such as 

competed in the late 1970s. See Section 14.3.7.
5. SEVENTIES TWO-STROKE: 1981 and earlier air-cooled two-strokes up to 250cc. See 

Section 14.3.8.
6. SENIOR: riders over 50 years of age on any Sportsman-eligible machine. See Section 14.3.9.
7. SUPER SENIOR: riders over 60 years of age on any Sportsman-eligible machine. See Section 

14.3.10.
8. SEVENTIES SINGLES +50: riders age 50 or older on any Seventies Singles or Seventies 

two-Stroke eligible machine. See Section 14.3.11.
9. NOVICE: A non-championship class run at selected events for entry-level riders on 

Sportsman-eligible machine. See Section 14.3.12.

p CROSS COUNTRY
1. 100cc: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.1.
2. SPORTSMAN 200, (88-200cc) & OPEN (201cc-Open): novice, Intermediate & expert. 

See Section 15.1.1.
3. CLASSIC: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.1.
4. PREMIER: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.1.
5.+50: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.1.
6. +60: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.1.
7. +70: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.1.
8. WOMEN: riding any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 15.1.1.
9. POST VINTAGE HISTORIC 200: (88-200cc) historic-class machines; novice, Intermediate 

& expert. See Section 15.1.2.
10. POST VINTAGE HISTORIC OPEN: (201cc-Open)—historic-class machines; novice, 

Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.2.
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n SECTION 9—GENERAL ROADRACING RULES
every effort should be made to comply thoroughly with the following competition rules.

9.1 RIDER ELIGIBILITY

9.1.1 new AhrMA roadracers are required to provide evidence that in the past two years 
they have either successfully completed an accredited roadrace school or competed 
with another roadrace organization acceptable to AhrMA, including but not limited 
to AMA, ccS, WerA, AFM, etc. The minimum age for riders is 18. new, novice 
AhrMA roadracers may not be permitted to ride at certain venues.

9.2 MACHINE ELIGIBILITY

9.2.1 A motorcycle can bump-up one class, but may be ridden in any class for which it is eli-
gible under class guidelines, including that listed in the bump-up schedule below. With 
safety and fair competition in mind, the following schedule applies:

 200 GP into 250 GP
 250 GP into 350 GP
 350 GP into 500 Premier 
 350 GP two-stroke into Formula 250
 350 Sportsman into 500 Sportsman
 500 Sportsman into 750 Sportsman
 Pre-1940 into class c
 class c into classic Sixties
 classic 60s (500cc) into 500 GP 
 classic Sixties 650 to BeArS 
 Formula 125 into Formula 250
 Formula 250 into Formula 500
 Formula 500 into Formula 750
 BeArS into Formula 750
 500 Premier, 500 GP, Formula 500 & 750,  & 750 Sportsman into Formula vintage
 novice historic Production may not bump up into any other class 
 vintage Superbike Lightweight into vintage Superbike Middleweight 
 vintage Superbike Middleweight into Formula vintage 

11. POST-VINTAGE 200: (88-200cc) Grand Prix and Ultima-class machines; novice, 
Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.2.

12. POST-VINTAGE OPEN: Grand Prix and Ultima-class machines  201cc and larger; novice, 
Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.2.

13. POST-VINTAGE +50: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.2.
14. POST-VINTAGE +60: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.2.
15. POST-VINTAGE +70: novice, Intermediate & expert. See Section 15.1.2.
16. POST-VINTAGE WOMEN: riding any AhrMA-eligible vintage machine. See Section 

15.1.2
Also see Vintage and Post-Vintage MX class descriptions.

George Danke
Motorcycle Company

#1 in Customer Service Since 1950

512 East Columbia Ave.
Battle Creek, MI 49014

269.965.3341
AHRMA Member #6402

Racer # 65

Parts & Vintage Race Tires Shipped Nationwide
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 vintage Superbike heavyweight into Formula vintage

9.2.2 Sound of Singles and Battle of twins machines may bump up into any SOS/BOt class 
in which they are eligible under the class guidelines. Additionally, SOS two-Stroke may 
bump up into Open two-Stroke and Sound of Thunder. Open two-Stroke may bump up 
into Sound of Thunder.

9.2.3 Depending upon size of grids, entries may be run together and scored separately at 
AhrMA’s option.

9.2.4 no roadrace class will be eliminated or consolidated without first being officially placed 
on a one-year probation. The probationary period is intended to give competitors an 
opportunity to support the class and show that it is viable.

9.3 TECHNICAL INSPECTION
a) All turn signals, luggage racks and mirrors must be removed. non-essential brackets, 

braces, grab rails, and chain guards may be removed. center and side stands must be 
removed.

b) Parts of the motorcycle that have sharp edges or corners and that present a cut-
ting hazard must be smoothed or covered with at least 1/8 inch of rubber or other 
approved padding. These parts include, but are not limited to, foot controls and side 
stand lugs.

c) The motorcycle seat or fender must extend rearward beyond the line drawn vertically 
through the rear axle.

d) If used, oil coolers must be securely mounted in a protected area. Manufacturer-
approved oil lines or properly installed aftermarket lines and fittings must be used. 
Oil coolers, if used, must be frame mounted (no fork mounted oil coolers).

e) An unbreakable catch tank or reservoir of at least 6-oz. capacity must be provided for 
any breather hoses venting the following: cam box or top end, crankcase, primary, 
gearbox, oil tank, and radiator or coolant tanks. catch tanks must be situated so they 
will not normally overflow unless more than two-thirds full. Liquid-cooled machines 
must use only water or “WaterWetter” as a coolant, and a separate 6-oz. catch tank 
must be provided.

f ) Oil containment. Oil containment systems are required on all roadracing machines. 
Oil containment pans on wet-sump engines must be designed to hold the capacity 
of the engine sump with nominal reserve. Material used must be durable, fastened 
safely and removable for inspection if required. The pan must have a retaining dam 
at the rear. two-stroke and dry-sump machines must use a pan with a minimum 
capacity of one quart, or approved oil-absorbing material with a screen backing and 
fastened securely. Oil-absorbing material, securely retained in the bottom of the pan, 
is strongly recommended. All oil containment systems are subject to approval by 
technical inspection.

g) Kickstarters may not be retained on roadracers, except in class c and Pre-1940 
on handshift machines only. The kickstarter may be retained on supermotard type 
machines, provided the lever is equipped with a secondary restraint, such as an elastic 
band.

h) All machines must be equipped with effective silencers and exhaust systems must 
include sound attenuation material or devices. Open pipes and reverse cone mega-
phones are not effective silencers. exceptions may be granted for exhibition purposes 
only. All exhaust systems must exit toward the rear of the motorcycle.

 Sound testing will take place at all AhrMA national events. This will be a pass-by 
test at a section of the circuit where machines are under full throttle. As dB(a) levels 
differ from circuit to circuit due to background and distance, only the worst offend-
ers will be notified. Failure to meet track-imposed noise limits may result in disquali-
fication from the day’s event and no refund of entry fees. These results will be posted 
and published in Vintage Views. At tracks where noise limits are in effect, AhrMA 
will adhere to the track’s policy.

9.4 LOCKWIRE REQUIREMENTS
Because historic racing motorcycles have unique characteristics of construction, AhrMA has 
developed specific lockwiring requirements for roadracers. 
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As a general rule of thumb, “If in doubt, lockwire it.” Note: Only stainless steel lockwire may 
be used. The following regulations apply in addition to those listed above.

a)  Primary case filler, drain and level-check plugs must be lockwired.
b)  crankcase filler, drain and level plugs must be lockwired.
c)  transmission filler, drain and level-check plugs must be lockwired.
d)  Any primary case, crankcase or transmission inspection plug must be lockwired.
e)  Any primary case, crankcase or transmission overflow or vent hoses must be lock-

wired.
f )  Oil filter nuts and oil filter plugs must be lockwired.
g)  Fuel tank overflow lines must be secured and have a catch bottle or one-way valve 

provided.
h)  Lockwiring of carburetor drain plugs, or securing with a fuel-proof sealant, is encour-

aged.
i) All flexible oil lines must be a reinforced oil and gas resistant hose, and must be 

secured by lockwire as secondary security, in addition to a swaged fitting or hose 
clamp. Total-loss oiling systems must be equipped with unbreakable catch bottles 
and/or a “select pad” diaper system.

j)  All fuel and oil lines must be securely clamped or secured by other acceptable means, 
and will be pull-tested during tech inspection.

k)  All fork drains must be safety wired or securely taped.
l)  exhaust systems must be securely mounted and bolts lockwired. A secondary security 

system is encouraged and may be required at the tech Inspector’s discretion. 
m) Brake torque arm bolt lockwiring is required.
n)  If not lockwired, axle nuts must be secured with a cotter pin or other acceptable 

means.
o)  Foot brake pedal pivot bolts and nuts must be lockwired.
p)  All brake rods and cables with threaded adjusters must be wired or cotter-pinned to 

prevent the loss of the adjuster nut.
q)  All throttle cables must be secured to the throttle housing by lockwire.
r)  All disc brake caliper attaching bolts.

9.5 NUMBERS AND NUMBER PLATES
9.5.1 All roadracing, motocross and dirt-track competition numbers will be assigned by 

AhrMA’s national office. These numbers will remain in effect as long as a rider maintains 
a valid AhrMA competition license. however, a rider may be asked to surrender a two-
digit number if he does not compete in at least one AhrMA event per year. All competi-
tors must display their AhrMA-assigned number unless granted prior permission to run 
a different number and number plate color at that event only.

9.5.2 roadrace class champions from the previous year may display the #1 plate on their 
machine (see rule 3.6a). In combined-class racing, #1 plates must also display an upper-
case letter (such as 1e). When used, letters must be at least 3 inches tall. number-letter 
combinations for each class are:

 500 Premier  1
 500 Grand Prix  1W  Formula vintage 1r
 350 Grand Prix 1A  BeArS  1S
 250 Grand Prix 1B  vintage Superbike Middleweight 1v
 200 Grand Prix 1c  vintage Superbike heavyweight 1t 
 Formula 750 1D  vintage Superbike Lightweight 1Z
  Formula 500 1e 
 Formula 250 1F  Sound of Thunder 1
 Formula 125 1G  BOt Formula 1  1B 
 Pre-1940 GP 1h  BOt Formula 2 1c
 class c handshift 1J   BOt Formula 3 1D
 class c Footshift 1K  Open two-Stroke  1e 
 classic Sixties 1L  Sound of Singles 1 1F
 classic Sixties 650 1M  Sound of Singles 2 1G
 Sportsman 750 1n  two-Stroke Singles 1h 
 Sportsman 500 1P  Motard  1J  
 Sportsman 350 1Q  Thruxton  1t
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9.5.3 All vintage roadrace numbers must be black on a white background except: Sports man, 
black numbers on “school bus yellow” background, and novice historic Production, red 
numbers on white background, Sports man and novice historic Production machines use 
10x12-inch rectangular number plates; all others use rectangular plates 10x12 inches or 
oval plates no smaller than 9x11 inches.

9.5.4 All vintage Superbike numbers must be white numerals on a green background
9.5.5 All BOt roadrace numbers must be black numerals on a white background.
9.5.6 All SOS roadrace numbers must be black numerals on a yellow background.
9.5.7 All Sound of Thunder roadrace numbers must be black numerals on a background of 

either white or yellow.
9.5.8 numbers must be at least 7 inches high block style, with a stroke width of 1 inch and 

legible. There must be no less than 1/2-inch of space between numbers and between the 
numbers and the outside edge of the number plate. If a rider’s assigned number will not 
fit into a 9x11-inch oval, a larger background may be used, up to a 10x12-inch rectangle.

9.5.9 All machines must display three number plates—one mounted on the front and one on 
each side mounted in such a manner that it will not be blocked by the rider in the nor-
mal racing (seated) position.

9.5.10 Any violations constitute grounds for disqualification.

9.6 SCORING AND SERIES POINTS AWARDS
9.6.1 RACE FINISHES: The race is officially ended for all contestants at the completion of the 

lap the winner is given the checkered flag.
a)  Should the checkered flag be displayed later than the official distance, the finishing 

order will be decided on the basis of the official distance. Under any other circum-
stance, the winner is the leader at the time the checkered flag is displayed.

b)  Should a rider be given the checkered flag with or ahead of the actual winner, the 
rider will be scored as having completed the race in the race position the rider was 
running at that time.

c)  riders not yet receiving the checkered flag will be scored in order of finish and laps 
completed.

9.6.2 A “did not finish” (DnF) scores points in order of stoppage, but a “did not start” (DnS) 
will not receive points. A rider will score points if he is the sole class competitor. A rider 
must complete one full lap to be scored.

9.6.3 If two classes are run together in one race, a rider may ride one motorcycle in one class 
and be scored in the other class, provided the machine is eligible and entered in that 
other class. The rider shall start from the least favorable wave or grid position.

9.6.4 Points will be awarded at all roadraces according to the following schedule. national-
championship events also award regional-championship points for the region in which 
the event takes place. Series awards are based on a rider’s best finishes in one-half of the 
total number of events in the series, rounded up to the next whole number if necessary 
(e.g., in a 19-event series, a rider’s 10 best finishes count). A rider must score points in at 
least two events to be eligible for series awards. Year-end scoring ties will be broken by the 
greatest number of first-place finishes, then second-place finishes, third-place, etc. In the 
event of an absolute tie, the oldest rider wins.
a)  All machines must have a functioning AMB transponder mounted on either fork 

leg not more than 42 inches from the ground with the mounting pin up, during all 
races. It is the responsibility of the rider to have the AMB transponder charged and 
mounted properly or the rider will not be scored in the respective race.

b)  The racer must use their registered transponder on any bike they race.
c)  If a racer wants to be manually scored, a fee of $50 per class will be charged. The 

racer must notify the race director prior to the race to be manually scored
d)  Scoring of a racer with a malfunctioning transponder will be at the discretion of the 

race director.
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e)  AMB timing and scoring results are to be used to determine the final finishing posi-
tions. Mylaps results are not official AhrMA results. Official AhrMA results will be 
posted on AhrMA.org.

 Finish   Finish   Finish
 Position Points   Position  Points  Position Points
 1 1000 21  64 41 20
 2 835 22  58 42 19
 3 700 23  53 43 18
 4 590 24  49 44 17
 5 499 25  45 45 16
 6 424 26  42 46 15
 7 362 27  39 47 14
 8 311 28  36 48 13
 9 268 29  34 49 12
 10 232 30  32 50 11
 11 202 31  30 51 10
 12 176 32  29 52 9
 13 154 33  28 53 8
 14 136 34  27 54 7
 15 120 35  26 55 6
 16 107 36  25 56 5
 17 95 37  24 57 4
 18 85 38  23 58 3
 19 77 39  22 59 2
 20 70 40  21 60 1

9.7 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR VINTAGE CLASSES
9.7.1 All major components must be OeM parts or accurate, detailed replicas of the same parts 

using the same type materials and technologies. Major components may not be newer 
than the cutoff date specified for a class (e.g., no inverted forks in the vintage or vintage 
Superbike classes). composite materials not of the period cannot be used in any form in 
a vintage machine without prior approval of the roadrace rules & eligibility committee. 
The burden of authenticating is on the rider. Press clippings and photos with identifiable 
dates may be helpful.

9.7.2 ENGINES
a) engines of any type falling into the classes listed may compete.
b) engines must be naturally aspirated (no turbos). Superchargers are allowed only on 

Pre-1940 GP machines if original equipment.
c) Allowable overbore is a class’s maximum displacement plus the following limits, or 

the specific machine displacement, as in the performance-indexed classes (such as 200 
Grand Prix and classic Sixties 650): cylinders may be bored to a maximum of .080”, 
singles; .060”, twins; .040”, triples; and .020”, fours. to determine displacement lim-
its, .080”, .060”, .040” and .020”, as appropriate, shall be subtracted from the actual 
bore prior to calculation. note: These limits do not apply to class c and Pre-’40 
classes, which have a maximum overbore of .080”. 

d) The formula for calculating engine displacement in any class is: Bore x bore x .7854 x 
stroke x number of cylinders.

e) A 6-oz. minimum catch tank or reservoir must be provided for any breather hoses 
venting the following: cam box or top end, crankcase, primary, transmission, oil 
tanks, and radiator or coolant tanks. Such catch tanks must be situated so that they 
will not normally overflow.

f ) total loss primary chain oilers must be equipped with a system to prevent spillage 
onto the track.

g) All fluid plugs and fittings with oil or coolant behind them must be securely fastened 
or safety wired.

h) Liquid-cooled motorcycle engines must use only water or “WaterWetter” as a cool-
ant, and a separate 6-oz. catch tank must be fitted.

i) Machines with chain-driven primary must have a chain guard.
j) conversion to toothed-belt primary drive is encouraged as a safety measure.
k) hydraulically assisted clutches are prohibited.
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9.7.3 FrAMeS
a) Frames shall be free of cracks and kinks.
b) All welds shall be structurally sound.
c) roadracing motorcycles must have both front and rear suspension (except Pre-’40, 

class c and sidecars).
d) no part of the seat or other parts to the rear may stand more than 37 inches above the 

ground when the motorcycle is unladen.
e) Unladen motorcycles must be capable of leaning at least 50 degrees to either side 

before contacting the ground (tires excepted).
f ) Frames and swingarms must be made in the same type (tubing style) and manner as 

original or period. An eligibility request must be submitted for any frame or swingarm 
redesign or modification. A diagram of an approved tubular reinforced swingarm 
eligible for Formula and Sportsman machines is shown below. This swingarm was 
documented as having been constructed by Big D cycle in 1971.

g)  The motorcycle seat or fender must extend rearward beyond a line drawn vertically 
through the rear axle.

h)  Gas-filled shocks are permitted, but remote or external reservoirs are not unless fit-
ted as original equipment.

i)  Monoshock or cantilever rear suspension is prohibited (except vincent original 
equipment). two rear shock- spring units are required and must not be inclined for-
ward more than 45 degrees from vertical, one shock on each side.

9.7.4 TANKS
a) All tanks, whether for fuel, oil or coolant, must be leak-free and securely mount-

ed.
b) Fuel tanks must be fitted with readily accessible shut-off valves in working order.
c) Positive clamping is mandatory on all oil, fuel and coolant line connections. Slip 

fits are not permitted.
9.7.5 TIRES & RIMS

a) roadracing tires must be of modern racing compound only (DOt type permitted), 
no slicks, soft rain tires or hand cut slicks are permitted in vintage classes. tires 
must be treaded and not excessively worn. 

b) Wheels must be wire spoke type in classic, Grand Prix and Sportsman categories. 
Spokes must be in good condition. Formula classes may use period cast wheels. 
Astralite (stamped) type wheels are prohibited, except in vintage Superbike.

c) tire warmers are prohibited on vintage motorcycles with treaded tires.

9.7.6 RIM SIZES
a)  Grand Prix (200 GP, 250 GP, 350 GP and 500 Premier): rim diameter must be 

at least 18 inches and not exceed WM3 (2.15 inches), except where fitted as origi-
nal equipment (Ariel Arrow), minimum diameter 16 inches.

b)  Formula 750: rim diameter must be at least 18 inches and not exceed WM3 
(2.15 inches) front and WM5 (3 inches) rear. harley-Davidson Xr750s may 
use WM6 (3.5 inches) when fitted with original Morris magnesium wheels. no 
Astralite wheels.

c) Formula 500: rim diameter must be at least 18 inches and not exceed WM3 (2.15 
inches) front and WM5 (3 inches) rear.

d) Formula 250: rim diameter must be at least 18 inches and not exceed WM3 (2.15 
inches) front and WM4.5 (2.75 inches) rear.
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e) Formula 125: rim width may not exceed WM3 (2.15 inches) front or rear.
f ) Classic (Pre-’40, Class C, Classic Sixties): rim diameter must be at least 18 inches 

and not exceed WM3 (2.15 inches), except in class c and Pre-’40 when fitted as 
OeM (h-D and Indian), minimum diameter 16 inches.

g) Sportsman: rim diameter must be at least 18 inches and not exceed WM3 (2.15 
inches). WM4 (2.5 inches) rear rims are permitted on 750s only.

h) Novice Historic Production: Maximum rim width WM3 (2.15 inches) front and 
WM4 (2.5 inches) rear.

i) Vintage Superbike: Maximum front rim width 3.5 inches and 4.5 inches rear.
9.7.7 BRAKES

a) efficient front and rear brakes are required.
b) Front disc brakes, where allowed, must be of the period; steel, rigid-mounted type; 

maximum diameter 12 inches. caliper must be the two-piston period type. Discs 
permitted only in Sportsman and Formula categories—single front disc or drum in 
Sportsman 750, historic Production and Formula 250; dual front discs or drum 
in Formula 500 and Formula 750. All GP and classic classes must use front drum 
brakes.

c) rear discs are permitted, provided they are period equipment. rear discs are not per-
mitted in classic Sixties, class c and Pre-1940 classes.

d) Any type of period drum brake is acceptable. hydraulically operated drum brakes are 
prohibited. refer to class c, Pre-1940 and classic Sixties rules for restrictions.

e) Air scoops, if fitted, must have screens and be clear of all working parts.
9.7.8 HANDLEBARS & CONTROLS

a) handlebars must have a minimum width of 18 inches and a maximum width of 32 
inches (except class c and Pre-1940).

b) handlebars, levers and the rider’s hands must have at least 1 inch clearance between 
the fuel tank or enclosed-type fairings, and at least 2 inches with cut-out type fair-
ings.

c) handlebars shall permit the front wheel to be turned at least 20 degrees to each side 
from a straight-ahead position.

d) hand control levers must have ball ends at least 1/2-inch in diameter.
e) All controls must operate effectively and reliably.
f ) All foot controls must be free from sharp or ragged edges.
g) Steering dampers may be added or changed.
h) All motorcycles must be equipped with a functional handlebar mounted kill switch. 

If the motorcycle is equipped with a magneto where an operational kill switch cannot 
be fitted, then the carburetor settings must be such that a running engine shuts off 
when the throttle is fully closed.

i) Throttles must be self-closing or must be equipped with a deadman switch mounted 
on the handlebar and attached to the rider.

9.7.9 FOOTRESTS
a) Footrests must be positioned for ready access to applicable controls.
b) Footrests may be solid or folding. If folding, they must fold up and to the rear at a 

45-degree angle, and must be spring-loaded to prevent folding accidently.
c) Only one pair of footrests may be fitted per machine.
d) Footrests must be free of sharp or cutting edges.

9.7.10 FAIRINGS
a) Fairings, if used, must be mounted at no fewer than three points.
b) Fairings must not extend forward of a vertical line drawn through the forward-most 

part of the front tire. The front wheel must be visible from the side and it must be 
possible to see the rider completely, in the normal riding position, from either side 
and from above with the exception of the forearms.

c) no streamlining may be attached to the rider or the helmet. Leathers with “aero 
humps” are permitted.

d) Dustbin fairings are permitted only on pre-1957 GP-class roadracers.
e) Period fairings only. no fairings in Sportsman classes.
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9.7.11 FUEL
a) Gasoline only; maximum 115 octane [using formula (r+M)/2].
b) race gas available to all competitors at each event will be used as a standard for test-

ing. Street gas with boosters or additives will be illegal if it exceeds the standard.
c) no fuel may be carried on a motorcycle except in tanks securely mounted for that 

purpose.
9.7.12 EXHAUST NOISE

a) Sound testing will take place at all AhrMA national events. See rule 9.3h.
b) All two-stroke machines must compete with effective silencers.
c) exceptions may be granted for exhibition purposes only.

9.7.13 EXHAUST SYSTEMS
a) Period style exhaust systems are encouraged.
b) All exhaust systems must exit toward the rear of the motorcycle.

9.7.14 CARBURETORS
a) Flat-slide or Lectron type and injection type carburetors are not permitted. “Power 

jet” and “pumper” type carburetors are not permitted unless such mechanisms are 
disconnected or removed. Fuel injection is not permitted. Period carburetors are 
encouraged. Smooth bore carburetors with concentric float bowls are not permitted, 
except where they were fitted as original equipment or supplied as factory kits on that 
model motorcycle. Modern replacement smooth bore carburetors are not permitted.

b) A restrictor plate may be used where a minimum carburetor size is specified. A 
restrictor plate must be 1/8 inch thick with a constant diameter bore no larger than 
the required maximum diameter.

9.7.15 IGNITION
a) conversion to solid-state (pointless) ignition is permitted (e.g., Lucas rita). 

electronic engine-management systems are not permitted. Any system that provides 
dynamic (vehicle in motion) electronic adjustments via rider selection or any other 
means is illegal.

9.7.16 REED VALVES
a) OeM-based reed cages must be retained; reed petals may be metal or fiber. carbon-

fiber reed petals are not allowed.
9.7.17 GENERAL

a) two AhrMA decals of an approved design must be displayed in a conspicuous or 
readily visible position on the motorcycle. Decals are available at technical inspection 
at no cost to the competitor.

9.8 MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR BATTLE OF TWINS,  
          SOUND OF SINGLES AND SOUND OF THUNDER

a) Engine modifications: Unless specified, there are no restrictions on engine modi-
fications. A competitor may modify the engine to any degree, as long as the class 
displacement limits are not exceeded. engines may not have their bore and/or stroke 
reduced to meet class limits. engines must be naturally aspirated (no turbos or super-
chargers), except four-stroke singles in Sound of Thunder.

b) Frames
1) Any frame manufactured by an OeM or any reputable aftermarket frame manu-

facturer is allowed. custom frames are eligible, but only the highest standard of 
workmanship will be permitted. Frame modifications are allowed; however, they 
must be declared and brought to the attention of the tech Inspector for inspec-
tion of quality and eligibility. Any frame considered inadequate by the tech 
Inspector will not be allowed to race. This decision may be appealed to the race 
Director only at that event. contact the AhrMA office for clarification of confir-
mation of eligibility.

2) Frame modifications: Gusseting and strengthening is allowed, as long as it is 
done in a professional, safe, workmanlike manner.

3) Swingarms may be strengthened or changed to a different style or type, provided 
they are safe and tight in the frame.

4) Frames shall be free of cracks and kinks.
5) All welds shall be structurally sound.
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c) Wheels: rim diameter must be no smaller than 16 inches. rim width should comply 
with the tire manufacturer’s recommendations.

d) Tires: Slicks, DOt or rain tires may be used. If the class or particular motorcycle is 
required to run under Supersport rules, only DOt tires or rain tires may be used. 
riders should refer to their specific class rules to determine the type of tires legal for 
that class. tires must be of a modern racing compound and must not show excessive 
wear. tire warmers are permitted.

e) Brakes: efficient front and rear brakes are required.
f ) Suspension: Motorcycles must have both front and rear suspension.
g) Exhaust: All machines must be equipped with effective silencers and exhaust systems 

must include sound attenuation material or devices. Open pipes and reverse cone 
megaphones are not effective silencers. exceptions may be granted for exhibition pur-
poses only. All exhaust systems must exit toward the rear of the motorcycle.

 Sound testing will take place at all AhrMA national events. This will be a pass-by 
test at a section of the circuit where machines are under full throttle. As dB(a) levels 
differ from circuit to circuit due to background and distance, only the worst offend-
ers will be notified. Failure to meet track-imposed noise limits may result in disquali-
fication from the day’s event and no refund of entry fees. These results will be posted 
and published in Vintage Views. At tracks where noise limits are in effect, AhrMA 
will adhere to the track’s policy.

h) Fluids and fluid control
1) All liquid-cooled machines must use only water or “WaterWetter” for cooling. 

Antifreeze, ethylene glycol or other additives are prohibited. A separate catch tank 
of at least 6 oz. must be fitted to catch any overflow.

2) All fluid plugs and fittings with oil or coolant behind them must be securely fas-
tened or safety wired.

3) A 6-oz. minimum catch tank or reservoir must be provided for any breather hoses 
venting the following: cam box or top end, crankcase, primary, transmission and 
oil tanks. Such catch tanks must be situated so that they will not normally over-
flow.

4) All tanks, whether for fuel, oil or coolant, must be leak-free and securely 
mounted.

5) On machines not fitted with an electric fuel pump, fuel tanks must be fitted with 
readily accessible shut-off valve(s)/petcock(s) in working order.

6) Positive clamping is mandatory on all oil, fuel and coolant line connections. Slip 
fits are not permitted.

i) Controls and footrests
1) handlebars must have a minimum width of 18 inches and a maximum width of 

32 inches.
2) handlebars, levers and the rider’s hands must have at least 1 inch clearance 

between the fuel tank or enclosed-type fairings, and at least 2 inches with cut-out 
type fairings.

3) handlebars shall permit the front wheel to be turned at least 20 degrees to each 
side from a straight-ahead position.

4) hand control levers must have ball ends at least 1/2-inch in diameter.
5) All controls must operate effectively and reliably.
6) Steering dampers may be added or changed.
7) Motorcycles must be equipped with a functional handlebar mounted kill switch.
8) Throttles must be self-closing. 
9) Footrests must be positioned for ready access to applicable controls.
10) Footrests may be solid or folding. If folding, they must fold up and to the rear at 

a 45-degree angle, and must be spring-loaded to prevent folding accidently. Only 
one pair of footrests may be fitted per machine.

11) Footrests and foot controls must be free of sharp or cutting edges.
j) Unladen motorcycles must be capable of leaning at least 50 degrees to either side 

before contacting the ground (tires excepted).
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k) Bodywork
1) Fairings, if used, must be mounted at no fewer than three points.
2) Fairings must not extend forward of a vertical line drawn through the forward-

most part of the front tire. The front wheel must be visible from the side and it 
must be possible to see the rider completely, in the normal riding position, from 
either side and from above with the exception of the forearms.

3) The motorcycle seat or fender must extend rearward beyond a line drawn verti-
cally through the rear axle.

4) no streamlining may be attached to the rider or the helmet. Leathers with “aero 
humps” are permitted.

l) Fuel
1) Gasoline only; maximum 115 octane [using formula (r+M)/2]. race gas available 

to all competitors at each event will be used as a standard for testing. Street gas 
with boosters or additives will be illegal if it exceeds the standard.

2) no fuel may be carried on a motorcycle except in tanks securely mounted for that 
purpose.

m) two AhrMA decals of an approved design must be displayed in a conspicuous or 
readily visible position on the motorcycle. Decals are available at technical inspection 
at no cost to the competitor.

9.8.1 SUPERSPORT: The following are the allowable modifications for Supersport spec, where 
required by certain classes. Only the modifications listed in this section are permitted. no 
other changes are allowed. If it doesn’t say you MAY do it, then you MAY nOt.
a) Eligibility. eligible Supersport machines must be sold by the manufacturer in the 

U.S. to the general public with full ePA and DOt approval (ePA/DOt approval 
not required for supermoto-type machines in Motard). A list of eligible motorcycles 
is available from the AhrMA office. no updating or backdating of parts is allowed. 
The frame will determine the year and model of the motorcycle. All other parts must 
be from that year and model of motorcycle. Motorcycles must display a valid U.S. 
vIn number on the main frame.

b) General. The following items must be removed: turn signals, mirrors, headlight. 
taillight/brakelight must be removed or disabled. taillight lens may be retained but 
must be taped over. horn must be removed or disabled. Sidestand must be removed. 
The following items may be removed: Grab rails, reflectors, rear fender, helmet lock, 
passenger footpegs and brackets, chain guards, radiator fan(s) and wiring.

c) Frame. Frames must remain stock except for the following: crash bumpers/frame 
sliders may be installed; frame brackets/spools may be added to permit the use of 
stands; aftermarket chain guards/ “shark fins” may be added; frames may be polished, 
painted or powdercoated, providing the vIn remains visible and readable. Subframes 
may be modified. Machines equipped with an OeM bolt-on subframe may replace 
the subframe with an OeM or aftermarket unit in steel or aluminum only.

d)  Engine
1) Up to 1mm overbores are allowed only on machines with OeM cast iron cylinder 

liners. Only OeM pistons and rings may be used. There is no allowance for over-
bore on any other machines. 

2) cam sprockets may be modified or replaced. cam chain tensioners may be modi-
fied or replaced.

3) cylinder head, cylinder and crankcase gasket surface may be machined for 
increased compression. All other surfaces of the head, cylinder and crankcases 
must remain stock. Aftermarket gaskets may be used. head and base gaskets do 
not have to conform to stock specifications.

4) valves must remain stock. Multi-angle or -radius valve jobs are permitted.
5) transmission must use stock OeM parts for that model and year. Shifter return or 

detent springs may be replaced. electric shift devices (quick shifters) may be used.
6) Sparkplugs, clutch plates, clutch springs and oil filters may be replaced.

e)  Bodywork
1) For motorcycles produced with full fairings, replica replacement bodywork may 

be used. If stock bodywork includes air ducting, it may be removed. If the duct-
ing is retained, it must be stock or exact replica replacements and made of the 
same material as OeM.

2) Solo seat cowlings are permitted. replacement solo tailsections are permitted pro-
viding they conform to the shape and size of the stock bodywork. OeM seats may 
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be removed and replaced by foam padding.
3) Bodywork may be made of fiberglass, plastic, composite or carbon fiber. 

Bodywork may be attached with non-OeM fasteners such as Dzus.
4) For motorcycles produced without full fairings or with less than full fairings, 

replica replacement bodywork from any U.S.-legal production motorcycle may be 
used. All other rules as detailed above apply.

5) Fluid containment systems are required on all roadrace machines (see 9.3f ).
6) number plates may be added to the rear seat section.
7) Original instrument/fairing bracket may be replaced. no composite or carbon 

fiber brackets allowed.
8) OeM fuel tank must be retained and used in the OeM location. Fuel cap may be 

replaced.
f )  Tires. DOt-approved race tires or non-DOt-approved rain tires must be used. no 

off-road or knobby tires allowed.
g)  Suspension

1) rear shock(s) may be modified or replaced. All linkage must remain stock. 
(Suzuki tL models are allowed to use aftermarket linkage to allow for replacing 
the stock rotary shock with a standard-style shock.)

2) Fork oil may be changed. Fork caps may be changed. Fork internals may be modi-
fied or replaced. Fork braces may be modified or added. triple clamps may be 
modified or changed to alter the fork offset and/or to add a steering damper.

h)  captive wheels spacers may be added. Speedometer drive may be replaced with a 
spacer.

i)  Steering dampers may be replaced or added.
j)  Brakes. Steel braided or Kevlar brake lines may be used. Brake pads may be changed. 

Brake rotors may be drilled. Brake rotors may be replaced but must remain the same 
size as OeM. no composite or carbon fiber rotors. Brake calipers must remain stock. 
Brake and clutch master cylinders may be replaced. clutch slave cylinders may be 
modified or replaced. 

k)  Induction
1) carburetor jets and needles may be replaced. resizing of air metering holes in cv 

carbs is allowed. Throttle slide and return springs may be replaced. Fuel lines, vent 
lines, and fuel filters may be replaced.

2) All components in the fuel injection system must remain standard except the elec-
tronic control modules, which can be modified or replaced.

3) OeM airbox must remain without modifications. Air filter may be replaced. 
Airbox drains must be sealed. crankcase vent hose must remain routed to the air-
box. crankcase breathers may be modified or replaced.

l)  Exhaust. complete exhaust system may be replaced. Insulating pipe wrap is permitted.  
See rule 9.3h.

m) Final drive. Final drive sprockets and chain may be replaced. chain size may be 
altered. Sprocket carrier may be replaced. Machines originally equipped with a belt 
final drive may change to a chain-drive system.

n)  Miscellaneous
1) rider footpegs and brackets may be modified or replaced. Shift lever, rear brake 

lever and linkage may be modified or replaced.
2) handlebars may be modified or replaced.
3) Instruments, instrument brackets, switches and associated cables/wiring may be 

removed or replaced. Unused wires may be trimmed from the wiring harness, but 
the original OeM harness may not be replaced.
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n SECTION 10—REQUIREMENTS FOR ROADRACING 
     CLASSES
VINTAGE ROADRACING MISSION STATEMENT: AhrMA’s mission is to recreate and pre-
serve the vintage era of roadracing, including the sights, sounds, smells and camaraderie. Many 
consider the 50-year time span – from the 1930s to the mid-‘70s – the golden age of roadrac-
ing. We recognize that the oldest of these motorcycles are the least available; therefore only 
small numbers are likely to participate in most events, and some events may have no examples. 
however, AhrMA is committed to maintaining a venue to showcase these early motorcycles, no 
matter how few.
vintage roadrace classes are broken down into five basic groups:
Classic. AhrMA’s earliest machines, from the Pre-War period up to about 1960, represented by 
Pre-1940 Grand Prix, class c, classic Sixties and classic Sixties 650.
Grand Prix. Period GP racers and appropriately modified street machines from 1968 and earlier. 
classes include 200 GP, 250 GP, 350 GP, 500GP, 500 Premier and BeArS.
Formula. Purpose-built race machines and GP-kitted street bikes built up to 1972. classes are 
Formula 125, 250, 500 and 750.
Sportsman. racing motorcycles through 1972 based on street motorcycles or with special dirt 
track frames. 350, 500 and 750 classes are available.
Novice Historic Production. entry-level classes designed for a beginning vintage race enthusiast 
to compete on comparable, near-stock machines. classes include Lightweight and heavyweight 
for 1972 and earlier machines.
10.1 PERFORMANCE INDEX: When a motorcycle is demonstrably faster or slower than 

others in its displacement group it may, at the discretion of the review committee, be 
assigned to another class.

10.2 GRAND PRIX: 500 Premier, 500 GP, 350 GP, 250 GP, 200 GP Plus
Fully GP-kitted motorcycles built prior to December 31, 1968. Four-strokes only in 500 
Premier; two-strokes permitted in 350, 250 and 200 GP. Drum brakes only. Fairings are 
encouraged but not mandatory. engine modifications are not limited as long as period 
components are used and class displacement is not exceeded. Gardner carburetors are 
allowed for 500 Premier and all GP.

THE COMPETITVE EDGE
IN  CAM  DESIGN
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SUZUKI DUCATI VELOCETTE
YAMAHA NORTON AERMACCHI
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each of the above classes has its own eligibility listing, requirements and restrictions. All 
of these classes must also comply with rules 10.2.6 a–l. Please note that in some cases 
those machines listed with an asterisk (*) will have special instructions listed below. If for 
some reason your machine does not comply with the year cutoffs and is not listed in the 
class as eligible, you must submit an eligibility request Form at least 10 days before an 
event in which you intend to compete (see page 97).

10.2.1 500 PREMIER: Any fully GP kitted 500cc Ohv/Ohc or 750cc sidevalve four-strokes 
built before December 31, 1968, and like design. Among the eligible machines are:
Benelli, “works” fours
Bianchi 500 “works” twin
BMW rennsport
BSA 500cc twin or single “works” or replica
Dick Mann frame with G50 or other period engine
Ducati 450 single
Ducati 500cc bevel-gear v-twin “works” racer and accurate replicas
eso 500 single
Gilera
harley-Davidson Kr roadracer
honda cr450 roadracer
honda-Drixton 450
honda rc181 4-cylinder (no replicas)
Jawa “works” twin
Jawa 500 single
Linto
Matchless G50
McIntyre Special and replica, G50 powered
Moto Guzzi single, twin and v8
Mv triple
Mv four, early wide-angle head (pre-1973 era)
norton Dominator Daytona 500 or replica
norton Manx
Paton twin (8-valve Paton twin not legal for 500 Premier)
rickman GP roadracing frame, powered by G50 or other period engine
royal enfield Bullet built in India, four- or five-speed models
Seeley frame with G50 or other period engine
triton
triumph 500cc twin “works” or replica; Weslake four-valve heads permitted
velocette Thruxton and venom clubman
vincent Grey Flash or replica
Weslake (nourish) pre-unit engines

NOTE: honda cB/cL/SL 350 twins are not eligible for this class. See 350 Sportsman or Formula 
250.

10.2.2 500 GRAND PRIX ” This class will separate the “specials” from the other bikes in the 
current 500 Premier class and may allow more entries. This class will be in the GP class 
Section. Any bike eligible for the 500 Premier class would be eligible with the following 
three restrictions: bikes must weigh at least 285 lbs dry, the stroke must remain stock 
stroke and gear boxes up to 5-speeds with the exception of the Indian built royal enfield 
that must be restricted 4-speed. class should be run with Premier 500 but scored sepa-
rately.

10.2.3 350 GRAND PRIX: Any of the following types of fully GP-kitted motorcycles built 
before December 31, 1968, and like design: 350cc Ohv/Ohc four-stroke; 350cc air-
cooled single-cylinder two-stroke; 250cc water-cooled, single-cylinder two-stroke; 250cc 
air-cooled twin-cylinder two-stroke. Among the eligible machines are:
Aermacchi 350 four-stroke single roadracer
AJS 7r
Bianchi “works”
Benelli twin “works” roadracer and fours
BSA 350 Ohv single
Bultaco 250 water-cooled single, round cylinder type only 

Bultaco AJr replicas are not allowed
Ducati 350 narrow and wide case
Gilera
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harley-Davidson er/crtt four-stroke roadracer
honda cr77 “works” or replica, cB77 fully race-kitted; cB350F with original bore and 

stroke (.5mm overbore permitted), must be serious GP replica, fully GP-kitted with 
race tank and seat, full fairing and four-into-four exhaust

Jawa “works” twin roadracer
Kawasaki A1r (not A7rA) twin, maximum 250cc
McIntyre Special and replica, 7r powered
Moto Guzzi single
Moto rumi “works” or replica
Mv triple
Mv four, early wide-angle head (pre-1973 era) 

MZ “works” 250 twin
Paton twin
rickman GP roadracing frame, powered by h-D er/crtt or AJS 7r
Seeley 7r, or other period engine
Suzuki X6 with racing exhaust
triumph tiger 80, 90 350cc twin
Yamaha; no updating beyond tD1-c. Original carburetors may be replaced with 26mm 

Mikuni vM-type round-slide; power jets may not be in operation.
NOTE:  honda cB/cL/SL 350 twins are not eligible for this class. See 350 Sportsman or 

Formula 250.
10.2.4 250 GRAND PRIX: Any of the following types of fully GP-kitted motorcycles built 

before December 31, 1968, and like design: 250cc Ohv/Ohc four-stroke; 250cc air-
cooled single-cylinder two-stroke; 175cc water-cooled, single-cylinder two-stroke; 175cc 
air-cooled twin-cylinder two-stroke. Among the eligible machines are:
Aermacchi 250 four-stroke single roadracers
AJS 250 Stormer
Benelli 250 four-stroke single roadracer
Benelli 250 four-cylinder, street-bike based replica
Bridgestone 175cc twin
Bridgestone 200cc, maximum 24mm carburetors
BSA B25 & c15 single
Bultaco Metralla (round cylinder type only), race kitted
Bultaco tSS air-cooled single (round cylinder type only), maximum 5 speeds 

Bultaco AJr replicas are not allowed
cotton conquest or telstar
cZ single “works” replica
Ducati MkI, Diana, MkIII, F-3, narrow and wide case
Greeves Silverstone
harley-Davidson crtt four-stroke roadracer
honda cr72 “works” or replica, cB72 fully race-kitted
honda “works” four or six
Montesa Impala
Moto rumi “works” or replica
Motobi production racers
nSU Sport Max
Ossa 250 single
Parilla production racer
rickman GP roadracing frame powered by h-D crtt
Suzuki X6 with OeM street exhaust and silencers
triumph tiger 70, tr25W, t25t, single
Yamaha cS3 and cS5

10.2.5 200 GRAND PRIX PLUS: This class combines a variety of engine designs and displace-
ments, based on an index of performance. eligible machines are listed below by make, 
model, displacement, and individual restrictions. Like-design models also are permitted. 
Displacement as noted below may not be increased beyond the allowable overbore 
(see rule 9.7.2c). hondas and Ducatis may be enlarged to the class limit of 200cc.
Aermacchi/h-D 250cc long-stroke (66mm bore x72mm stroke), wet clutch, original 

backbone chassis, maximum 30mm carburetor (i.e., up to 1965 only)
AJS/Matchless 250cc pushrod single, maximum 30mm carburetor
Ariel Arrow 250cc twin, original frame and forks, one 32mm or smaller carburetor
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Benelli 250cc pushrod single, maximum 30mm carburetor
BMW r26 250cc single, maximum 30mm carburetor
Bridgestone 175cc twin, maximum 22mm carburetors
BSA/triumph 250cc single, maximum 30mm carburetor
Bultaco 125cc water-cooled GP tSS (round barrel only)
Bultaco 175cc air-cooled single (round barrel only), maximum 30mm carburetor
Bultaco 200cc air-cooled single, maximum 4-speed, maximum 28mm carburetor
Ducati 125, 160, 175, 200cc single
hodaka 125cc
honda cr110 (cr93)
honda cB/cL 160, 175cc twin, including later cB/cL175 verticle engine
honda cA/cB 125, 160cc twin
Indian Arrow 250cc single, maximum 30mm carburetor
Moto Guzzi 250cc pushrod, maximum 30mm carburetor
Mv 200cc “works” or replica single or twin
Mv Augusta 250cc pushrod, maximum 30mm carburetor
norton 250cc pushrod twin, maximum 30mm carburetor
Ossa 175cc, maximum 30mm carburetor
Parilla 250cc pushrod, maximum 30mm carburetor
Parilla 200cc production racer
Puch/Allstate 250cc split single, maximum one 32mm carburetor
rumi 125cc flat twin
Suzuki Gt185, maximum 22mm carburetors
triumph 200cc t20 tiger cub, maximum 250cc with allowable overbore; maximum 

30mm carburetor
villiers-based 250cc two-strokes (series 31a to 37a motors) such as cotton, DKW, 

Greeves, maximum 32mm carburetor
Yamaha AS1 125cc twin (pre-1968), cast iron cylinders only
Yamaha ct1 175cc single (no noguchi engine components), maximum 30mm carbure-

tor
Yamaha YcS1 180cc twin (pre-1969), maximum 22mm carburetors.

10.2.6 REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR GRAND PRIX CLASSES
a) All GP class motorcycles must be fully GP kitted, with no lights, no starting mecha-

nisms, no street equipment or associated brackets (factory-welded brackets may be 
retained if desired), low narrow handlebars (maximum width 32 inches). Fairings are 
encouraged.

b) Frame may be changed to racing type, though must be period type and style. (See 
rule 9.7.3)

c) Front forks may be changed, though must be period type and style. “ceriani” type 
may be no larger in diameter than 35mm, unless supplied as OeM on that motor-
cycle.

d) Period retrofit gearboxes are permitted (i.e., Quaife, Shaflieghtner). Maximum 6 
speeds unless otherwise stated.

e) Front disc brakes are prohibited. rear disc brakes are permitted, provided they are 
period equipment.

f ) Magnesium engine cases are allowed in 500 Premier.
g) The number of valves in the cylinder head may not be increased or decreased from 

stock.
h) no more than one carburetor per cylinder.
i) All modifications must be consistent with the spirit of the class and period.
j) Appearance and workmanship of a reasonable standard shall be enforced.
k) two-strokes must use silencers.
 l) Maximum rim width WM3 in all GP classes

NOTE: See requirements of all roadracing motorcycles in Section 9.

10.3 FORMULA: Formula 750, Formula 500, Formula 250,  
        Formula Vintage
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10.3.1 FORMULA 750: Fully GP-kitted four-stroke machines up to four cylinders, manufac-
tured as 600-750cc and built prior to December 31, 1972, and like design. Among the 
eligible F-750 motorcycles are:
BSA rocket 3 & triumph trident “works” roadracers or replicas
BSA rocket 3 & triumph trident “production” racer (i.e., Slippery Sam)
BSA “A” twins “production racer”
BMW “works” (pre-’75 season)
Ducati “works” v-twins (pre-ncr)
honda cr & rc 750 roadracers (with factory kit in stock frame and unmodified swing-

arm), single-cam type
harley-Davidson Xr750, iron and alloy motors, roadrace or dirt track frames.
Laverda SFc
Moto Guzzi v7 Sport
Mv, street-based 750 fours
norton “FIM” production racers
norton “John Player” replica street machines
norton “works” JPS racers
norton 750 twins “production racer” (later castings permitted)
rickman honda 750
rickman frames with various eligible engines
Seeley frames with various eligible engines
triumph twins “production racer”

NOTE: 450/500 honda four-cylinder based machines are not allowed, regardless of displace-
ment.

10.3.1A REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR F-750:
a)  every effort must be made to duplicate the original “works” appearance.
b)  Fairings are required, at minimum a quarter-fairing.
c)  “Works” frames are required where appropriate, plus frames by trackmaster, champion, 

Seeley and rickman are permitted.
d)  Disc brakes are allowed, though they must be period type (fixed steel disc, maximum 

12-inch diameter, with two-piston calipers).
e)  Front forks with hydraulic anti-dive or external reservoirs are not permitted. Forks may 

be no larger than 38 mm, unless supplied as OeM on that motorcycle.

AVON
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f )  Weslake four-valve conversions for twins are allowed, as are nourish-Weslake twin-
cylinder engines.

g)  Appearance and workmanship of a reasonable standard shall be enforced.
h)  Modifications must be consistent with the spirit of the class.
i)  Maximum rim width: front, WM3 (2.15 inches); rear, WM5 (3 inches), except h-D 

Xr750s, which are permitted to use a WM6 (3.5 inches) when fitted with original 
Morris Magnesium wheels. no Astralite wheels.

j)  Keihin cr Special carburetors are allowed as like design on cr750 hondas (or repli-
cas), maximum 31mm.

NOTE: See requirements of all roadracing motorcycles in Section 9.
10.3.2 FORMULA 500: two-strokes and certain four-strokes to 500cc. All motorcycles must be 

fully GP kitted. The cutoff date is December 31, 1972. Like-design models also are per-
mitted. Among the eligible motorcycles are:
Bridgestone 350 Daytona Gtr
honda SOhc fours to 550cc, DOhc twins to 550cc
Kawasaki h1r, h1rA
Kawasaki 350 A7r, A7rA
JML (Kimtab 429) with wire wheels
Suzuki 500 titan factory racer, Gt380 and Gt550
Yamaha rD350 and rD400 (air-cooled models only), tr2, tr3 and r5 based  

tr replicas
Yamaha tX500, tX500A

10.3.3 FORMULA 250: two-stroke twins up to 250cc, two-stroke singles to 360cc, honda 
cB350 twins and honda cB350F fours. All motorcycles must be fully GP kitted. The 
cutoff date is December 31, 1972. Like-design models also are permitted. Among the eli-
gible motorcycles are:
Bridgestone 175, 200
Bultaco, pre-1973 up to 360cc
can-Am, pre-1973 250 (57.5 mm stroke, aluminum or magnesium cases)
h-D/Aermacchi, pre-1973 (two-stroke)
honda cB350K twin, cB350 four, cB400F four with original bore and stroke (.5mm 

overbore permitted)
Kawasaki A1r, 350 Bighorn single, F5, F9, S1
Maico 175cc air-cooled single
Montesa, pre-1973 up to 360cc
Ossa, pre-1973 250
Suzuki 250 X6, GtX, Gt, t250, t200
Yamaha rD125, rD200, rD250, tD2, tD2B, tD3, tA250, tA125, rD56/tD1 

“works special”
10.3.4 FORMULA 125: Air-cooled two-stroke motorcycles up to 125cc plus certain listed 

200cc machines. The cutoff date is December 31, 1972. Like-design models also are per-
mitted. Among the eligible motorcycles are: 
Bridgestone 200cc twin 
Bultaco 200 
can-Am 125, 175 
honda Mt125, 200cc twin 
Maico rS125 
Montesa 200 
Ossa 200 
Yamaha tA125, cS2 180. rD200, limited to 24mm carburetors or a minimum 1/8-inch 
restrictor plate with a 24mm opening (see rule 9.7.14b)

10.3.5 FORMULA VINTAGE: Includes 500 Premier, Formula 750, Sportsman 750 and 
Formula 500. Also includes:

 honda cB550 four-cylinders
 Yamaha tz 750, 500, 350, 250, rz 350 (no displacement limit of the 250 and 350 twins)
 Suzuki rg500, tr 750, Gt 750
 Kawasaki h2r 750, Kr 750.
NOTE: If you have a machine you believe would fit into this class but is not listed, submit an 

eligibility request form found on page 97.
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10.3.6 REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR FORMULA 125/250/500
a) All machines must be no-compromise Grand Prix racers (i.e., clip-on or low, narrow 

handlebars; no lighting equipment or related brackets, except that factory-welded 
brackets may be retained if desired; no street equipment of any kind, including 
brackets). electric starters allowed if originally equipped.

b) All machines must be equipped with racing exhaust systems; silencers are required on 
two-strokes and encouraged on others. See rule 9.3h.

c) Any drum brakes (front or rear) of the period are permitted.
d) One front rigid-mounted steel disc brake may be used on F-125 and F-250 

machines, and two front rigid-mounted steel discs on F-500 machines. calipers must 
be period type with a maximum of two pistons. Late-model alloy types are prohib-
ited.

e) rims—Formula 500: Wheel rim diameter must be at least 18 inches and not exceed 
WM3 (2.15 inches) front and WM5 (3.00 inches) rear. Formula 250: Wheel rim 
diameter must be at least 18 inches and not exceed WM3 (2.15 inches) front and 
WM4.5 (2.75 inches) rear. Formula 125: Wheel rim width must not exceed WM3 
(2.15 inches) front and rear.

f ) honda four-cylinder machines may use Keihin cr Special carburetors in all Formula 
classes. Maximum 26mm for cB350/400 fours in Formula 250 and Formula 500.

10.4 CLASSIC: Class C, Class C Handshift, Pre-1940 GP, Classic Sixties
10.4.1 CLASS C: This class is intended for AMA “class c” motorcycles and other for-sale, 

production- based machines of the period that existed up to and including 1951. Like-
design models also are permitted. Class C Handshift is a championship class scored sepa-
rately from, but run together with, class c. 750cc sidevalve (45.7 cu. in.), 500cc Ohv/
SOhc/DOhc (30.5 cu. in.), plus .080” overbore. All major components must be OeM 
parts that existed prior to 1951, or accurate, detailed replicas of the same parts using 
the same type materials and technologies, unless specifically noted below. The burden of 
authenticating is upon the rider. Press clippings and photos with identifiable date may be 
helpful. There are no restrictions on internal modifications, except the stroke may not be 
changed from the original specifications and the bore may not exceed the .080” overbore 
limit.

10.4.1A REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR CLASS C
a) All 750cc machines must use hand-shift gearboxes.
b) norton swingarm or “featherbed” frames are not permitted.
c) hydraulic dampers may be used in place of springs on springer or girder forks as a 

safety measure. It is strongly encouraged that such damper units be “camouflaged” 
(e.g., springs painted flat black) to give more of a period appearance. hydraulic rear 
dampers are prohibited unless such units were original equipment on that particular 
model of motorcycle. 

d) All machines must use the OeM or period carb. If these carburetors are not available, 
machines are limited to the following:
1) Single-cylinder/single carb—Dell’Orto SS1, Amal GP or Amal Monobloc to 

32mm (11/4”). Amal Mk1 concentric (600, 900 or 1000 series) to 34mm 
(15/16”).
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2) twin-cylinder/single carb—Dell’Orto SS1, Amal GP or Amal Monobloc to 
30mm (13/16”). Amal Mk1 concentric (600 or 900 series) to 32mm (11/4”).

3) twin-cylinder/twin carb—Dell’Orto SS1, Amal GP, Amal Monobloc or Amal 
Mk1 concentric (600, 900 or 1000 series) to 28mm (11/8”).

4) 750cc sidevalve machines must use one OeM or exact replica butterfly-type car-
buretor, or abide by the above single-carburetor rule.

e) Wheels and brakes: Minimum wheel diameter is 16 inches. Maximum rim width is 
WM3 (steel or alloy). Wider steel rims are acceptable if they were provided as original 
equipment on that model. Wire-spoke wheels and drum brakes are required on both 
wheels. Brakes must be OeM equipment. Or, if changed, brakes must be single-lead-
ing/single-trailing shoe type. Maximum brake diameter is 8.75 inches, and maximum 
shoe width is 1.75 inches.

f ) Machines must use OeM or period type transmissions of no more than four speeds. 
750cc sidevalve machines must use a three-speed transmission.

g) Safety bars, stands, lights and mufflers must be removed.
h) Fairings or streamlining are not permitted. The front number plate must be parallel 

with the front fork angle.
i) total-loss oiling is not permitted. Oil must not be deposited on the track.
j) triumph pre-unit 500cc twins may use 650cc crankshaft but must not exceed .020” 

overbore.
k) The throttle must be self-closing, and a handlebar-mounted kill switch included. See 

rule 9.7.8(i).
10.4.2 PRE-1940 GRAND PRIX: This class is intended for 1940 and earlier GP and modi-

fied street machines, up to and including 500cc Ohv and Ohc, or 750cc sidevalve 
machines. Like-design models also are permitted. All major components must be OeM 
parts that existed prior to 1941, or accurate, detailed replicas of the same parts using 
the same type materials and technologies, unless specifically noted below. The burden of 
authenticating is on the rider. Press clippings and photos with identifiable dates may be 
helpful. There are no restrictions on internal modifications. however, the bore may not 
be increased more than .080”.

10.4.2A REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR PRE-1940
a) All machines must use the OeM or period carb. If these carburetors are not available, 

machines are limited to the following:
1) Single-cylinder/single carb—Dell’Orto SS1, Amal GP or Amal Monobloc to 

32mm (11/4”). Amal Mk1 concentric (600, 900 or 1000 series) to 34mm 
(15/16”).

2) twin-cylinder/single carb—Dell’Orto SS1, Amal GP or Amal Monobloc to 
30mm (13/16”). Amal Mk1 concentric (600, 900 or 1000 series) to 32mm 
(11/4”).

3) twin-cylinder/twin carb—Dell’Orto SS1, Amal GP, Amal Monobloc or Amal 
Mk1 concentric (600 or 900 series) to 28mm (11/8”).

4) 750cc sidevalve machines must use one OeM or exact replica butterfly-type car-
buretor, or abide by the above single-carburetor rule.

b) Wheels and brakes: Minimum wheel diameter is 16 inches. Maximum rim width is 
WM3 (steel or alloy). Wider steel rims are acceptable if they were provided as origi-
nal equipment on that machine. Wire spoke wheels and drum brakes are required 
on both wheels. Brakes fitted as standard equipment may be used, or they may be 
updated to class c specification.

c) Gearboxes must not have more than 4 speeds.
d) Safety bars, stands, lights and mufflers must be removed.
e) The throttle must be self-closing, and a handlebar-mounted kill switch included. See 

rule 9.7.8(i).
f ) Fairings and streamlining are not permitted. Front number plates must be parallel 

with the front fork angle.
g) total-loss oiling is not permitted. Oil must not be deposited on the track.
h) OeM superchargers are permitted (see rule 9.7.2b).
i) hydraulic dampers may be used in place of springs on springer or girder forks as a 

safety measure. It is strongly encouraged that such damper units be “camouflaged” 
(e.g., springs painted flat black) to give more of a period appearance. hydraulic rear 
dampers are prohibited unless such units were original equipment on that particular 
model of motorcycle. 

j) Indian big base scout crank cases may be used in rebuilds of Pre-40 Indians.
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10.4.3 CLASSIC SIXTIES: This class is intended for 1960’s era and earlier “Grand Prix” and 
“Clubman” racers (and later machines of like design), 350cc/500cc Ohv and Ohc 
or 750cc sidevalve machines. classic Sixties 350 is a non-championship class. All major 
components must be OeM parts that existed in that era, or accurate, detailed replicas of 
the same parts using the same type materials and technologies. The burden of authenticat-
ing is upon the rider. Press clippings and photos with identifiable dates may be helpful. 
Among the eligible machines are:
AJS 7r
BSA DBD Gold Star
BSA A7 twin
Gilera Saturno
harley-Davidson Kr 750Sv (no “lowboy” frames), with stock exhaust only
Matchless G50
Matchless G45 and accurate replicas
norton Daytona Dominator 500
norton Manx
norton International
royal enfield Bullet built in India, four-speed; five-speed models permitted only if the 

transmission is mechanically limited to four speeds
triton (pre-unit 500 triumph engine in norton Featherbed frame)
triumph t100 pre-unit
triumph t100 unit-construction; must use stock frame, pre-1966 bushing engine, period 

squish chamber cylinder head, maximum 28mm carbs and conform to all other 
classic Sixties rules. It is not necessary to use the distributor ignition.

velocette Thruxton and venom clubman
velocette Ktt and KSS
vincent Grey Flash

CLASSIC SIXTIES 650: This class intended for 1960’s-era 650cc Ohv or 883cc side-
valve machines and like design. All requirements under rule 10.4.3 a apply. Among 
the eligible machines are: 

 All non-unit British 650cc Ohv machines. 
All european 650cc Ohv machines 
Unit-construction BSA A65s up to 650cc in clubman trim 
Unit-construction long-rod triumph 650s in clubman trim 
harley-Davidson Kh 55-cubic inch side-valve 
Kawasaki W1

NOTE: Unit construction British machines may not use 1971-later OeM oil-bearing frames.
10.4.3A REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR CLASSIC SIXTIES

a) cylinder bore may not be increase over .080” for singles and .060” for twins.
b) The stroke must remain stock.
c) All machines must use period-type carbs or Amal MkI concentric (600, 900 or 1000 

series) except eligible sidevalve machines, which may use one (1) Mikuni round-slide 
carb. BSA A65 and triumph unit 650s in classic Sixties 650 are restricted to 32mm 
carburetors, maximum one per cylinder.

d) Gearboxes must be mechanically restricted to 4 speeds.
e) Primary drive may be original-type chain, with chain guard (oiler must not operate). 

Belt conversions are encouraged, but must be fully enclosed and hidden from view 
(see rule 9.7.2j).

f ) Oil must not be deposited on the track.
g) Brakes must of the period—two-shoe type drum. Later model BSA and triumph 

drum brakes are allowed. (norton Manx may use original four-shoe, 7-inch front 
brakes.) Minimum wheel diameter is 18 inches; maximum rim width is WM3. Ohc 
machines must use minimum 19-inch wheels, front and rear.

h) Forks and rear shocks (or rigid rear end) must be of the period. ceriani forks are pro-
hibited.

i) All machines must be GP or clubman racers in essentially factory-standard trim.
j) Throttles must be self-closing. A handlebar-mounted kill switch is encouraged. See 

rule 9.7.8(i).
k) Fairings or streamlining are not permitted, except for original fork-mounted number 

plate-cowlings. The front number plate must be parallel with the front fork angle.
l) All machines must use period-style low exhausts only. Pipes must pass below the gear-
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shift spindle. velocettes may use a higher, OeM racing configuration exhaust. twins 
must use two separate exhaust pipes (no two-into-one exhausts).

NOTE: classic Sixties classes are run together but scored separately. 

10.5 SPORTSMAN
Sportsman classes are open to four-stroke motorcycles, up to three cylinders, built by a recog-
nized motorcycle manufacturer for street use up to December 31, 1972. Like-design models also 
are permitted. classes are 350cc, 500cc and 750cc.

10.5.1 Among the eligible Sportsman 350 motorcycles are:
BSA, all models up to 350cc
Ducati, all four-stroke models up to 350cc
harley-Davidson, all four-stroke models up to 350cc
honda, all four-stroke, maximum two-cylinder street models up to 350cc built prior to 

December 31, 1972
norton, all street models up to 350cc
triumph, all street models up to 350cc

10.5.2 Among the eligible Sportsman 500 motorcycles are:
BMW r50/5
BSA, all 500cc models
Ducati singles to 500cc
honda 450 up to December 31, 1972
Moto Guzzi 500cc up to December 31, 1972
norton, all 500cc street models
triumph, all 500cc models

10.5.3 Among the eligible Sportsman 750 motorcycles are:
BMW r75/5
BSA, all 650cc & 750cc models
Ducati 750 round case Sport or Gt (no Desmos)
Laverda SFc must compete in F750
Moto Guzzi v-7 Sport or 750 S
norton, all 650/750 models (except short-stroke)
triumph, all 650/750
Yamaha XS 650/750-kitted

10.5.4 REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR SPORTSMAN
a) The frame must be a pre-’73 production type (period tubing type). Frames by 

trackmaster, champion and rickman are permitted; “rob north” or rickman 
roadrace types are not.

b) The production street engine must be used.
c) The stroke may not be changed.
d) Weslake cylinder heads, or any other than stock, are not permitted. however, it is 

permissible to use a twin- carb head if it will interchange with no modifications (i.e., 
tr6 to t120).

e) exhaust pipes may be changed or moved for more ground clearance. tt pipes are 
allowed.

f ) Wheel rim diameter must be at least 18 inches and cannot exceed WM3 (2.15 
inches) width. BSA A65 and triumph unit 650s in classic Sixties 650 are restricted 
to 32mm carburetors, maximum one per cylinder.

g) Gearboxes may have up to five speeds.
h) 350 and 500 Sportsman machines must use drum brakes.
i) no fairings or streamlining allowed on Sportsman motorcycles.  
j) Sportsman 750 machines may use one front disc brake; period-type fixed steel disc, 

maximum diameter 12 inches, two-piston caliper. Sportsman 750 machines may use 
a period-type rear drum brake or period-type rear disc with a two-piston caliper.

k) Front forks must be no larger than 38 mm unless supplied as OeM on that motor-
cycle. Forks with external adjusters are prohibited.

NOTE: See requirements of all roadracing motorcycles in Section 9.
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10.6 NOVICE HISTORIC PRODUCTION
novice historic Production is open to production street machines built up to December 31, 
1972, and like design. Machines must use original unmodified, OeM frame, swingarm, forks and 
handlebar mounts. Un-needed tabs and brackets may be removed, but gusseting (no strengthing) 
can be added, no geometry can be altered. Gas tank, seat pan and fender must be OeM equiva-
lent or replica replacements. Fenders must be untrimmed. engines must be original OeM bore 
and stroke regardless of displacement (plus allowable overbore, as described in rule 9.7.2c). 
classes are Lightweight (four-strokes up to 500cc, 250cc two-strokes and specific 350cc two-
strokes listed with an asterisk (*) below) and Heavyweight (four-strokes up to 750cc and 350-
500cc two-strokes).

10.6.1 RIDER ELIGIBILITY: This class is intended for novice and non-professional veter-
ans. At the referee’s discretion, riders who are obviously too fast for the novice historic 
Production class may be moved to a more appropriate class, such as Sportsman. This does 
not exclude historic Production racers from racing another bike eligible for any other 
class. Also see section 3.4.

10.6.2 Among the eligible nOvIce historic Production Lightweight motorcycles are:
Aermacchi/harley-Davidson 350
BMW r50
Bridgestone 350cc twin*
BSA A50, B50
Bultaco 250 Metralla
Ducati 450
honda 350 two- and four-cylinder
honda 400 four-cylinder
honda 450 two-cylinder, must use OeM cv carbs or replacements no larger than 28mm
Kawasaki A1 250cc, A7 338cc twin*
Moto Guzzi 500
Suzuki t250, X-6 and t305 twin*
triumph 500
Yamaha 250 (to rD250)

10.6.3 Among the eligible nOvIce historic Production heavyweight motorcycles are:
BMW r75/5
BSA, all 650 and 750 two- or three-cylinder
Ducati 750 round-case Sport or Gt (no Desmos)
honda 750 four-cylinder
honda 500t two-cylinder
Kawasaki 500 two-stroke
Laverda SF750 (SFc must compete in Formula 750)
Moto Guzzi 750 (v7 Sport must compete in Formula 750 or Sportsman 750)
norton, all 650/750 (except short stroke)
Suzuki 500 two-stroke
triumph, all 650/750 two-valve head, two- or three-cylinder
Yamaha rD series 350/400 air-cooled two-stroke
Yamaha r5

10.6.4 reQUIreMentS AnD MODIFIcAtIOnS FOr hIStOrIc PrODUctIOn
a) CARBURETORS: Must be OeM and same type (e.g., if cv, must use cv), no 

larger than the original OeM bore size. (restrictors may be introduced to ensure par-
ity of performance.) Air intake: Airboxes and/or air filters may be removed. no per-
formance increasing devices may be added (velocity stack, scoops, etc.) Aftermarket 
foam or mesh type air filter(s) may be added.

b) EXHAUST SYSTEMS: Four stroke engines must have the same number of pipes 
as provided on that motorcycle, i.e., 2 into 2, 4 into 4, etc. exhaust pipes may be 
aftermarket, may be tucked or raised for ground clearance and must have an effec-
tive silencer. two stroke engines must use production street exhausts from the time 
period, any manufacturer. no expansion chambers.

c) BRAKES: Front and rear may be upgrade to Sportsman 750 specifications is allowed 
for heavyweight only.

d) RIM SIZES: WM3 (2.15 inches) maximum front, WM4 (2.5 inches) maximum 
rear. replacement rims must be of the same material as OeM.

e) Side stands and center stands must be removed.
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f ) CONTROLS & FOOTRESTS: controls: handlebars must bolt to the stock loca-
tions. clubman bars are allowed. Footrests may be trimmed down or raised for 
ground clearance. nO rearsets. 

g) Lighting equipment must be removed or totally taped over to the tech inspector’s 
requirements.

h) FAIRINGS AND BODYWORK: Fairings of any type are nOt allowed. Gas tank, 
seat and fenders must be OeM equipment or period replacements. nO modern 
“GSXr style” bodywork will be allowed.

i) SUSPENSION: Front end must be period OeM of the same dimensions as stock. 
Springs may be replaced. Shocks must be straight body, no reservoirs, mounted in the 
stock location(s).

j) NUMBER PLATES: 10-inch by 12-inch rectangular. White background with red 
numbers. Also see rule 9.5.

k) Specialty machines such as rickman, Dunstall are not eligible.
l) historic Production machines are nOt allowed to bump up into any other 

AhrMA class.
m) except as noted above, rules 9.3, 9.4 and 9.7 apply.

10.7 BEARS®
BeArS is open to two-cylinder pushrod machines built up to December 31, 1968. Like-design 
models also are permitted. Among the eligible machines are:

BMW, all 1971 and earlier twins up to750cc
BSA, all 650/750 twins
harley-Davidson Kr750
1971 harley-Davidson XLch & XLh
Moto Guzzi, all pre-1969 twins
norton, all 650/750 twins
triumph, all 650/750 two-valve twins

10.7.1 All machines compete under Formula 750 rules (see 10.3.1A).

10.8 VINTAGE SUPERBIKE

VINTAGE SUPERBIKE MISSION STATEMENT: AhrMA’s mission is to recreate and pre-
serve the look and feel of this important era of U.S. roadracing and to showcase these unique 
machines. While Superbikes were based on the same production bikes available in the showroom, 
period performance parts are extremely rare or even unavailable; therefore, a limited amount of 
modern replacement parts are allowed in the interest of safety, cost containment and competition.

10.8.1  These rules have been designed with the following intent:
a) All motorcycles competing in these classes shall be as visibly close to “production” 

motorcycles as possible. All eligible motorcycles shall be based on street-legal models 
which were available for sale in the United States and/or canada. 

b) Allow the tuner to have more influence over the performance of the motorcycle by 
eliminating the need for special frames, suspension systems and “state of the art” 
components to be developed or purchased. 

c) to provide racing classes with equipment available through normal commercial chan-
nels, and in adequate quantities. 

d) Provide interest to aftermarket suppliers and sponsors. 
e) Provide a very distinct look and appearance from the other motorcycles competing in 

AhrMA events with strict bodywork requirements. 
10.8.2 REQUIREMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR VINTAGE SUPERBIKE

a) GENERAL
1) Model year cutoff is 1982, or like design (see definition in Section 2). 
2) engines and frames must be from the same model.
3) All street equipment must be removed (turn signals, center and side stands, mir-

rors, horn, helmet lock, passenger pegs, etc.). headlight shell must be retained. 
taillight and license plate bracket must be removed. 

4) All motorcycles are to use three green number plates, 10 inches by 12 inches in 
size, with white numerals not less than 7 inches in height with a minimum of 1 
inch stroke width. Standard block type numerals, without serifs, must be used.
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 visibility must not be blocked by rider’s foot or leg while racing. (See section 9.5.)
5) competitors in the vintage Superbike classes must comply with all applicable 

parts of sections 1 through 9 of the AhrMA handbook.
b) ENGINE

1) All engines must use OeM crankcases, cylinders and heads from the period 1982 
and earlier.

2) Allowed displacement may be arrived at in any manner (i.e., stroker and sleeve 
kits are legal). Aftermarket “big block” kits are not allowed (see 1. above).

3) All round slide carbs are allowed (Keihin cr, Dell’Orto, Mikuni “smooth bore” 
and like design). Flat slide carbs are not allowed. Pumper carbs may be used, 
but the pumper mechanism must be disabled. 1025cc four-cylinders may use car-
buretors up to 29mm or the stock constant-velocity carburetors that were original 
equipment on that machine.

4) Any exhaust system design is allowed. however, all exhaust systems must be 
equipped with an effective silencer. Open pipes and reverse cone megaphones 
are not silencers. All exhaust systems must include sound attenuation material or 
devices. Modern canister-type silencers are not allowed. Period style exhaust sys-
tems are encouraged. See rule 9.3h.

5) Liquid cooled or two-stroke engines are prohibited. (note: Liquid cooled 
machines see 10.11.1d).

c) CHASSIS & FRAME
1) Frame must be a production model built no later than 1982 (or like design). 
2) Frame modifications are allowed (bracing or gussets allowed, steering head angle 

may be altered, shock location changed or altered, etc.), but welds and modifica-
tions must be of the highest quality and are subject to scrutiny at tech inspection.

3) Approved period aftermarket swingarms or accurate replicas are permitted. Shock 
location may be changed and OeM swingarm may be reinforced, shortened or 
lengthened. Models which employ OeM single shock rear suspension must use 
OeM swingarm, may not reposition shock, and may not add linkage.

4) Standard shock configuration must be used, but shock(s) may be repositioned. 
remote reservoir shocks are not allowed, although piggyback shocks are. BMW 
models may replicate factory superbikes of the period.

5) Front forks must be of OeM or aftermarket origin, with stanchions no larger 
than 41mm in diameter. Anti-dive and external adjusters are allowed. Forks must 
be conventional type (no upside down units).

6) handlebars must be fitted to the original mounts, and must not be below the top 
of the fork crowns. no clubman bars or clip-ons, except when used as original 
equipment.

7) Any wheel from 16 inch to 19 inch is allowed. Maximum rim width: rear 4.5”, 
from 3.5”. Wheels may be wire-spoked or mag style in either alloy or magne-
sium. Modern alloy mag-type wheels with no more than 6 spokes are permitted. 
Mag type wheels with more than 6 spokes (Marchesini 10-spokes, etc.), and cut/
machined aluminum wheels (Performance Machine, etc.) are not permitted. 
however, Astralite and comstar wheels are allowed. If uncertain as to the legal-
ity of certain wheels, please contact the vintage Superbike rules & eligibility 
committee with questions before purchasing wheels.

8) Only single or two-piston brake calipers are allowed. Front and rear discs, floating 
or rigid mount of any material except carbon fiber are allowed. “Wave” or petal-
type rotors are not allowed.

9) Only treaded modern racing compound tires are allowed. rain tires are allowed 
and may be “hand cut.” tire warmers are not permitted. no slicks.

10) Airbox and toolbox may be removed or modified.
11) Fuel tank and bodywork must be as found on the same year and model of the 

production motorcycle on which the racer is based. Motorcycle must have origi-
nal seat, which may be modified or recovered while retaining the stock seat pan. 
Motorcycle must have the front and rear fenders, side panels and front fairing as 
the original production model or accurate replicas. Fenders may be trimmed to fit 
tires. no tail sections may be added unless OeM on that model.

12) Only fairings that were furnished as standard equipment on the street model are 
allowed. Fairings must not extend below the fuel tank.

13) All motorcycles must use the OeM speedometer and tachometer housing (if so 
equipped). Speedometer and tachometer instruments are optional.
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10.8.3 CLASSES
a) Heavyweight: Unlimited displacement twins and pushrod triples, and displacement-

limited fours and sixes (see chart).
b) Middleweight: Unlimited displacement singles, with limited pushrod twins, Ohc 

twins, pushrod triples and Ohc fours (see chart).
c) Lightweight: Singles, twins and multis using performance indexes for smaller bikes 

(see chart).

10.8.4 All classes listed above are based upon an index of performance. If any model proves to 
be significantly faster than other models in its class, its performance may be restricted by 
limiting carburetor size, etc. If any model proves to be significantly slower than others in 
its class, it may be moved down to the next lower class.

10.8.5 vintage-class motorcycles may not bump into vintage Superbike classes.
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10.9 SIDECAR
Sidecar rules are available on request from the AhrMA national office. Sidecars must meet all 
current AhrMA technical inspection requirements listed in Section 9, including oil retention. 
Drivers and passengers must meet all licensing requirements of AhrMA or another recognized 
sidecar-racing organization. There may be venues where sidecars are not permitted due to large 
entries or time constraints.

10.10 EXHIBITION
Guidelines for non-competitive exhibition or “rolling display” rides are available from the 
AhrMA national office. 

SOUND OF SINGLES/BATTLE OF TWINS/SOUND OF THUNDER MISSION 
STATEMENT: AhrMA’s mission is to showcase single-, twin- and three-cylinder motorcycles 
which historically have been under-represented in modern roadracing. The Battle of the twins 
concept was born in the late 1980s as modern Superbike racing became increasingly dominated 
by in-line four-cylinder machines. BOt racing kept alive the thunderous roar of twin-cylinder 
machines from British, european,and American manufacturers. Sound of Singles racing features 
modern interpretations of the classic single-cylinder racebike, encompassing everything from pro-
duction bikes to one-off custom-built machines.

10.11 BATTLE OF TWINS®
10.11.1 Machine eligibility: All competition classes are intended for two-cylinder motorcycles 

only. All classes may be run together and scored separately as determined by the number 
of entries and track conditions. classes include (see section 9.8 for additional mechanical 
requirements):
a) Formula 3: Pushrod Ohv machines to 1000cc, Ohc 2- or 3-valve to 805cc, Ohc 

liquid-cooled 4-valve to 650cc. Pushrod Ohv machines over 900cc must run under 
Supersport specifications (see (9.8.1). Suzuki Sv650, Kawasaki 650r, Buell XB9r, 
Ducati 800SS and Monster limited to Supersport specifications (see 9.8.1); otherwise 
must compete in F-2. Thruxton transAtlantic challenge eligible machines may com-
pete (see 10.11.1e.

b) Formula 2: Pushrod Ohv machines to 1250cc, liquid-cooled Ohc to 750cc, air-
cooled 2-valve Ohc to 1000cc and air-cooled 4-valve to 1000cc. Ducati 748 is 
limited to Supersport specifications (see 9.8.1); otherwise must compete in F-1. The 
Ducati 749 4-valve water-cooled must race in F-1.

c) Formula 1: no displacement limits. engine modifications are unlimited, with the 
following exception: water-cooled 4-valve twins over 1000cc are limited to Supersport 
specifications (see 9.8.1) and must be U.S. road legal production models only.

d) OPEN Two-Stroke: Air-cooled two-stroke motorcycles to 500cc; water-cooled two-
strokes with tubular frame to 400cc; and modern 250cc GP type machines.

e) THRUXTON TRANSATLANTIC CHALLENGE: The Thruxton transAtlantic 
challenge follows AhrMA Supersport rules (see 9.8.1) with the following excep-
tions:
1) Stock fuel tank, sidecovers, seat cowl and fenders must be retained in the stock 

location. Sidecovers may be modified or replaced if high-mount exhaust pipes are 
used. no additional fairings, bodywork, streamlining or ducting may be added.

2) Stock headlight shell must be retained in the stock location.
3) Stock gauges must be retained in the stock location. Speedometer may be 

removed.
4) Stock seat pan must be retained, although the padding and/or covering may be 

modified.
5) Inner rear fender may be removed. 
6) cylinders must be stock bore—no overbore allowed. 
7) electric shift devices (quick shifters) are not allowed.
8) Secondary air system may be removed.
9) All motorcycles must use three white 10 x12-inch number plates with black 

numbers (see 9.5.8 and 9.8.1.e.6). numbers may be applied to the rear cowl if so 
equipped.

10)  treaded racing tires required. no slicks or hand-cut slicks allowed. rain tires may 
be used.
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11)  Updating of parts is allowed. Thruxtons may use factory updated parts as older 
parts are superseded and/or no longer available.

12) The 865cc triumph Bonneville may be raced in the Thruxton transAtlantic 
challenge provided it is properly modified to the Thruxton configuration. These 
modifications specifically include the Thruxton seat and cowl, may change han-
dlebars to clip-ons, upgrade of the braking components, installation of rearsets, 
etc.

In addition to the above rules, these rules apply specifically to the harley-Davidson 
XL 883 and XL 1200 Sportster:
i) May displace up to 1204cc using harley-Davidson or Buell cylinders with a 

maximum bore of 3.5 inches. Aftermarket cylinders are not allowed.
ii) OeM seat and rear fender may be replaced with an Xr750-style one-piece 

seat/fender unit.
iii) Gas caps and oil tank caps must be secured by either duct tape or safety wire.
iv) All front fender rivets must be drilled out and replaced with nut-secured 

bolts.
v) Belt drive final drive may be replaced with conventional sprockets and chain.
vi) Aftermarket air filter and/or aftermarket air cleaner may be used. no scoops 

or ducting allowed.
vii) Aftermarket ignition module is allowed.
viii)The harley-Davidson Xr1200, or any of its components, is not allowed.
Machines must meet all standards as noted in section 3.3, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.8.

10.12  SOUND OF SINGLES®
10.12.1 Machine eligibility: All competition classes are intended for single-cylinder motor-

cycles only. All classes may be run together and scored separately as determined by 
the number of entries and track conditions. classes include (section 9.8 for additional 
mechanical requirements):
a) Sound of Singles 2 (SOS2): Water-cooled single-cylinder four-stroke machines to 

450cc and air-cooled single-cylinder four-stroke machines to 610cc. MZ Skorpions 
are permitted in Supersport spec (see rule 9.8.1); otherwise, see Super Mono.

b) Sound of Singles 1 (SOS1): Unlimited displacement single cylinder four-strokes.
c) Sound of Singles Two-Stroke (SOS 2-Stroke): two-strokes up to 550cc.
d) MOTARD: Motocross, off-road, dual-sport and motard-specific four-stroke single-

cylinder machines of unlimited displacement. Machines must meet the requirements 
in Section 9.8 plus the following restrictions:
1) no bodywork, fairings or slipstreaming may be added.
2) Must use flat or upswept handlebars attached to the top triple clamp. Bars must 

be above the top of the upper triple clamp. Dropped, clubman bars or clip-ons 
are not allowed.

3) Footpegs may be relocated higher, but not farther rearward, than the stock loca-
tion.

10.13 SOUND OF THUNDER®
10.13.1  SOUND OF THUNDER® is open to the following types of machines with these 

restrictions:
a) Four-stroke singles of any displacement.
b) Four-stroke twins of any displacement.
c) Three-cylinder machines to 1000cc.
d) twin-rotor rotary engines.
e) Any eligible Open two Stroke class machine.
f ) turbocharging or supercharging permitted only on single-cylinder machines.
g) engines and frames may be of any origin.
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n SECTION 11—VINTAGE MOTOCROSS

MISSION STATEMENT: The mission of AhrMA vintage Motocross is to preserve a particular 
time in the history of the sport of motocross. This time period may not be the very beginning of 
the sport, but marks the period of international recognition after WWII. It ended in the mid-
1970s, and is considered to many around the world as one of the greatest eras of the sport. We 
want to show why this is said.

At the beginning of this time period, the machines raced were basic transportation-based models 
with slight modifications. They were raced over farmland settings with natural challenges. higher 
speeds, terrain and off-camber turns provided the main challenges on these tracks that are typi-
cal of those used into the early ‘70s. Our era ends with the advent of specially designed racing 
machines on specially prepared tracks. The main things consistent during this time period were 
the amount of suspension travel and the technique used to race these machines on natural tracks.

AhrMA vintage Motocross is dedicated to preserving these machines, the sights and sounds, 
the racetracks and the riding techniques and strategies of this bygone era. Our rules are carefully 
crafted to make sure these machines will never become obsolete again.

11.1 CLASSES AND ELIGIBILITY

These classes are intended for model year 1974 and like machines that are essentially unchanged. 
Other 1975-model motorcycles are not eligible. rider age-based Open Age, +40, +50 and +60 
classes also are available. The minimum age for riders is 16.

11.1.1 PREMIER LIGHTWEIGHT: certain pre-modern era machines, 0-250cc. The following 
machines are eligible:
Aermacchi
BSA c15
cZ trial, type 475
Ducati Scrambler
eso
honda cB/cL160, maximum 200cc
honda cB/cL72
Jawa
Maico with OeM iron barrel
Matchless G2
Parilla Wildcat
triumph cub
triumph tiger 70
villiers-powered machines (Greeves, Dot, James, norman, Francis-Barnett, etc.)
a) Ineligible are all models of Yamaha, Suzuki, Bultaco, Ossa, Montesa, alloy-barrel 

Maico, husqvarna and Greeves (unless villiers powered). refer to Sportsman and 
classic classes.

b) replacement frames, including cheney, rickman and replicas are not allowed. 
Premier Lightweight may mix-and-match any class-legal frame and engine. OeM 
frames may have period modifications. When using non-standard engine/frame 
combinations, said modifications must be approved by the rules and eligibility 
committee.

c) Premier Lightweight machines are restricted to expansion chambers of period tech-
nology. The head pipe must be of constant diameter, and the chamber must have two 
cones maximum of constant angle, with no constant-diameter center section.

11.1.2 PREMIER 500: certain pre-1965 and like-design, non-unit construction (remov-
able gearbox) of 350-500cc and unit construction of 360-500cc. (eligible exceptions: 
Matchless or AJS 600cc single using original, non-norton oil pump crankcases with stan-
dard stroke and bore (+.080”); BSA B40 with original iron cylinder and left intake port 
head; and eso 500.) examples of eligible machines include:
BSA A7 twin
Pre-unit BSA 500 singles
Ducati 350 narrow case (standard stroke); see below
Matchless G80, G50
triBSA, MaBSA, etc.
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triumph t100 pre-unit; may use 650 crankshaft with maximum .030” overbore.
triumph 500 unit-construction twin; see below
a) to better preserve the machines of this era, standard frames are encouraged. how ever, 

triBSA specials, and period aftermarket units such as rickman (MkIII max), cheney, 
or accurate replicas, are eligible. Standard frames may have period modifications.

b) The unit construction BSA B40 is intended as an entry-level machine in the Premier 
500 class. The standard frame must be used. The swingarm may be changed to period 
aftermarket products or modified in a period manner. The original rear hub or a BSA 
QD hub and brake must be used. extensive modification to improve power or reduce 
weight will move the machine to the classic 500 class.

c) Ducati 350 narrow case machines are intended as entry level and must use the 
standard frame and rear wheel. extensive modification to improve power or reduce 
weight will move the machine to classic 500.

d) triumph unit-construction twins are intended as entry level and must include the 
following: The frame must be the pre-1966 triumph 500 “gooseneck” design (first 
used the gas tank as a structural member of the frame and later used a bolt-in back-
bone piece that runs from the top of the steering head stock to the tank/seat junc-
tion). The stock triumph rear hub must be used. The engine must be of the type that 
uses a bushing on the timing side of the crank’s mainshaft, although it is not neces-
sary to utilize the distributor-type ignition. The cylinder head must be of the pre-’67 
“squishband” type.

11.1.3 PREMIER OPEN TWINS: certain pre-1965 and like-design non-unit construction 
(removable gearbox), four-stroke machines with two or more cylinders, manufactured as 
600cc and larger. The following machines are eligible:
BSA A10 twin
Matchless 600, 650 and 750 twin
norton 650, 750 and 850 twin
triumph 650 twin
a) to better preserve the machines of this era, standard frames are encouraged. how ever, 

triBSA specials, and period aftermarket units such as rickman (MkIII max), cheney, 
or accurate replicas, are eligible. Standard frames may have period modifications.

11.1.4 100cc MOTOCROSS: 88-100cc two-stroke and 88-120cc four-stroke production 
motorcycles manufactured as up to 1974-model-year machines, and like-design. All 
motorcycles in this class must have been manufactured 100cc or smaller-displacement 
bikes. eligible machines include: 
Bridgestone 
Bultaco Lobito or Sherpa S 
DKW 
hodaka 90 or 100 
honda ct90 or cB/cL/SL/XL100 
Indian 
Kawasaki 90 or 100 
Moto Beta 
Penton 
rickman-hodaka 
Sachs 
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MR. CRANKSHAFT 
 IS THE FAST  

AND FRIENDLY 
SOURCE FOR ALL 

YOUR CRANKSHAFT 
NEEDS! 

NO ROD KITS EXIST FOR  
YOUR MODEL?

THREAD OR SHAFT  
DAMAGE?

NO ONE WANTS TO WORK 
WITH YOUR CRANKSHAFT?

NEED FAST AND FRIENDLY 
SERVICE? 

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO 
ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS, 

GIVE US A CALL TODAY.  
WE WANT TO HELP.

MR. CRANKSHAFT
3483 US Hwy 68 West
Benton, KY 42025
270-527-8921

mrcrank@vincescycle.com
www.MrCrankshaft.com

Suzuki tc/tS90 or tS/tM100 
van tech frames with any eligible engine 
Yamaha YL1e, ht1, Lt2 or Dt/MX100 
Zundapp
a) engine displacement can be increased to class limit, plus allowable overbore.
b) engines may use six-speed transmissions if OeM-equipped on that particular 

machine. Six-speed conversions are not permitted.
c) electronic ignitions and reed-valves are allowed.
d) Maximum carburetor size is 28mm.
e) Aftermarket frames are limited to those listed, pending approval of the rules &  

eligibility committee.
f )  engine/frame combinations must be as manufactured; no mixing-and-matching of  

engines and chassis into “specials.”
g) hubs and forks from any 1974 or earlier production motorcycle are permitted. 
h) honda four-strokes are limited to the one-piece cylinder head. no major engine 

components from 125cc engines are allowed.
Ineligible 100cc Motocross machines are:
Any machine or major component manufactured as/for a 125cc motorcycle.
rickman frames originally manufactured for Zundapp engines.
Monark frames.

11.1.5 CLASSIC 125: 88-125cc two-strokes and four-strokes 88-150cc, manufactured through 
December 1971 and any like machines. eligible machines include:
American eagle tyran 125 (Sachs)
Ancilotti, Sachs or Morini powered
Bultaco, up to Sherpa S 125
carabela
cZ, ‘71-75
DKW
harley-Davidson 100 and 125
hodaka, all 100s and 125s (except as noted below)
honda cB/cL/SL up to 150cc
honda XL100K1
husqvarna, ‘72-74
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KtM, ‘71-72 Sachs engine
Maico, ‘72-74 square barrel only
Monark, ‘71-74
Montesa cappra
Pentons with Sachs engine
Puch, all
rickman Zundapp, all
rupp 125 with Sachs motor
Sachs, all
Suzuki tS100/125
Wassell, all Sachs-powered
Yamaha At1
Any motorcycles powered by Sachs engines 125/5A or 6A, 125/5B or 6B. 
Ineligible Classic 125 machines are:
All Japanese except those listed above
Bultaco Pursang 125
can-Am, all 
‘74 hodaka Super rat and Super combat
Ossa Phantom
Pentons with KtM engines
a) The only acceptable change from the OeM frame is to use “specials” no newer than 

1972.
b) no major engine components may be changed or updated to later-model parts (i.e., 

cylinder head, barrel, cases, etc.). reed valves are not allowed. carburetors on two-
strokes may be no larger than 32mm. Any OeM exhaust may be used only on the 
original machine; any replacement of original exhaust must be made of up to four 
rolled cones and a single-diameter center section and a single-diameter head pipe.

c) Four-stroke hondas may be increased to 150cc plus .020” overbore, but must use 
1971-type crankcases, the small-valve one-piece cylinder head, and contact breaker 
point ignition.

d) 100cc two-strokes may be increased to 125cc.
e) honda leading-axle forks are not eligible.
f ) Anyone with a purpose-built machine, or one which is later than December 1971 but 

may be a “like” model, should submit an eligibility request form.
g) Machines which exhibit unusual performance may be required to run in Sportsman 

125.
11.1.6 CLASSIC 250: certain machines introduced just after the Premier Lightweight era. Also 

included are heavy 350cc non-unit-construction four-strokes. eligible machines are:
AJS Stormer
American eagle 238 Greenstreak
Bultaco four-speed, including Metisse
cZ twin pipe
Greeves challenger/Griffon with cast-beam or steel frame
honda cL175, SL175
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husqvarna “bolt-together” four-speed (pre-’68 only)
Kawasaki 238 Greenstreak
Maico oval barrel
Montesa four-speed
Ossa four-speed
rickman Montesa four-speed (see below)
Any all-alloy 250cc BSA or triumph
Any 350cc non-unit-construction four-stroke such as Matchless, BSA, Ariel and eso
Suzuki tM-250 twin-pipe
a) rickman or cheney frames may be used with the above engines. Only rickman 

MkIII, MkIv or Petite Metisse may be used. Original four-speed rickman Montesas 
(up to frame #1824 and fitted with 53M-series engines) are allowed, but must retain 
their original Metal Profiles forks, rickman hubs and exhaust pipe (or an accurate 
replica of the OeM pipe); replica bikes utilizing later rickman frames originally 
built for five-speed engines are not allowed. Any “special” built from any rickman 
Montesa chassis and any other engine runs in the Sportsman class. 1973-74 ccM or 
Dick Mann frames are eligible.

b) Ineligible are “bolt-together” enduro husqvarna or any major components from this 
machine; single-port cZ; Japanese makes with single-cylinder, two-stroke engine, or 
five-speed transmission.

c) no major engine components may be changed or updated to later model parts (i.e., 
cylinder head, barrel, cases, etc.).

d) no machine may use a carburetor larger than 32mm, except 33mm IrZ on Ossa 
only. no reed valves allowed.

e) Any replacement of the original expansion chamber must be of period design, with 
only two cones maximum of constant angle. The center section must be of constant 
diameter and the head pipe must be of constant diameter until it meets the open-
ing cone. Fitting a more modern expansion chamber will move the machine to the 
Sportsman class.

11.1.7 CLASSIC 500: certain 500 class machines introduced just after the Premier 500 era. 
eligible machines are:
Aermacchi/harley-Davidson 350
AJS 370 and 410
American eagle 360
Bultaco 350/360 el Bandido and Montadero
cZ 360 twin port
Ducati wide case 350/450
Greeves 360 or 380 twin-port in cast-beam or steel frame
honda cL77, cL450 and cB450
husqvarna 360 bolt-together, pre-1968 only
Maico 360 oval barrel
Montesa 360 cappra, serial number prefix 36, 46
Any BSA B44, 441 victor in any BSA-designed frame
BSA B44 with Weslake conversion
Any triumph unit-construction 500 twin in any BSA-or triumph-designed frame
a) rickman or cheney frames may be used with the above engines. Only rickman 

MkIII, MkIv or Petite Metisse may be used. rickman Montesa and rickman 125 
Zundapp are not eligible. 1973-74 ccM or Dick Mann frames are eligible.

b) Ineligible are: BSA B50, ccM or triumph variants; bolt-together enduro husqvarna 
or any major components from this machine; single-port cZ; square-barrel Maico; 
single-port Greeves QUB.

c) no major engine component may be changed or updated.
d) Any AhrMA-legal carburetor may be used; no reed valves allowed.
e) Any replacement of the original expansion chamber must be of period design, with 

only two cones maximum of constant angle. The center section must be of constant 
diameter and the head pipe must be of constant diameter until it meets the open-
ing cone. Fitting a more modern expansion chamber will move the machine to the 
Sportsman class.

11.1.8 SPORTSMAN 125: 88-125cc two-stroke and 88-150cc four-stroke motorcycles through 
the 1974 model year, and like-design machines. eligible like-design 1975 model machines 
include (see “like design” note below):
Bultaco, see note at end of Sportsman rules
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can-Am 125 tnt
honda cr125
Kawasaki KX125
Suzuki tM100, tM125
Yamaha YZ125, MX125

11.1.9 SPORTSMAN 250: Motorcycles manufactured as126-250cc two-strokes or 151-300cc 
four-strokes through the 1974 model year, and like-design machines. eligible like-design 
1975 model machines include (see “like design” note below):
Bultaco 250 Pursang (serial #135; must use 1974-configuration swingarm). Also see note 

at end of Sportsman rules.
can-Am 175 tnt, 250 tnt (also 1976 175 tnt/Or). 250cc engines must have 

57.5mm stroke
cZ 250 Falta (1974-configuration swingarm encouraged) 

honda Mt250
husqvarna 250Wr
Kawasaki KX250 (also 1976)
Ossa Desert Phantom 250 (1974-configuration swingarm encouraged)
Suzuki tM250 (1974-configuration swingarm encouraged), also tS model
Yamaha MX175

11.1.10  SPORTSMAN 500: Motorcycles manufactured as 325-625cc through the 1974 model 
year, and like-design machines. eligible like-design 1975 model machines include (see 
“like design” note below): 
Bultaco, see note at end of Sportsman rules 
cZ Falta (1974-configuration swingarm encouraged) 
husqvarna 400Wr 
Kawasaki KX400 (also 1976), F5 Bighorn 
Suzuki tM400 (1974-configuration swingarm encouraged), also tS model 
honda SL 350 and cL360 also are eligible for Sportsman 500.

11.1.11 SPORTSMAN OPEN TWINS: Unit-construction or pre-unit, four-stroke motorcycles 
with two or more cylinders through the 1974 model year, and like-design machines, 
manufactured as 600cc and larger (see “like design” note below). 

NOTE: Like-design Sportsman machines:
a) 1975 Maicos are not legal for AhrMA vintage competition, although the 1975 

frame may be used as a replacement for the 19741/2 GP models. The ‘741/2 fork 
assembly, swingarm, hubs and engine must be retained. Any and all 1975 models 
must meet the 7-inch-front/4-inch-rear wheel suspension travel requirement mea-
sured at the axle.

b) 1975 Bultaco model 134-136, 143 and 144 frames may be used as replacement 
frames in Sportsman. Swingarm must be pre-1974, 4-inch travel.

 The Sportsman eligibility list is now complete with regard to non-like-design post-
1974 machines. However, proposals for inclusion of like-design machines are always 
welcome.

11.1.12 Open Age: Any AhrMA-eligible rider on any size or type of AhrMA-eligible vintage 
machine.

11.1.13  +40: Any rider over 40 years of age on any size or type of AhrMA-eligible vintage 
machine.

11.1.14 +50: Any rider over 50 years of age on any size or type of AhrMA-eligible vintage 
machine.

11.1.15 +60: Any rider over 60 years of age on any size or type of AhrMA-eligible vintage 
machine.

11.1.16 +70: Any rider over 70 years of age on any size or type of AhrMA-eligible vintage 
machine.

NOTE: A rider may not advance to the next age-related class until after that birthday. Due to 
difficulties in laying out the race-day program, competitors may enter no more than two rider-age 
classes.

11.1.17 WOMEN: riding any size or type of AhrMA-eligible vintage machine.
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Class C Handhsift  
Specialists 

Motor rebuilds- 
close ratio 
gearboxes 

Dyno testing-Heliarc welding-Vintage Harley & Indian 
parts source. Located 8 miles north of Grattan raceway.  

For parts & Service call 616.293.4811 or visit 
www.fabercycle.com 

11.1.18 At the MX coordinator’s discretion, non-AhrMA support classes may be run at local 
and regional events only. Support races must run at the end of each round of motos to 
preserve the integrity of AhrMA’s race day schedule and the track surface Any support 
classes and support-class practice sessions must run separately from the AhrMA classes. 
These classes will not run at national events. With the addition of the AhrMA Post-
vintage MX program, coordinators are encouraged to use these as support classes. See 
Section 12. Only official AhrMA classes are to be run at nationals. Any exceptions must 
be approved in advance by the executive Director.

11.2 TECH INSPECTION & MODIFICATIONS
a) SUSPENSION: All machines must have no more than 7 inches of front wheel 

travel and 4 inches of rear wheel travel, measured at the axle, regardless of origi-
nal specification. The field check for rear wheel travel is as follows: 1) Both shocks 
are removed from the bike, then one bare (without spring) damper unit is reinstalled. 
2) The machine is supported in such a fashion that the rear suspension is at maxi-
mum extension, and a measurement is taken from the center of the rear axle to a 
point marked directly above the axle on the rear fender or subframe. 3) With both 
wheels on the ground, the rear suspension is fully compressed by the examiner with 
the rider aboard to compress any rubber bumpers; a measurement is again taken 
from the center of the rear axle to the same marked point above. 4) The measurement 
obtained in step 3 subtracted from the measurement in step 2 is the wheel travel.

  An alternative method of determining wheel travel may be used by tech inspectors 
using a pre-programmed computer. The program converts three dimensions—
distance from swingarm pivot to rear axle, to lower shock mount and top shock 
mount—to show the amount of travel of the shock shaft plus 50 percent of the rub-
ber bumper. Due to the use of non-standard or different types rubber bumpers, this 
check may be overridden by the tech inspector’s discretion. Manual measurement of 
shock movement is the overriding factor in determining whether a shock is legal.

  to help preserve the motorcycles and represent the era, stock shock mount positions 
are strongly encouraged. Forward-mounted or laydown shock mounts will be closely 
scrutinized and checked for travel, with three-fourths of the rubber bumper counted 
as shaft travel.
1) Some manufacturers listed a limited number of machines for sale with specifica-

tions that exceed the suspension limits. Those machines are not eligible unless 
the amount of actual wheel travel is restricted to conform with the 7-inch/4-inch 
rule. regardless of the year and model of machine, it is the rider’s responsibility 
to actually measure and ensure that his or her machine is legal. Do not rely on 
printed specifications. There will be no exceptions to the suspension limits. Some 
of the machines sold with more than 4 inches of rear wheel travel are honda, 
Yamaha, Kawasaki, Maico GP, 1974 husqvarna, 1974 Bultaco, 1974 Montesa, 
1974 ccM and 1974 KtM.
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2) Any shock absorber may be used, providing the technology and design was 
commercially available in 1974 or was supplied as OeM on any AhrMA-legal 
machine. Some legal shocks include 1974-era:

 Armstrong  Marzocchi
 Bilstein  Mulholland
 Betor  S&W
 curnutt  Progressive Suspension
 Fox Shocks  Works Performance
 Girling
 Illegal shocks include:
 Any shock with a separate remote reservoir (i.e., connected by a hose)
 Any post-1974 technology, such as Fox air shocks, etc.
 Single-shock machines are prohibited.
3) Pre-1975 OeM or aftermarket forks must be used; travel is limited to 7 inches. 

Legal leading-axle 35mm forks include: AJS Stormer; Bultaco Sherpa S, Sherpa t 
and Matador; Montesa; Kawasaki enduro; early Betor aftermarket; and external-
spring Maico (36mm). regardless of year manufactured, leading-axle 35mm 
forks which are not allowed include alloy- and magnesium-slider Marzocchi and 
magnesium-slider ceriani.

b) ENGINES: Modifications are many, though they must be consistent with the spirit 
of the period and class.
1) reed valves may be used only on Sportsman machines.
2) Liquid cooled components are prohibited.
3) hydraulically assisted clutches are prohibited.
4) cylinders may be overbored a maximum of .080” on singles, .060” on twins, 

.040” on triples and .020” on fours. Displacement limitations follow the three 
“era” breakdowns:

 Premier-class bikes may be build to class limits, plus allowable overbores (excep-
tions are BSA B40 and Ducati 350 in Premier 500). The Premier Open twins 
limit is 650cc (eligible exceptions are norton 750/850, and unlimited displace-
ment sidevalve machines); no 750cc or big-bore kits are allowed on Ohv 
machines. Premier Lightweight four-strokes must utilize the original cylinder-head 
castings. villiers Starmaker-powered machines are limited to the early “MkI” style, 
coarse-finned cylinder. villiers 32A-37A-powered machines may use any period 
aftermarket alloy cylinder, the Greeves challenger head/cylinder and/or Alpha-
manufactured crankcases.

 Classic-class machines must run at original bore and stroke, plus allowable over-
bores. exceptions are: 150cc honda four-stroke in classic 125 and Weslake con-
version for BSA B44 in classic 500.

 Sportsman-class machines may be built to the class limit (using period compo-
nents), plus overbores. Sportsman Open twins have no displacement restrictions.

 The formula for calculating engine displacement is: bore x bore x .7854 x stroke x 
number of cylinders.

c) CARBURETORS: Flat-slide or Lectron type and injection type carburetors are not 
permitted. “Power Jet” and “Pumper” type carburetors are not permitted unless such 
mechanisms are disconnected or removed. Fuel injection is not permitted. Period car-
buretors are encouraged. Smoothbores with concentric float bowls are not permitted, 
except where they were fitted as original equipment or supplied as factory kits on that 
model motorcycle. Modern replacement smoothbore carburetors are not permitted.

d) All motorcycles must be equipped with a functional handlebar-mounted electrical or 
mechanical kill switch.

e) Footpegs must be folding type and should fold back at a 45-degree angle.
f ) Side stands and protruding lugs must be removed or rubber-covered. At the discre-

tion of the tech Inspector, certain side stands which are completely tucked away may 
be left in place but must be safety wired or strapped in the folded position.

g) Disc brakes are prohibited (except rokon OeM). hydraulically assisted drum brakes 
are prohibited.

h) Paddle-type tires are prohibited.
i) All two-stroke machines must be fitted with efficient silencers. The only exception is 

Premier machines fitted with “blooie” pipes.
j) Minicycles are prohibited. All machines must have a minimum OeM wheel size of 

17 inches.
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k) Swingarms in the Premier and classic classes must be steel. The only exception is the 
period cast aluminum swingarm made by A&A racing for BSA unit singles.

l) All modifications must be consistent with the spirit of the class and period.
m) No major components may be later than 1974 (i.e., frame, forks, engine, gearbox, 

wheels, etc.) The burden of authenticating is on the rider. Press clippings and photos 
with identifiable dates may be helpful. Premier machines are restricted to Premier-
type frames. Period modifications are allowed on all standard legal frames. however, 
no parts of later-period frames may be used for those modifications.

n) Appearance and workmanship of a reasonable standard shall be enforced.
o) NUMBERS AND NUMBER PLATES: All machines must display three number 

plates—one mounted on the front and one on each side mounted in a way that it 
will not be blocked by the rider.
1) numbers must be 6 inches tall. If a rider’s assigned competition number ends 

with a letter, that letter must be at least 3 inches tall, and placed in the lower-right 
corner of the number plate. For assigned competition numbers that begin with a 
letter, that letter must be 6 inches tall, and placed to the left of the numeric digits. 
It is strongly recommended—and may be required at some events—that riders 
also display 3-inch numbers on each side of their helmet and 8-inch numbers on 
the back of their jersey.

2) All number plates in AhrMA vintage events will use a white background with 
black numbers and letters. to help solve past scoring problems, no other colors 
may be used.

3) It is the rider’s responsibility to ensure number legibility. If a rider appeals his 
score and numbers are not properly displayed, the protest will be disallowed. 
There will be no exceptions to this rule.

4) Expert-class motocross champions from the previous year will be awarded a #1 
plate (with a letter suffix), which they may use in any class during the season. If 
they choose not to use their assigned AhrMA competition number, it will be 
held for them until the following season. A rider who wins more than one class 
championship should use only one of the #1/letter combinations to aide in scor-
ing and identification. number-letter combinations for each expert class cham-
pion are: 
Premier 500  1A Sportsman 250 1J 
Premier Open twins 1B Sportsman 125 1K 
Premier Lightweight 1c Open Age  1L 
classic 500  1D +40  1M 
classic 250  1e +50  1n 
classic 125  1F +60  1P 
Sportsman Open twins 1G +70  1Q 
Sportsman 500  1h Women  1W

5) All competitors must display their AhrMA-assigned number unless granted prior 
permission to run a different number at that event only.

p) In addition to the rules in Section 11, riders must comply with all applicable rules in 
Sections 3 (events and race procedure), 4 (entry procedure) and 6 (offenses, penal-
ties, protests and appeals), rule 9.7.11 (fuel) and rule 9.7.17 (AhrMA decals; two 
required and may be placed on any readily visible part of the motorcycle).

11.3 MOTOCROSS RIDER GRADING SYSTEM
All AhrMA motocross classes are further divided into novice, Intermediate and expert  
categories. This is an “ability” system, as opposed to an “award” system. The ability system is 
designed with the idea that most vintage riders do not intend to advance to the professional 
ranks, and that many of the riders may not improve and their ability will remain the same.

a) It is AHRMA’s intent that rider ability levels are standardized within each region 
and across the nation.

b) riders are graded by a committee of their peers and will be advanced only if their 
ability is deemed to be well above the other competitors in their class. A rider can 
also be moved to a lower class, in special instances, by the same method. If a rider’s 
placement in a class is obviously wrong, that rider can be moved at any time. The 
executive director will make the final determination in any dispute over rider grading.

c)  each region will appoint a regional rider Grading chairman and a minimum com-
mittee of one novice, one Intermediate and one expert. The committee will perform 
an annual review of ability levels, but may make an immediate ability level change 
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with a three-member quorum. The committee has overall authority and responsibil-
ity for rider ability levels in its region, whether or not a specific rider competes in its 
regional series.

d) Any three regional grading committee members present at a national event can make 
a grading decision on the spot. If the rider’s home regional committee disagrees with 
the decision, it can be appealed to the executive director.

e)  riders who are new to AhrMA motocross must sign up as at least an Intermediate 
until status is confirmed by the grading committee, optimally at that rider’s first 
event. This is done by interview or observation at the request of the new competitor. 
Final determination of points scored in national or regional events will not be made 
until status is confirmed.

f )  A rider may move up a skill level at his discretion. however, no rider may move 
back a skill level without permission from the AhrMA grading committee.

g) So that rider skill levels are recognizable, a vertical stripe approximately 2x6 inches 
must be placed in the center of the rear of the helmet, with the lower end of the 
stripe even with the base of the helmet. Such stripes are available at tech inspection. 
Ability level stripes are:

   novice  red 
   Intermediate Yellow 
   expert  Black 
  riders with dual ability levels must clearly display both helmet stripe colors. 

If a rider is observed competing without a helmet stripe, a penalty of one position 
may be imposed in that moto.

h) If the rider grading committee deems it appropriate, riders in the +50 and +60 class-
es may have a dual ability level, with a lower rating in the Sportsman classes only. 
riders in the +70 class may apply to the rider grading committee for a lower ability 
rating in any class but +60. Women may apply to the rider grading committee for 
any lower ability rating in any class but Women. (An expert woman, for example, 
could be classified as a Sportsman novice.) Dual ability levels are granted only by 
the rider grading committee and must be listed on the rider’s competition card.

11.4 SCORING AT MX EVENTS
a) The Olympic scoring method is used for each moto: 1 point for first, 2 points for 

second, 3 points for third, etc. The smallest score wins.
b) riders must complete at least one full lap to be scored.
c) A non-starter is anyone who does not complete one full lap, following the circuit in 

its entirety; a DnS receives no points. A non-finisher is anyone who completes one 
full lap but does not reach half-distance of the race; a DnF receives last-place points 
plus two positions, to avoid scoring problems. A finisher is anyone who completes 
at least half the number of laps completed by the class winner in a moto (e.g., three 
laps of a five-lap moto); points are paid in the order of finish. If there are fewer than 
three entrants in a class, the winner must complete at least half the prescribed race 
distance (track conditions allowing, as determined by the referee or race director), to 
receive first-place points.

d) each race concludes with the display of the checkered flag, even if a competitor 
believes the number of laps is not consistent with pre-race instructions. If there has 
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been a flagging error, the race referee may revise the results if he deems it appropriate.
e) ties are decided by the finishing position in the last moto. 
f ) If two classes are run together in one race, a rider may ride one motorcycle in one 

class and be scored in the other class, provided the machine is eligible and entered in 
that other class. The rider shall start from the least favorable wave or grid position.

g) The rider, not the motorcycle, is the entry. A rider may switch to a second eligible 
motorcycle for the second moto in a given class.

h) If there are too many entrants for one moto, a class will be split at random and run 
as if there were two separate events. Series points will be awarded as if there were two 
separate events.

i) If a rider believes there is an error in scoring, he or she must make a written protest 
and deliver it to an AhrMA official or referee within 30 minutes of the results being 
posted. Unprotested results will stand. Any discrepancies will be resolved at the track 
if possible, or later if required. This process is subject to appeal.

11.5 SERIES POINTS AWARDS
a) Points will be awarded according to each moto finish, without regard to rider’s overall 

performance for the day.
b) A rider will receive points if he or she is the sole class competitor.
c) A rider must score points in at least four events to be eligible for series awards, or 

according to requirements as published in Vintage Views from time to time. 
d) The following points are awarded for each moto’s placing.

Position Points Position Points
 1  20  8  7
 2  16 9  6
 3  13 10  5
 4  11 11  4
 5  10 12  3
 6  9 13  2
 7  8 14  1

e) Year-end scoring ties will be broken as follows: Year-end scoring ties will be broken 
by the greatest number of moto wins, then second-place moto finishes, third-place, 
etc. In the event of an absolute tie, the oldest rider wins.

f ) In the event that only one moto is run, double points will be awarded.
g) national-championship events also award regional-championship points for the 

region in which the event takes place.

11.6 RACE PROCEDURES
a) engine-displacement class bumping is prohibited (e.g., no 250s in the 500 class). 

Bumping up into later era classes is permitted, provided the machine is of corre-
sponding engine size (e.g., classic 500 into Sportsman 500 in vintage or historic 
125 into Gran Prix 125 in Post-vintage).

b) During an event it is expressly forbidden to ride any vehicle in the direction opposite 
to that in which the event is being run without specific approval of a race official.

c) In the event that a rider leaves the marked racetrack, every effort should be made to 
reenter the track at the same place he/she exited. If this is not possible, the rider must 
reenter in a safe manner, before the next track marker, without improving his/her 
position in relation to other competitors. If time or position is gained, the penalty 
will be left to the discretion of the referee.

d) A red flag means the race has been suspended. competition must cease immediately, 
with all riders slowing to a safe speed and proceeding in a safe manner to the starting 
area, where an official will give further instructions. If a race is called complete by a 
red flag, scoring will revert to the last lap completed by all competitors.

e) All events where a “rubberband” start is used, riders must have their front wheel in 
the ditch at the time the rubberband is released. Failure to do so can result in a loss 
of three finishing positions, at the discretion of the referee.

f ) A yellow flag indicates a dangerous situation on the track ahead. competitors are 
cautioned to ride accordingly. The intent of this rule is that riders may not use this 
situation to an advantage.

g) If a rider gridded in the second wave or gate leaves with the first wave or gate, there 
will be an automatic one-lap penalty for that rider.
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n SECTION 12—POST-VINTAGE MOTOCROSS

MISSIOn StAteMent: The mission of AhrMA Post-vintage Motocross is to showcase an 
innovative and revolutionary period of MX racing. This relatively short time-frame is recognized 
as the beginning of the long-suspension-travel era of motocross which lasts to this day, and also 
the emergence of the American domination on the world racing scene. Machines of this era were 
purpose-built motocross racers which introduced many technologies, from the very first long-
travel suspension through to the advent of water-cooled engines and linkage-controlled rear sus-
pensions found at the end of this exciting time in motocross. 
These technological advances result in a motorcycle which has the ability to travel at incredible 
speeds over very rough terrain, and endure punishment that would have inflicted race-ending 
damage to earlier machines. These capabilities, coupled with advancing riding styles and tech-
niques, dictated changes in the racetracks. tracks became specially prepared, permanent-style cir-
cuits, which utilized some man-made obstacles in addition to natural terrain features. The Post-
vintage era ends as we start to see the inclusion of Supercross-style obstacles in the tracks, and 
the inclusion of disc brakes and other advanced features from the factories as original equipment.
The primary purpose of AhrMA Post-vintage Motocross is to provide an appropriate place 
for these machines to be preserved and ridden by those who are interested in reliving the era, in 
addition to educating and exposing the history to those who may not have been participants the 
first time around. With careful attention to race track preparation, and to rules crafting, AhrMA 
is making certain that Post-vintage Motocross bikes will be enjoyed by its members of today and 
tomorrow.

AhrMA’s Post-vintage Motocross structure is intended to include and categorize the motocross 
bikes that inspired the “long-travel” revolution that transformed motocross into a sport that very 
different from the earlier, short-travel era. This program groups similar motorcycles into classes 
that are similar to the changes that were taking place at the racetracks throughout the intended 
era of each class. Please submit any requests for new rules or machine eligibility to the Post-
Vintage Motocross Rules & Eligibility Committee (see Section 17).
NOTE: All modifications must be consistent with the intended time frame of the class.

12.1 HISTORIC—CLASSES AND ELIGIBILITY
The historic classes are intended to represent the “first generation” of long-travel bikes that were 
commercially available in the 1975-77 period. The time frame is provided only as a guideline, as 
some 1977 models are of the second generation long-travel bikes that would clearly outclass the 
earlier models if allowed to run together. For this reason we do not classify motorcycles strictly 
by the year they were produced, but by some similar characteristics that were possessed by the 
majority of these first-generation long-travel motorcycles, such as suspension travel.
12.1.1 Historic classes technical specifications. The following specifications apply to all motor-

cycles, regardless of the year of manufacture, that fall within the scope of the historic 
classes.
a) regardless of original specification, no historic class motorcycle may have more than 

9 inches of suspension travel at the front and rear wheels. Period aftermarket suspen-
sion modifications, including shock reservoirs, are allowed in the historic classes, 
provided they still meet the 9-inch travel limit.

b) no water-cooled motorcycles. 
c) 35mm leading-axle husqvarna and Betor forks are allowed, provided travel is limited 

to a maximum of 9 inches. early 9-inch-travel Simons forks are allowed. Fox Factory 
Forks are prohibited.

d) 38mm is the maximum diameter of fork tube allowed for the historic classes.
e) Overhead cam four-strokes (tt Yamahas, XL hondas, etc.) are limited to a maxi-

mum of 500cc of displacement, plus allowable overbore.
12.1.2 Historic 125: certain 88-125cc machines built up to and including the 1977 model year 

that made up the first generation long-travel, small bore motorcycles. eligible machines 
include:
1975-77 Bultaco Pursang 125
1975-77 can-Am tnt, Qualifier and MX 125, up to MX3 (MX4 and later see Gran 

Prix classes)
1975-78 cZ 125 
1975-78 honda cr, Mr, Mt 125
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1975-77 husqvarna cr, Wr 125
1975-77 Kawasaki KX, Ke, KD 125
1975-77 Maico 125 GP
1975-77 Montesa cappra 125 vA & enduro 125. vB, 1977 & 1978 models only; no 

later-model components, including swingarm.
1975-77 Penton/KtM 125 with Sachs or KtM engine. (1978 Penton/KtM is not a 

like-design model. See GP classes.)
1975-77 Suzuki rM, tM, 125
1975-77 Yamaha MX, YZ, Dt, 125
1978 Kawasaki KX125 A4

12.1.3 Historic 250: certain 126-250cc machines built up to and including the 1977 model 
year that made up the first generation long-travel motorcycles. eligible machines include:
1975-77 Bultaco Pursang, Frontera, Alpina 250, to include the 1977 MK10 Pursang
1975-77 can-Am MX, tnt and Qualifier 175-250, up to MX3 (MX4 and later models 

see the Gran Prix classes)
1975-78 cZ 250 Falta replica 
1978 harley-Davidson MX250
1975-77 honda cr, Mt, Mr, XL 175-250
1975-76 husqvarna cr, Wr 250 and 1977 Wr 250. 1977 husqvarna cr/Or models 

are allowed, with fork travel limited to 9 inches. Otherwise, see GP 250.
1975-77 Kawasaki KX, KLX, KD, 175-250. 1978 Kawasaki KX250A4.
1975-77 Maico Mc, AW 250. 1977 model AW 250 must comply with the historic class 

suspension limits.
1975-77 Montesa King Scorpion & cappra vr 250 v-75, vA & enduro 250h. vB, 

1977 & 1978 models only; no later-model components, including swingarm. All 
later model Montesas, see GP classes.

1975-77 Ossa Phantom & Desert Phantom 250, up to GPIII model. 7. Ossas equipped 
with the “Bolger” rear suspension are allowed in the historic class, provided that the 
suspension travel limits are met.

1975-77 Penton-KtM 175-250. 1977 models must meet the historic class suspension 
limits. (1978 Penton/KtM is not a like-design model. See GP classes.)

1975-76 Puch 250 MX (twin-carb harry everts replica)
1975-77 Suzuki rM, tM, Pe 175 & 250
1975-77 Yamaha MX, YZ, Dt, It 175-250

12.1.4 Historic 500: certain 325-460cc two-stroke and up to 636cc four-stroke machines, built 
up to and including the 1977 model year, that make up the first generation long-travel 
motorcycles. eligible motorcycles include:
1975-77 Bultaco Frontera, Alpina, Pursang 360-370
1975-78 ccM MX up to 636cc. no ccM four-valve heads are allowed. Wheel travel 

must comply with historic class requirements.
1975-78 cZ 400 Falta replica
1975-77 honda XL350, side- or center-port engine
1975-76 husqvarna cr, Wr 360. 1977 Wr 360 is allowed. 1977 husqvarna cr and 

Or 390 are allowed (frame numbers between ML16000 and ML21000), with fork 
travel limited to 9 inches. Otherwise, see GP 500. 1975-77 husqvarna 360 and 390 
Automatics are allowed.

1975-77 Kawasaki KX 400-450
1974-77 Maico Mc, AW 400-440. 1977 AW 400-440 must comply with the historic 

class suspension limits.
1975-77 Montesa cappra 360 vA. vB, 1977 and 1978 models only, with original 360cc 

4-speed engine; no later-model components, including swingarm. All later model 
Montesas, see GP classes.

1975-77 Penton-KtM 400. 1977 models must meet the historic class suspension limits. 
(1978 Penton/KtM is not a like-design model. See GP classes.)

1975-77 Suzuki rM, tM, Pe 370
1975-77 Yamaha YZ, MX, Dt, It 360 and 400 
1975-80 Yamaha tt500, up to 500cc displacement, with allowable overbore.

12.1.5 Historic Four-Stroke: certain four-stroke motorcycles built up to and including the 
1978 model year with up to 636cc (with restrictions). All overhead cam four-stroke 
engines are limited to a 500cc maximum displacement, plus allowable overbore. eligible 
motorcycles include:
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1975-78 ccM MX up to 636cc. no four-valve ccM heads are allowed. Wheel travel 
must comply with historic class requirements.

1975-78 honda XL350 with side- or center-port head
1975-80 Yamaha tt500; must meet 9-inch suspension travel limit
Allow any AhrMA legal 4-stroke vMX machine to be eligible in PvMX regardless of 

displacement.
Any period special that meets the historic class technical requirements and was built 

within the intended time frame of the class. (e.g., triumph engine in a husqvarna 
frame, etc.)

12.1.6 Motorcycles in all of the historic classes may use an aftermarket frame. Many were 
available during the intended time frame of the class, including, c&J, champion, Dick 
Mann, cheney, cycle Factory, hallman-Aberg and many others. regardless of the manu-
facturer, all motorcycles must meet the historic class technical specifications for wheel 
travel and suspension components.

12.2 GRAN PRIX—CLASSES AND ELIGIBILITY
The Gran Prix classes are intended to represent the motorcycles that made up the “second genera-
tion” long-travel motorcycles generally available in the 1977-81 period (or like design). During 
this period innovation came rapidly and motorcycles changed dramatically in a fairly short time. 
For this reason, the Gran Prix classes follow a formula rather than a specific year cutoff.
12.2.1 Technical specifications. The following class specifications apply to all motorcycles that 

fall within the time frame intended for the Gran Prix classes: no linkage-type rear suspen-
sions, no water cooling and no disc brakes. There are no travel limitations. Motorcycles in 
the Gran Prix classes are allowed to use an aftermarket frame and forks. Many were avail-
able during the intended time frame of the classes. Upside-down forks are not allowed 
(see the Ultima classes). 
If there is a question regarding eligible frames or other components, you should submit a 
request for eligibility form found in the back of the handbook.

12.2.2 Gran Prix 125: certain post-1977 motorcycles 88-125cc. The year of manufacture is 
unimportant, so long as the motorcycle meets the class formula. 
1981 model: honda, Suzuki, Yamaha, KtM and Kawasaki models are prohibited. See the 

Ultima class.
1978-83 husqvarna 125s are allowed.
1978-80 Yamaha, honda, Suzuki, can-Am and KtM 125cc motocrossers are allowed.

12.2.3 Gran Prix 250: certain 126-250cc post-1977 motorcycles. The year of manufacture is 
unimportant, so long as the motorcycle meets the class formula.
1981 model: honda, Suzuki are prohibited. See Ultima class.
1978-83 model husqvarnas are allowed.
1987-89 cZ 250 is allowed.
1980 and later model Kawasakis are prohibited. See Ultima class.
1978-81 Maico 250s are allowed.
1978-81 can-Am Qualifier and MX up to MX6 are allowed.
1978-80 Suzuki, Yamaha, honda motocross and enduro models are allowed.
1981 Yamaha YZ250 is allowed.

12.2.4 Gran Prix 500: certain post-1977 motorcycles, 325-500cc two-stroke and 580cc four-
strokes. The year of manufacture is unimportant, so long as the motorcycle meets the 
class formula, with a few exceptions (see below).
1981 model: honda, Suzuki are prohibited. See Ultima class.
1983-84 husqvarna te, tc, tX four-Stroke 510s are prohibited. See Ultima class.
1982 and later can-Am Sonic with rotax engines are prohibited. See Ultima class.
1978-84 husqvarna cr, Xc, Or, Wr 390-500 two-strokes are allowed. 1978-1984 

husqvarna 390, 420 and 500 Automatics are allowed.
1980 and later model Kawasakis are prohibited. See Ultima class.
1978-81 can-Am Qualifier and MX 370-400 up to MX-6 are allowed.
1987-92 cZ 400 is allowed.
1978-81 Maico 400-440-490 are allowed.
1978-80 Mugen 360-kitted honda cr250 is allowed.
1982 Suzuki Dr500Z is allowed.
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12.2.5 Gran Prix FOUR-STROKE: certain 185cc-580cc four-stroke motorcycles that came 
just after the historic Four-Stroke period. eligible motorcycles and modifications include:
All honda Xr185, 200, 250, 500 models produced with dual-shock rear suspension
Four-valve ccMs
Yamaha tt 250 & 500, with more than 9” of wheel travel, front & rear.
Suzuki Dr models to include the 1982 Dr500Z
Kawasaki KLX models
Period specials that meet the class requirements.
can-Am Sonic & husqvarna 510 te, tc & tX prohibited. See Ultima Four-Stroke 

class.

12.3 ULTIMA—CLASSES AND ELIGIBILITY
The Ultima classes are for machines that bring us to the brink of the modern motocross motorcy-
cle. The distinguishing formula for the Ultima classes are that these motorcycles must have been 
produced within the following formula: Ultima class motorcycles cAn have been produced with 
water cooling and have a linkage type rear suspension, but they cAnnOt have been produced 
with disc brakes or any power-valve type mechanism built directly into the engine.
12.3.1 Technical specifications. Upside-down forks, such as Simons and early White Power, are 

allowed only on Ultima class motorcycles. Aftermarket single-shock frames (such as c&J) 
are allowed on only Ultima class motorcycles.

12.3.2 Ultima 125: For certain motorcycles 88-125cc that were produced within the guidelines 
of the Ultima class specifications. eligible machines, and exceptions, include but are not 
limited to:
1982 and later Kawasaki 125s are prohibited.
1985 model 125 husqvarnas are prohibited.
honda cr125s up to 1983 are allowed.
Suzuki rM125s up to 1984 are allowed.
Yamaha 125s, up to the 1982-84 YZ125 with YPvS system, are allowed. (Note: these are 

the only eligible motorcycles allowed to use a power-valve mechanism.)
12.3.3 Ultima 250: For certain 126-250cc motorcycles produced within the guidelines of the 

Ultima class specifications. eligible machines, and exceptions, include but are not limited 
to:
1982 and later Kawasaki 250s are prohibited.
1982-84 Maicos and/or M-Star, air-cooled drum brake only.
1983 hondas and Suzukis are allowed.
honda Xr200, all years.
Yamaha 250s, up to the 1982-84 YZ250 with the YPvS system, are allowed. (Note: these 

are the only eligible motorcycles allowed to use a power-valve mechanism.)
12.3.4 Ultima 500: For certain 325-580cc motorcycles produced within the guidelines of the 

Ultima class specifications. eligible machines include but are not limited to:
1982-83 can-Am Sonic with rotax four-stroke engine
1983-84 husqvarna 510 four-strokes
1981-83 honda cr450-480, 1981-82 Xr500. 1983 Xr500 is prohibited.
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1980-81 Kawasaki KX420
1982-84 Maico and/or M-Star, air-cooled drum brake only.
1983-84 Yamaha tt600 (not Xt600). (Note: This is the only model allowed in the class 

that is over the displacement limit of 580cc. typical overbore guidelines still apply to 
this model.)

12.3.5 Ultima FOUR-STROKE: certain 200cc-580cc four-stroke motorcycles that were pro-
duced with either a single-shock rear suspension or a newer engine technology. eligible 
motorcycles and modifications include:
1983-85 husqvarna tc, te, tX 510 four-stroke
1982-84 can-Am Sonic with rotax engine
1981-82 honda Xr, 200, 250, 500 with Pro-Link rear suspension (1983 Xr 500 is pro-

hibited). 1983 model Xr350 with rFvc is allowed. XL350 models are prohibited. 
1983-84 Yamaha tt600 (Note: Xt600 is prohibited). This is the only model allowed in 

the class that is over the displacement limit of 580cc. typical overbore guidelines still 
apply to this model.

12.4 ADDITIONAL CLASSES
12.4.1 Open Age: Any AhrMA-eligible rider on any eligible machine.
12.4.2 +40:- For any rider over 40 years of age on any eligible machine.
12.4.3 +50: For any rider over 50 years of age on any eligible machine.
12.4.4 +60: For any rider over 60 years of age on any eligible machine.
12.4.5 Women: For women riders on any eligible machine.
NOTE: A rider may not advance to the next age-related class until after that birthday.
12.4.6 Support classes: At a race promoter’s discretion, the following AhrMA-approved sup-

port class may run at Post-vintage Motocross events. Pre-Modern:  certain 125-600cc, 
two- and four-stroke motorcycles, up through model year 1989 (and like-design), which 
were factory-produced with a hydraulic front disc brake and a rear drum brake. Major 
components may be mixed/matched between eligible machines, but may not be adapted 
from newer, not-eligible motorcycles. This class will not compete for national-series 
points or awards, and may not be entered in any age-based categories. eligible machines 
include, but are not limited to:
1984-’86 honda cr125r, cr250r, cr500r
1984-’89 honda XL350r, XL600r
1984-’89 honda Xr250r
1984-’85 honda Xr350r
1983-’84 honda Xr500r
1985-’89 honda Xr600r
1986-’88 husqvarna 430Ae, 125Wr, 250Wr, 125Xc, 250Xc
1985-’88 husqvarna 125cr, 250cr
1985-’86 husqvarna 500cr
1986 husqvarna 500Wr, 500Xc
1986-’88 husqvarna 510tc, 510te, 510tX
1987-’88 husqvarna 430cr, 430Wr, 430Xc
1982-’85 Kawasaki KX125, KX250
1983-’85 Kawasaki KX500
1986-’88 Kawasaki KDX200, KDX250
1886-’88 Kawasaki KD200
1982 KtM 500K4, 500Xc
1983-’85 KtM 125GS, 250GS
1983 KtM 420GS, 420Xc, 495Mc, 495Xc
1984 KtM, all models 
1985 KtM 125MX, 250MX, 500MX
1985 MStar 250, 500
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1985-’86 Suzuki rM125, rM250
1985 Suzuki rM500
1986 Yamaha It200
1986-’87 Yamaha tt225, tt250
1985-’86 Yamaha tt600
1985-’00 Yamaha Xt350
1984-’89 Yamaha Xt600
1985-’87 Yamaha YZ125, YZ250
1985-’90 Yamaha YZ490

12.5 TECH INSPECTION AND MODIFICATIONS
a) SUSPENSION: The field check for rear wheel travel, where applicable, is as follows: 

1) Both shocks are removed from the bike, then one bare (without spring) damper 
unit is reinstalled. 2) The machine is supported in such a fashion that the rear sus-
pension is at maximum extension, and a measurement is taken from the center of the 
rear axle to a point marked directly above the axle on the rear fender or subframe. 
3) With both wheels on the ground, the rear suspension is fully compressed by the 
examiner with the rider aboard to compress any rubber bumpers; a measurement is 
again taken from the center of the rear axle to the same marked point above. 4) The 
measurement obtained in step 3 subtracted from the measurement in step 2 is the 
wheel travel.

  An alternative method of determining wheel travel may be used by tech inspectors 
using a pre-programmed computer. The program converts three dimensions—
distance from swingarm pivot to rear axle, to lower shock mount and top shock 
mount—to show the amount of travel of the shock shaft plus 50 percent of the rub-
ber bumper. Due to the use of non-standard or different types rubber bumpers, this 
check may be overridden by the tech inspector’s discretion. Manual measurement of 
shock movement is the overriding factor in determining whether a shock is legal.

b) Alloy swingarms in the historic classes must be period aftermarket or OeM units. 
Use of later-model OeM alloy swingarms on historic-class motorcycles is prohibited. 
Modification of Ultima-class single-shock alloy swingarms for use on dual-shock 
Gran Prix motorcycles is prohibited. Use of period aftermarket or accurate replica 
alloy swingarms in all Post-vintage classes is allowed.

c) ENGINES: Modifications are many, though they must be consistent with the spirit 
of the period and class. cylinders may be overbored a maximum of .080” on singles, 
.060” on twins, .040” on triples and .020” on fours.

d) CARBURETORS: Period-type carburetors are strongly encouraged. Period flat-slide 
carbs are allowed on historic and Gran Prix class motorcycles. examples include 
Lake, Lectron, Poso and other period-type flat slides. Active accelerator pump 
equipped carburetors are allowed only on Ultima class motorcycles; all others must 
be disconnected or removed, even if OeM equipped. Dell’Orto accelerator pump 
carburetors are allowed in the historic and Gran Prix classes only if the accelerator 
pump mechanism is disconnected or removed. Period flat slide Mikuni carburetors 
are allowed only on Ultima class motorcycles. Keihin flat slide carburetors are not 
permitted. no modern D-shape slide or similar equivalent carburetors are allowed in 
AhrMA Post-vintage off-road competition.

e) hydraulically assisted clutches are prohibited.
f ) For Gran Prix and Ultima machines, any OeM or aftermarket fork may be used up 

to and including the Ultima era.
g) All motorcycles must be equipped with a functional handlebar-mounted kill switch.
h) Footpegs must be folding type and should fold back at a 45-degree angle.
i) Side stands and protruding lugs must be removed or rubber-covered. At the discre-

tion of the tech Inspector, certain side stands which are completely tucked away may 
be left in place but must be safety wired or strapped in the folded position.

j) Disc brakes are prohibited (except OeM on rokon and Yankee). hydraulically assist-
ed drum brakes are prohibited. OeM Yamaha and honda motocross and off-road 
dual-leading-shoe front brake hubs are allowed only in the Gran Prix and Ultima 
classes.

k) Paddle-type tires are prohibited.
l) All two-stroke machines must be fitted with efficient silencers.
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m) Minicycles are prohibited. All machines must have a minimum OeM wheel size of 
17 inches.

n) All modifications must be consistent with the spirit of the class and period. The 
burden of authenticating is on the rider. Press clippings and photos with identifiable 
dates may be helpful.

o) Appearance and workmanship of a reasonable standard shall be enforced.
p) NUMBERS: All machines must display three number plates—one mounted on the 

front and one on each side mounted in a way that it will not be blocked by the rider.
1) numbers must be at least 6 inches tall; when used, letters must be upper case and 

at least 3 inches tall, and appear in the lower-right corner of the number plate. It 
is strongly recommended—and may be required at some events—that riders also 
display 3-inch numbers on each side of their helmet and 8-inch numbers on the 
back of their jersey.

2) All number plates will use a “school bus” yellow background with black numbers 
and letters. competitors on machines eligible for AhrMA’s vintage MX program 
may retain their black-on-white number plates and vintage number, but must 
inform Registration. to help solve past scoring problems, no other colors may be 
used.

3) It is the rider’s responsibility to ensure number legibility. If a rider appeals his 
score and numbers are not properly displayed, the protest will be disallowed. 
There will be no exceptions to this rule.

4) Expert-class champions from the previous year will be awarded a #1 plate (with 
a letter suffix), which they may use in any class during the season. If they choose 
not to use their assigned AhrMA competition number, it will be held for them 
until the following season. A rider who wins more than one class championship 
should use only one of the #1/letter combinations to aide in scoring and identifi-
cation. number-letter combinations for each expert class champion are: 
historic 500  1A Ultima 500 1h 
historic Four-Stroke 1B Ultima 250 1J 
historic 250  1c Ultima 125 1K 
historic 125  1D Ultima Four-Stroke 1S 
Gran Prix 500  1e Open Age  1L 
Gran Prix 250  1F +40  1M 
Gran Prix 125  1G +50  1n 
Gran Prix Four-Stroke 1r +60  1P 
     Women  1W

5) All competitors must display their AhrMA-assigned number unless granted prior 
permission to run a different number at that event only.

q) In addition to the rules in Section 11, riders must comply with all applicable rules in 
Sections 3 (events and race procedure), 4 (entry procedure) and 6 (offenses, penal-
ties, protests and appeals), rule 9.7.11 (fuel) and rule 9.7.17 (AhrMA decals; two 
required and may be placed on any readily visible part of the motorcycle).

12.6 GENERAL MOTOCROSS RULES
The following rules in the vintage Motocross section also apply to AhrMA Post-vintage MX:
 11.3 Motocross Rider Grading System (note: rule 11.3h, dual ability level, does not 

      apply in Post-vintage classes.)
 11.4 Scoring at AHRMA Events

 11.5 Series Points Awards

 11.6 Race Procedures
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n SECTION 13—OBSERVED TRIALS

MISSION STATEMENT: Observed trials is a very significant part of historic motorcycle compe-
tition. It began as a wintertime sport for european enthusiasts, who tested themselves by tracing 
ancient roman roads. These riders negotiated various obstacles along the way, all of which gave 
test to both man and machine. As the “gentleman’s sport” developed, such obstacles became more 
specific, and more challenging. From the 1980s until today, the obstacles presented to trials com-
petitors have been inconceivable for most motorcycle riders.
AhrMA’s observed trials goal is to provide its members a safe, historically accurate environ-
ment to showcase and experience vintage machinery. The key to this enjoyment is the observed 
sections. From the 1950s into the ‘70s, sections were mainly composed of wide-open areas of 
challenging terrain, with the rider’s choice of line determining his/her success. Observed sections 
reminiscent of this era are critical in AhrMA’s representation of classic observed trials. With 
period-accurate sections, machines will remain true to their original concept, and the techniques 
required to ride them will do the same, enhancing the entire vintage trials scene. The trials-riding 
experience will undoubtedly result in good friends, good rides and good fun.

13.1 CLASSES
All of the following classes are further divided into the following ability levels: expert, 
Intermediate and novice. A non-points-scoring Beginner class is available to riders on any 
AhrMA-legal machine (see 13.3b). There is no minimum age for riders.
13.1.1 PREMIER HEAVYWEIGHT: certain pre-1965 era and like design, non-unit construc-

tion (separate, removable gearbox), four-stroke machine, 350cc and larger. examples: 
BSA B32, Ariel h.t., triumph trophy, royal enfield Bullet, etc., or accurate replicas of 
such machines. Modifications and major components are limited to the era and must 
be typical of the heavyweight machines of the 1960s. The following requirements apply 
to triumph unit twin works replicas: Any unit triumph twin engine may be used; the 
standard pre-1966 twin frame and rear hub must be employed; only the rear frame sec-
tion may be modified to period specifications; must use any year all-steel triumph forks, 
standard length; must use any year all-steel triumph oil tank; must use any triumph steel 
or iron front hub; and may use any period gas tank, seat, rims, etc.

13.1.2 PREMIER LIGHTWEIGHT: certain pre-1965 era and like design, unit- or non-unit 
construction, two- or four-stroke machine, 250cc and smaller. Also, unit-construction, 
four-stroke machines over 300cc. examples: Greeves, Dot, cotton (villiers-powered), 
unit-construction BSA singles or twins, royal enfield crusader, triumph cub, triumph 
500 unit twin or triumph-powered Greeves. hondas are limited to cB160, cL72 and 
cL77. Modifications and major components are limited to those of the era, typical of 
machines in the 1960s.

13.1.3 RIGID LIGHTWEIGHT: Any non-swing-arm machine, including those equipped with 
plunger or sprung-hub rear suspension, typical of those used in the pre-swing-arm era. 
engine displacement up to 300cc, as manufactured, two- and four-strokes. Modifications 
and major components are limited to those typically used into the 1950s. ceriani-type 
forks are not allowed.

13.1.4 RIGID HEAVYWEIGHT: chassis and modifications as above, utilizing 301cc and 
larger non-unit-construction four-stroke engines.

13.1.5 GIRDER FORK: Any rigid-frame, girder-fork machine. Modifications and major com-
ponents are limited to those of the era, typical of pre-war machines. Plunger frames and 
sprung hubs are not permitted.

13.1.6 MODERN CLASSIC: Any unit-construction machine up to and including model year 
1979. examples: Bultaco 5-speed 125-350, Suzuki rL250 & tS models, Beamish Suzuki, 
Montesa cota 123-348, Ossa 250-350 MAr & BLt, Yamaha tY175-250 & At/ct/Dt 
models, Kawasaki Kt250 & enduro models, honda tL125-250 & SL/XL models, GrM 
Maverick rigid frames with four-stroke engines. tMI framed hondas and Frazier frames 
are eligible Modifications and major components limited to those of the era, typical of 
machines of the mid-’70s. SWM, Fantic or Beta motorcycles are not allowed.

13.1.7 CLASSIC: Any kit-framed two-stroke machine 175cc or less. examples: Wassell, Penton, 
Gaunt, Minarelli-powered cotton, Puch-powered Greeves, Dalesman and hodaka spe-
cials. Also any Spanish 4-speed up to 250cc in original OeM frame. examples: Ossa 
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4-speed, Montesa 4-speed, Bultaco 4-speed, also GrM Maverick rigid frames with 
classic-legal engines and GrM 4-speed. eligible four-strokes include those legal for 
Premier Lightweight and honda S90 and SL90.

13.1.8 BEGINNER: A non-championship class for beginning trials riders on any motorcycle 
eligible for AhrMA trials.

NOTE: It is the rider’s responsibility to consult with the trials rules & eligibility committee to determine 
class eligibility. This is especially important when building a special which is not traditionally used as 
a trials machine.

13.2 TECHNICAL INSPECTION AND MODIFICATIONS
13.2.1 TIRES AND WHEELS: trials tires are required in all classes. Motocross knobby-type 

tires may be used in the Beginner class at the discretion of the promoter. Any pre-1975 
hubs and any type of rim from the proper era for that machine are acceptable. Only the 
Modern classic class may use pre-1980 components.

13.2.2 SUSPENSION: no single-shock machines may compete, except vincent. Suspension 
travel is limited to 4 inches in the rear and 7 inches in the front. rear dampers may be 
replaced with any units using technology available to December 31, 1974. Ossa Bolger 
Long travel (BLt) machines may compete in Modern classic, with rear wheel travel lim-
ited to 4 inches.

13.2.3 NOISE: Silencers are required; no machine may compete with an open exhaust system.
13.2.4 No major components may be later than 1974 (specifically, engine, frame, gearbox, 

forks and hubs). Only Modern classic may use components later than 1974 (but limited 
to pre-1980). hydraulically assisted brakes and clutches are prohibited.

13.2.5 All motorcycles must comply with all applicable AHRMA competition and safety 
rules, including rule 3.2.6 (AhrMA decals), 3.3.8 (operating brakes) and 3.3.10 (han-
dlebar-mounted kill switch). Fuel shall be gasoline only; maximum 115 octane [using 
formula (r+M)/2].

13.2.6 ALL MODIFICATIONS MUST BE CONSISTENT WITH THE SPIRIT OF THE 
CLASS. Period modifications have been extensively documented and machines with obvi-
ous non-period or excessive modifications will be disqualified or required to compete in 
the next-higher-level class.

13.2.7 When entering a “special” constructed from various pre-1974 components of different 
classes and eras, the machine must be entered in the latest class that either the chassis 
or the engine dictates. example: triumph cub engine in a Bultaco frame rides in the 
Modern classic class. Otter type chassis are not allowed in Premier and must run in 
classic or Modern classic.

13.2.8 NUMBER PLATES:
a)  All machines must have a front number plate with a white background at least 5 

inches by 5 inches with a black number at least 3 inches high indicating the line that 
will be ridden.

b)  In an instance where two riders competing on different lines are sharing one 
machine, it is each rider’s responsibility to notify the Observer which line is being 
attempted.

13.2.9 The rider, not the motorcycle, is the entry. A rider may switch to another motorcycle at 
any time during the event, provided the second machine is eligible for the class in which 
the rider is entered.
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13.3 CLASS AND ABILITY LEVELS
The sections of an AhrMA trial course are divided into various “lines” of difficulty as follows: 

a) The number-four line is extremely simple and, except for Girder Fork and rigid 
novice competitors, is intended only for entry-level riders. If only three lines are 
used, number-four riders will ride the number-three line.

b) The riders in the Beginner class using the number-four line may compete on any 
AhrMA-legal machine and will be scored together in one class.

c) A rider’s ability level is shown on the AhrMA membership card. A change in a rid-
er’s ability level must be done with the approval of the AhrMA national office and 
the change will be indicated on the rider’s AhrMA membership card.

d) riders may be asked to advance in ability level by the AhrMA trials rules & 
eligibility committee or an AhrMA-recognized grading committee. A rider may 
advance in ability levels at his/her own discretion (see (f ) below), but must receive 
permission from the grading committee to move down in ability level if the commit-
tee’s evaluation concludes that the rider would be better suited at that lower level.

e) A rider may only enter one class per day. 
f ) A rider will ride for an entire calendar year at the ability level as shown on his/her 

AhrMA membership card, with the following exception. A rider may temporarily 
ride an ability level higher than indicated on the membership card if: 1) the rider 
declares the intention to move up at registration; 2) the rider rides no more than the 
total number of events that equal the number of rounds needed to qualify for nation-
al championship points, minus one. example: If four rounds are needed to qualify for 
national points, then the rider may ride three rounds without permanently advancing 
his/her ability level. If the rider does permanently move up in ability level, the rounds 
ridden before formally moving up will then count toward national championship 
points.

g) Members of the AhrMA trials rules & eligibility committee shall make up the tri-
als grading committee.
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13.4 EVENT PROCEDURES
13.4.1 The object of observed trials is to ride specified “sections” with “Start” and “end” gates 

and side boundaries. The right-side outermost boundary is to be marked with a red rib-
bon, and the left-side with blue ribbon. Any markings within a section may be marked 
with a color other than red or blue. Scoring will be based on the “points-lost” (marks) 
system. The numerical score will increase from a starting score of zero. Final placement 
will be inverse to the numerical score; i.e. the lowest score wins. The sections are laid out 
in a loop configuration, where the competitor rides each of the sections one at a time 
before his/her subsequent attempts.
a) Section Scoring shall begin when the machine’s front wheel axle passes the “Start” 

markers and stops when the front axles passes the “end” markers. Section points are 
allocated as follows:

 error  Penalty Points (mark)
none (clean section) 0
One dab  1
two dabs  2
Three or more dabs 3
Failure in a section 5
Section not attempted 10
A rider is penalized in each section only for the one error that results in the most 
penalty points. In any given section, penalties are not cumulative, except for the first 
three “dabs.” (example: If a rider dabs twice before riding out of bounds, the score 
for the section is 5 points, not 7).

b) Sections are to be separately numbered and should be ridden in numerical sequence. 
no section may be ridden more than once per lap without consent of the course 
Marshal. riders shall start Loop One at the point designated at the rider’s meeting by 
the course Marshal. Second and subsequent loops will start at Section One. The loop 
must be ridden in one direction only.

c) If a rider completes at least one full loop before retiring, the rider will be scored as 
having finished the event and will be assessed 10 points for each subsequent section 
required to complete the event.

d) Unsportsmanlike conduct or offensive behavior can result in a penalty of 10 points at 
the sole discretion of any Observer or authorized event official.

e) A lost loop card will result in a score of 10 points per section for that loop.
f ) Practice in any marked section before or during the event will result in disqualifica-

tion of the rider from the event. riders may stop and inspect sections on foot prior 
to riding for a score, providing their machine is parked off the course.

g) While walking the section, a rider that alters a section by moving rocks, making a 
path, changing the condition of the section, etc. shall be given a score of 5 by the 
Observer for that section.

h) When a rider leaves his/her machine to inspect the section, the machine does not 
hold the rider’s place in line. When the rider returns to the motorcycle, he/she goes 
to the back of the line. Failure to do so may result in a 5-point penalty.

i) The rider must obtain permission from the Observer to enter the section for a score. 
Failure to obtain permission may result in a score of 5 points if the Observer is 
unable to monitor the competitor’s ride though the entire section.

j) time limits may be imposed in any one of a number of ways. At the riders’ meeting, 
the promoter or course Marshal shall announce the type of time limitations being 
implemented, and any details thereof.

k) A punch-type scorecard is normally utilized, and will be carried by the competitor in 
a way that does not obscure the number plate. At events where separate scorecards are 
used for each loop, the rider will turn in his/her scorecard to the scorekeeper when 
the loop is complete, and obtain a new scorecard for the next loop.

l) It is the sole responsibility of the rider to make sure his/her scorecards are properly 
marked at each section, are completed with the rider’s name and class information, 
and are turned in to the scorekeeper on time.

m) All competitors, whether completing the entire event or not, must turn in their 
scorecards to the scoring area before the end of the event. A competitor who does not 
do so will receive a “DnF” (did not finish) status for the events and will not receive 
series points.

n) The scorekeeper will post each competitor’s individual loop points, time penalty (if 
applicable) and final score by class and ability level. The rider with the lowest number 
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of points will be declared the winner in his/her classification.
o) In the case of a tie score, the procedure will be to look at the individual section 

points in the following order: competitor with the most cleans, then ones, twos and 
finally threes. If the tie is still unbroken, the oldest rider will be the winner.

13.4.2 PROTESTS
a) It is the rider’s responsibility to acknowledge his/her score on each section immediate-

ly upon completion of the attempt. Disagreement with the Observer must be noted 
and settled, if possible, without inconveniencing or delaying other riders, while the 
situation is fresh in everyone’s mind. Section scoring protests will not be heard if the 
Observer was not made aware of the conflict immediately after the section attempt. 
If the rider elects to protest, he shall file a formal written protest with the course 
Marshal not later than 30 minutes after the attempt in question.

b) no person may protest another rider’s score in a section. Only the rider can protest 
a penalty. Any rider may protest any matter relating to the event. All protests must 
be in writing and filed with the course Marshal not later than 30 minutes after the 
scoring results have been posted. The course Marshal shall render all decisions on 
protests as soon as possible.

c) even though awards may be announced on the day of the event, the results shall not 
be come official until all decisions on protests have been finalized and the results have 
been checked for incorrect calculations.

13.5 DEFINITIONS FOR TRIALS RULES
a) GENERAL DEFINITIONS
 Axle In - Axle Out: All scoring is to take place as the front wheel axle passes an 

imaginary straight line between the “Start” markers and all scoring is to cease as the 
front axle passes an imaginary straight line between the “end” markers. If a split 
marker is used at either gate, the imaginary line runs between the “Start” or “end” 
marker and the split marker.

 Balk: While riding a section for a score, a rider is severely distracted or his line is 
blocked by spectators, other riders, an animal, blowing debris, etc. The rider may 
claim a “balk” and request a re-ride. At the discretion of the Observer, a re-ride of the 
section may be permitted, with the score of the re-ride the one to be counted.

 Course Marshal: The course Marshal is the person with final authority for all 
aspects of the event, and has the ability to perform any of the workers’ duties on the 
day.

 DNF (Did Not Finish): A competitor who retires before attempting all sections on 
the first loop is DnF and will not receive series points.

 Observer: Any event official who is authorized to score a competitor’s ride. Observers 
report directly to the course Marshal.

 Riders’ Meeting: Meeting for all competitors, prior to start time, at which the pro-
moter or course Marshal gives the final instructions for the day’s event. This meeting 
is intended to be an open format to allow competitors to ask for clarification of any 
rules or procedures.

 “Rider!”: term used by an Observer to notify a competitor that he/she has permis-
sion to enter the section AnD to simultaneously notify all persons walking the sec-
tion to immediately vacate. The competitor riding for a score always has the right-of-
way within a section. Failure to vacate can be deemed unsportsmanlike conduct.

b) SECTION SCORING DEFINITIONS
 Clean: no points (zero). The rider completes the section without committing an 

error.
 Dab: Any intentional contact (dab) between a rider’s foot, or any other part of the 

body, and a supporting surface or object either inside or outside the boundary is 
scored one point.

 examples:
1) rider removes a foot from the footpeg and touches the ground once to maintain 

balance or extends the foot out to push off of a vertical object such as a tree = 1 
point.

2) rider’s feet are on the footpegs and hands are on the handlebars when any part of 
his/her body inadvertently brushes against or is hit by a vertical object = 0 points.

3) rider’s foot is accidentally knocked from the footpeg after unintentional contact 
with a rock or other object = 0 points.

4) rider removes hand from the handlebar and reaches to touch or “push off” an 
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object = 1 point.
5) rider’s foot rotates or pivots on the ground without picking up or dragging the 

foot = 1 point.
6) rider’s foot touches the ground or an object on the outside of the section-mark-

ing ribbon, while the machine remains inside the section = 1 point.
7) touching both feet to the ground at the same time while astride the machine = 2 

points (one dab for each foot).
8) rider drags or slides one or both feet while astride the machine and maintains 

forward motion = 3 points.
9) Footing: three or more dabs, or paddling with both feet = 3 points.
10) A machine with a dead engine that is paddled out of the section without loss of 

forward motion (rider may not dismount) = 3 points
11) A machine with a dead engine is ridden out of the “end” gate without loss of for-

ward motion and the rider does not dab = 0 points.
12) An engine dies and is restarted without loss of forward motion and the rider does 

not dab = 0 points.
c) Failure: The following instances during a section attempt will result in a score of five 

points:
1) A complete loss of forward motion (or backwards motion) whether intentional or 

not, with or without the rider dabbing.
2) rider dismount: both feet to the ground on the same side or behind the machine.
3) rider receives outside assistance (not to be confused with interference that results 

in a balk).
4) The motorcycle crosses its own track with both wheels (unless the section is so 

designed and is duly noted by the Observer or course Marshal).
5) either tire breaks, removes or knocks over a section marker or a ribbon in a man-

ner that requires the marker to be reset.
6) Missing a marker: rider completely misses or goes on the wrong side of a marker, 

including split gates within a section. If your line number is nOt on a split gate 
you may go to either side.

7) ribbon out-of-bounds: a machine may ride on a ribbon, but not beyond it. There 
must be ground visible between the inner edge of the tire and wrong side of the 
ribbon to be considered a 5. This also applies to the ribbon used in a split gate.

13.6 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS
 The national championship trials Series runs from January 1 to December 31 of each 

year. The official schedule of events that award series points will be published in Vintage 
Views. A competitor will earn national championship points for each series event based 
on the rider’s finish position as follows:

Position Points Position Points
 1   20   8  7
 2   16  9  6
 3   13  10  5
 4   11  11  4
 5   10  12  3
 6   9  13  2
 7   8  14  1

a) rider receive national championship points only if they enter the event and ride in 
the ability class indicated on their AhrMA membership card.

b) A rider will receive points if he or she is the sole competitor in a class.
c) to encourage more riders to volunteer to help at national events, first-place points 

will be awarded at any one event per year to someone who works as a checker or 
trialmaster. no more than 20 points may be earned per day. A competitor still must 
ride in at least the specified minimum number of events to qualify for series awards; 
working at an event is not considered one of those rides.

d) even though the Beginner class is included in a national championship trial, the 
competitors in this class will receive awards from that day but will not earn national 
championship Series points.
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n SECTION 14—DIRT TRACK
MISSION STATEMENT: Dirt track racing has been the mainstay of American motorcycling 
since the earliest days and blossomed into a unique American sport with the advent of class 
c racing by the AMA in the 1930s. The proliferation of dirt ovals throughout America led to 
further development of this 100% American sport up through the 1970s, resulting in several dis-
tinctly different forms of racing motorcycles—each developed to suit the rules of the time period 
and optimized for dirt oval racing.
The American historic racing Motorcycle Association has attempted to preserve the sights and 
sounds of this uniquely American sport and display it to the public by providing a set of govern-
ing rules intended to capture each distinct period of dirt track racing (class c, brakeless, vintage, 
and Seventies era) and pit the motorcycles of that period against each other in fair competition. 
races are held on a variety of dirt tracks, ranging from short tracks, half-miles, miles and tourist 
trophy circuits, with national points awarded to encourage participation and recognize achieve-
ment. The rules are written to provide safe and suitable competition classes for as many period 
motorcycles as possible while maintaining level competition between different types and preserv-
ing the historical basis for each class. A concerted effort is made to maintain a stable rules struc-
ture so that members may participate with their machines for an extended period of time without 
having to upgrade or modify their motorcycles to adapt to changing rules.
Our objectives are: 
a) to provide a set of consistent competition rules to govern the dirt track competition classes 
with the acknowledged intent of preserving the historically significant periods of American dirt 
track racing cited above.
d) to sanction a series of appropriate public racing venues for members to compete and specta-
tors to enjoy this American sport, with special attention paid to race track safety and suitability 
for historic machines, especially the brakeless classes, as well as to ensure a reasonable geographic 
spread of events.
c) to encourage competition and recognize accomplishments by administering a national cham-
pionship series for each AhrMA dirt track class.
d) to actively promote AhrMA dirt track racing and events so as to reach a broad spectator base 
and expose the public to historical dirt track racing.
e) to actively promote safe competition, monitor rider skills and behavior and continually 
address rider and member concerns.
f ) to provide a forum for communication via Vintage Views, the AhrMA web site and any other 
appropriate means to convey dirt track information and event news.

14.1 RIDER ELIGIBILITY/EQUIPMENT:
a) competitors must demonstrate that they can ride up to Junior level, or be vouched 

for in writing by an AhrMA-accredited dirt track rider.
b) riders who have raced as a professional expert (or have accumulated enough points 

to qualify) in the preceding 12 months may not compete in AhrMA dirt track 
events, to protect AhrMA amateur riders. Pro-Sport/Pro-Am riders and Division 2 
and Division 3 speedway riders are eligible to compete.

e) national championship Series year-end awards are based on a rider’s best finishes 
in a maximum number of events. The maximum number of “best finishes” to count 
toward the championship will be published in Vintage Views at the beginning of each 
season. A rider must earn points in a minimum number of events as published in 
Vintage Views to be eligible for year-end awards. Year-end scoring ties will be broken 
as follows: First, by the number of first-place finishes; second by rider age, with the 
oldest rider winning.

f ) national-championship events may also award regional-series points. A competitor 
may not be charged any additional entry fee to earn regional points.

g) At any AhrMA national trial, all sections must be managed by an observer. A rider 
will receive his/her score from only the observer. If it is not possible for the promoter 
or coordinator to supply enough observers to cover each section, the number of sec-
tions must be reduced. The number of loops may be increased to make up the dis-
crepancy in the number of sections.
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c) Any rider entered in an AhrMA novice class event may not compete in any other 
AhrMA classes that day.

d) The minimum rider age is 18.
e) riders must wear full leathers on track a half-mile in length or longer. Leathers are 

strongly recommended for all types of dirt track races. The use of back protectors is 
strongly recommended. Boots covering at least the top of the ankle and gloves are 
required of all competitors. helmets must be full-facial type and certified by the 
manufacturer by having a sticker affixed to the helmet stating the helmet meets or 
exceeds the Snell M2005 standard or other applicable standards listed in rule 3.3.14.

14.2 FLAT TRACK CLASSES
14.2.1 DINOSAUR: 1951 and earlier, 500cc Ohv or 750cc sidevalve. The motorcycle engine, 

transmission, frame and forks must be from the same manufacturer and model.
14.2.2 CLASSIC 250: 1967 and earlier and approved-design machines up to 250cc. The motor-

cycle engine, transmission and frame must be from the same manufacturer and model, an 
aftermarket rigid racing frame may be substituted – i.e. Sonicweld or Swanson. The fol-
lowing machines are eligible:
Aermacchi (h-D Sprint), all 250cc
AJS Stormer 250
BSA c15, B25, all
Bultaco round-barrel, round-case four- and five-speed (engine & frame serial # prefix 

3-45, 63, 66, 67)
cZ twin-port
Ducati
eso
Greeves challenger
honda cB/cL72
husqvarna “bolt-together” pre-’68 only (no Sportsman components)
Jawa twin-port
Kawasaki A1
Maico, with OeM iron barrel
Matchless G2
Montesa four-speed (Serial # prefix 02-18, 23-25, 33, 53 small barrel)
Ossa four-speed (no DMr chassis) (Serial #153000-155999, #250000-262999 and 

#280000-280999)
Parilla
Suzuki t20 X6 (no t250s)
triumph tiger 70, cub, tr25W
villiers-powered machines (Greeves, Dot, James, norman, etc.)
Yamaha twins up through tD1c
a) two-strokes are limited to 32mm carburetors on singles, 28mm twins, except that 

Ossas may run OeM 33mm IrZ carburetors.
14.2.3 CLASSIC 500/750: 1967 and earlier and approved-design machines up to 500cc, includ-

ing 750cc sidevalve bikes. The motorcycle engine, transmission and frame must be from 
the same manufacturer and model, an aftermarket rigid racing frame may be substituted 
– i.e. Sonicweld or Swanson. eligible machines are:
Aermacchi 350 (h-D Sprint), all
Ariel 500 singles or twins, vB 600 sidevalve single
AJS/Matchless four-stroke singles, twins
AJS Stormer 370/410
BSA A7, A50, B31/32/33/34, Gold Star, B40, B44, M20, M21
Bultaco el Bandido, Montadero (Serial # prefix 17, 18, 50, 51, 61, 70 and 81)
cZ 360 twin-port
Ducati 350, 450
Greeves 360 challenger
harley-Davidson Kr
honda cL77, cB450 Black Bomber four-speed (serial #cB4501000001-

cB4502999999) utilizing torsion-bar valve control system
husqvarna 360 “bolt-together” pre-’68 only (no Sportsman components)
Maico 360 oval barrel
Montesa 360 cappra four-speed (Serial # prefix 36, 46 and 66)
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norton 500 singles, twins, 600 sidevalves
royal-enfield singles, twins (including new-production enfield singles)
triumph pre-unit or unit twins
velocette
Yamaha Big Bear Scrambler, catalina

14.2.4 SPORTSMAN 250: 1974 and earlier machines up to 250cc, including like-design mod-
els. eligible machines include:
Bultaco, all
can-Am 175; all 250cc machines must run in Seventies two-Stroke
cZ single-port
Greeves Griffon
harley-Davidson two-strokes; MX250-based machines must run in Seventies two-Stroke
honda cr250M, XL250 
husqvarna, pre-reed-valve, plus ‘74 Mag 250cr
Kawasaki A1r, Greenstreak 238, pre-reed-valve KX250 (engine number K2e900001-

K2e911400 only)
Maico square-barrel and radial, up to GP
Montesa, all five-speed
Ossa four-speed w/DMr frame, all five-speed
Suzuki t250, tM250, tS250 all
Yamaha Dt singles (engine # prefix Dt1, 438 or 450), MX250 (#364), YZ250 (#431 or 

483)
Yamaha air-cooled twins up through rD250 or tD3B
a) Yamaha singles with engine number prefixes 509, 1W3, 2K7 or later are prohibited. 

See Seventies two-Stroke.
Note: can-Am 250s must run in Seventies two-Stroke.

14.2.5 SPORTSMAN 600: 1974 and earlier machines manufactured as 251-600cc, including 
like-design models. eligible machines include:
Bultaco, all 350, 360, 370 five-speed
cZ single-port 360, 380
Greeves Griffon 380
honda cB350, cB450, 500t
Kawasaki Bighorn 350, F12M, KX450, 1975-’76 KX400
Maico square-barrel and radial, up to GP
Suzuki t350, tM400, tS400, t500
Yamaha rt singles (engine # prefix rt1), Dt360 (#446), MX360 (#365), YZ360 (#432 

or 484), Sc500 (#363)
Yamaha air-cooled twins tr2, tr3, r5, rD350, tX500
a) honda XL350s with center-intake-port head are prohibited.
b) Yamaha tt/Xt/Sr500s are prohibited.
c) Yamaha singles after serial #484 are prohibited.

14.2.6 SPORTSMAN 750: 1974 and earlier machines manufactured as 601-750cc, including 
like-design models. eligible machines include:
BSA A65, A70
harley-Davidson Sportster-based bikes, Xr750 (iron-barrel only)
norton 750
nourish/Weslake twins
triumph 650, 750 twins, triples
Yamaha XS650
a) Aftermarket swingarm frames are allowed, including champion, cheney, redline, 

rickman and trackmaster.
b) 1972-up alloy-cylinder h-D Xr750s are prohibited.
c) norton 850s are prohibited.

14.2.7 SEVENTIES SINGLES: Late 1970s era four-stroke single-cylinder motorcycles up to 
600cc such as were raced in period dirt track events. eligible machines include:
1982-83 honda Ft-500 Ascot
1976-78 honda XL-350 (center port head)
1979-81 honda XL-500 (all engine numbers with prefix PD01e-), maximum 38mm 

  carburetor
1979-80 honda Xr-500 (engine # Pe01e-5000001 up to -5200001), maximum 38mm 
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  carburetor
1978-79 Suzuki Dr-370 and SP-370
Yamaha tt-500 (engine prefix 583, 1t1 or 240), Xt-500 and Sr-500
Sportsman 600 vintage four-stroke singles not exceeding 600cc may bump up into this 

  class.
radial head four-valve honda Xr-500s are prohibited.
reed valve honda Xr-500s are prohibited.
a) All frames must be dual-shock, including period-style aftermarket items.
b)    Shocks with remote reservoirs are not permitted; piggyback-type shocks are allowed.
c)    38mm maximum diameter fork tubes are allowed. no external dampening 

adjustments are allowed on forks.
d)   Up to WM4.5 rims are allowed.
e)   Wide Goodyear eagle Dt-II tires are allowed on the rear wheel.
f ) Adjustable type fork triple clamps are allowed.
g) A 600cc limit (plus allowable overbore of .080”) will be strictly enforced for all 

Seventies Singles machines.
h) Maximum carburetor size is 44mm. Period flat-slide carburetors are permitted; 

Lake, Lectron, Posa and Gardner only.
i) Unless otherwise noted, all general vintage class rules apply.
Any requests for new rules or machine eligibility must be submitted to the Dirt
Track Rules & Eligibility Committee before coming to the racetrack.

14.2.8 SEVENTIES TWO-STROKE: 1981 and earlier air-cooled two-strokes up to 250cc. 
eligible machines include: 
can-Am (all 250s regardless of year of manufacture) 
harley-Davidson MX250 
honda cr 
Kawasaki KX, including 1982 model 
KtM MX 
Suzuki rM 
Yamaha YZ 
a) All frames must be dual-shock, including period-style aftermarket items.
b) Shocks with remote reservoirs are not permitted; piggyback-type shocks are allowed.
c) 38mm maximum diameter fork tubes are allowed. no external dampening 

adjustments are allowed on forks.
d) Up to WM4.5 rims are allowed.
e) Period flat-slide carburetors are permitted; Lake, Lectron, Posa and Gardner only.
f ) Sportsman 250 two-strokes may bump up to this class.
Additional bikes and rule updates will be included as the class develops.

14.2.9 SENIOR: riders age 50 or older on any Sportsman-eligible machine.
14.2.10 SUPER SENIOR: riders age 60 or older on any Sportsman-eligible machine.
14.2.11 SEVENTIES SINGLES +50: riders age 50 or older on any Seventies Singles or 

Seventies two-Stroke eligible machine.
14.2.12 NOVICE: A non-championship class for entry-level riders on any Sportsman-eligible 

machine; displacement breakdowns for 0-250cc, 251-600cc and 601-750cc may be run, 
but will be combined into one class in instance of a low rider turnout.

14.2.13 SUPPORT CLASSES: Sportsman 125, Seventies twins (see below) and veteran (riders 
age 35 and older on Sportsman machines) may be run as support classes at the promoter’s 
discretion.
a) Seventies Twins: A support class for late-1970s style dirt track racers including 

harley-Davidson Xr750s and Ducati 860s. twin-cylinder Sportsman 750 machines 
are eligible, as are other twins up to 850cc in capacity. 

 chassis: Similar to Seventies Singles; limited to twin-shock, circa 1980 chassis with 
maximum 38mm forks and WM4.5 rims. Wide dirt track tires may be used. 

 carburetor rules are the same as Seventies Singles; no “modern” flat slides or pumper 
carbs.

14.2.14 FOUR-STROKE SUPER SINGLES: This class is based on 1980’s rotax, honda 
Xr600 and Yamaha tt600. Additional requirements will be added. For comment or 
more information contact the Dirt track rules committee chairman.
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14.2.15 EXHIBITION CLASSES. AhrMA dirt track exhibition classes include:
a) Board track and like-design dirt track machines
b) two-valve speedway machines (on soft tracks where conditions allow)

14.3 TT CLASSES
14.3.1 DINOSAUR: 1951 and earlier, with no limitations on valve arrangement or displacement.
14.3.2 CLASSIC 250: 1967 and earlier and approved-design machines up to 250cc. The motor-

cycle engine, transmission and frame must be from the same manufacturer and model. 
(For machine list, see 14.2.2).

14.3.3 CLASSIC OPEN: 1967 and earlier and approved-design machines manufactured as 300cc 
and larger, with no limitations on valve arrangement. The motorcycle engine, transmis-
sion and frame must be from the same manufacturer and model. In addition to machines 
listed in 13.2.3, the following are eligible:
AJS/Matchless typhoon singles, 600, 650, 750 twins
BSA A10, A65
harley-Davidson XL, XLr
norton 600 Ohv singles, or 650, 750 twins
triumph pre-unit or unit 650

14.3.4 SPORTSMAN 250: 1974 and earlier machines up to 250cc (see 14.2.4).
14.3.5 SPORTSMAN 600: 1974 and earlier machines manufactured as 251-600cc (see 14.2.5).
14.3.6 SPORTSMAN 750: 1974 and earlier machines manufactured as 601-750cc (see 14.2.6). 

harley-Davidson Kh 883cc sidevalve is eligible for Sportsman 750 tt only.
14.3.7 SEVENTIES SINGLES: Late 1970s era four-stroke single-cylinder motorcycles up to 

600cc such as were raced in period tt events (see 14.2.7).
14.3.8 SEVENTIES TWO-STROKE: 1981 and earlier air-cooled two-strokes up to 250cc.
14.3.9. SENIOR: riders age 50 and older on any Sportsman or classic eligible machine.
14.3.10 SUPER SENIOR: riders age 60 or older on any Sportsman or classic eligible machine.
14.3.11 SEVENTIES SINGLES +50: riders age 50 or older on any Seventies Singles or 

Seventies two-Stroke eligible machine.
14.3.12 NOVICE: A non-championship class for entry-level riders on any Sportsman-eligible 

machine; displacement breakdowns for 0- 250cc, 251-600cc and 601-750cc may be run, 
but will be combined into one class in instance of a low rider turnout.

14.3.13 SUPPORT CLASSES. Sportsman 125, veteran and Seventies twins may be run as sup-
port classes at the promoter’s discretion (see 14.2.13).

14.4 RACE PROCEDURES
a) riders may “bump up” from one period class to another, providing the machine 

meets all the rules of the newer-period class (e.g., a classic oval-track machine may 
run in Sportsman after attaching brakes). Machines may not move up to a larger dis-
placement class.

b) Shifting is allowed during any event in any class.
c) Brakeless and braked machines must never occupy the track at the same time, either 

in practice or during competition.

14.5 DIRT TRACK TECHNICAL INSPECTION & MODIFICATIONS
a) TIRES: Knobby tires are not permitted. AhrMA encourages the use of 19-inch 

front wheels and new tires for the safest and most predictable setup. Following is the 
list of allowable tires. Other tires may be added to the list from time to time by the 
Dirt track rules & eligibility committee.

 19-INCH TIRES:
carlisle 51-S 4.00x19 
carlisle Avenger 4.00x19 or smaller 
carlisle Universal 4.00x19 or smaller 
continental Milestone 120/80x19 and 130/80x19 
Dunlop K70 4.00x19 or smaller 
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Dunlop K180F 110/80x19 
Goodyear Dt1 4.00x19 or smaller 
Goodyear eagle Dt II 27.0x7.0x19 
Maxxis Dtr-1 27.0x7.0x19 
Pirelli Mt53 4.00x19 or smaller 
18-INCH TIRES:
Avon GP1 4.10x18 and Gripster 110/80x18 
carlisle Universal 4.00x18 or smaller 
Dunlop K70 4.00x18 or smaller 
Dunlop K180 120/90x18 
Dunlop trailmax 120/90x18 
Metzeler enduro 4.00x18 and enduro 4 110/80x18 & 120/80x18 
Pirelli Mt53 4.00x18 or smaller 
Pirelli Mt60 110/80x18 and 120/80x18

b) WHEELS: rim width must not exceed WM3 (2.15”) for all classes.
c) BRAKES: Brakes are not permitted in Dinosaur or classic classes. As an al ter native 

to brake removal, an effective mechanical lockout may be used to disable rear brakes 
for these classes. Any disc brake caliper with up to two op posed pistons is accept-
able for Sportsman. Operating front brakes are not permitted in flat track racing. 
hydraulically operated drum brakes are prohibited.

d) CHASSIS: Must be of the same period as the class in which the machine is entered. 
Dinosaur machines’ chassis and engine must be made by the same manufacturer (i.e., 
OeM chassis or replacement type offered by the engine manufacturer). Frame modi-
fications for Dinosaur class must be of period style. Weld-on rear axle holders are per-
mitted but bolt-on adjustable-height rear axle supports (i.e., Sonicweld type) are not.

 Swingarm frames are allowed in classic classes only if they are production compo-
nents for that make and year motorcycle and equipped with stock-configuration 
swingarms. Any aftermarket racing frame must be of rigid type (hardtail or strutted) 
to compete in classic classes. Post-1967 champion, redline, trackmaster, Ossa 
DMr, Bultaco Astro and similar type dirt track frames are not allowed in classic 
classes even if fitted with struts. Aftermarket frames cannot be used in the classic 
Open tt class.

 Sportsman class machines may use a production chassis from 1974 or earlier, or an 
aftermarket chassis of the type and configuration used in north American dirt track 
competition prior to 1975. typical eligible models include champion, trackmaster 
and redline. Others must be submitted to the Dirt track rules & eligibility 
committee for an eligibility decision. requests must be accompanied by documen-
tation and photographs establishing the configuration and appropriate time-line. 
Accurate replicas of eligible dirt track aftermarket chassis are eligible as long as they 
conform to the original design and other class rules. 
See roadrace rule 9.7.3f for a diagram of a braced swingarm eligible for Sportsman 
and Seventies Singles machines only.

 no machine in any 
category may have 
more than 7 inches of 
front wheel travel and 
4 inches of rear wheel 
travel, measured at 
the axle, regardless of 
original specification.

e) All of the following 
must be covered with 
rubber and conform 
with AhrMA compe-
tition rules: footpegs, 
stand mounting lugs, 
brake rods and any-
thing else that might 
present a  
hazard.
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f ) Footpegs must be of the folding type able to pivot upwards and aft at 45-degrees. 
g) FORKS: Machines must use OeM or pre-1975 aftermarket forks, with maximum 

35mm diameter tubes. ceriani, red Wing, Betor or other non-period telescopic forks 
are not allowed on Dinosaur class machines. no adjustable front fork triple clamps 
are allowed in any class except for OeM adjustable steering stems on can-Am and 
certain period c&J frames. non-adjustable, billet style triple clamps are allowed.

h) SHOCKS: no single-shock chassis are permitted. Dual-shock machines may use any 
shock absorber, providing the technology and design was commercially available in 
1974 or was supplied as OeM on any AhrMA-legal dirt track machine. 

i) ENGINE: no major engine components may be changed or updated to later model 
parts (i.e., cylinder, head, cases, etc.). hydraulically operated clutches are prohibited.

 Machines in all classes may be built to the class limit, plus overbores (in tt racing 
only, Dinosaur and classic Open must use the stock displacement, plus overbores). 
Overbore limits for all classes are as follows: +.080” for singles; +.060” twins; +.040” 
triples; +.020” fours. Pre-unit triumph 500 twins may use 650cc crankshaft but must 
not exceed +.020” overbore. Any AhrMA official may ask for a random engine tear-
down at any event, without posting the protest fee. Any rider refusing to teardown or 
found to be using an oversize engine in any AhrMA competitive event is subject to 
an immediate 13-month suspension of his/her racing license.

 two-strokes are limited to no more than two cylinders; multi-cylinder four-strokes 
are permitted. Use of compression releases is allowed on any two-stroke machine. 
All two-strokes must be equipped with an effective silencer. Throttles must be self-
closing. All motorcycles must be equipped with a functional handlebar-mounted kill 
switch. If the motorcycle is equipped with a magneto where an operational kill switch 
cannot be fitted, then the carburetor settings must be such that a running engine 
shuts off when the throttle is fully closed.

j) CARBURETORS: no flat-slide or injection-type carburetors are allowed. “Power 
jet” and “Pumper” type (accelerator pump-equipped) carburetors are not permitted 
unless such mechanisms are disconnected or removed. Fuel injection is not permit-
ted. Smoothbores with concentric float bowls are not permitted. Period carburetors 
are encouraged.

 classic 250 two-strokes are restricted to 32mm for singles, 28mm for twins except 
that Ossas may run OeM 33mm IrZ carburetors.

 All Dinosaur bikes must use OeM or period-type carburetors with specific exceptions 
as identified in 10.4.1A(d) of the class c roadracing rules.

k) All drain plugs must be safety wired.
l) All modifications must be consistent with the spirit of the class; period modifications 

only.
m) Appearance and workmanship of a reasonable standard shall be enforced.
n) All machines must carry three 10x12” (minimum) rectangular number plates—one 

on the front, and one clearly visible on each side of the motorcycle. novice entrants 
shall have yellow plates, all others must be white. All numbers must be black, at least 
8” tall, with a minimum 1” brush stroke. Any letters must be at least 3” tall. It is the 
rider’s responsibility to be scored; legible numbers on the rider’s back and helmet are 
highly encouraged. All competitors must display their AhrMA-assigned number 
unless granted prior permission to run a different number at that event only.

o) In addition to the rules in Section 14, riders must comply with all applicable rules in 
Sections 3 (events and race procedure), 4 (entry procedure) and 6 (offenses, penal-
ties, protests and appeals), rule 9.7.11 (fuel) and rule 9.7.17 (AhrMA decals; two 
required and may be placed on any readily visible part of the motorcycle).

14.6 TT TECHNICAL INSPECTION & MODIFICATIONS
a) Dirt track rules 14.5a, b and d through o apply.
b) BRAKES: All tt machines must have a functional rear brake; front brakes are 

optional but highly recommended. classic and Dinosaur bikes must use OeM drum 
brakes. Dinosaur bikes must use OeM drum brakes or single-leading-shoe/single-
trailing-shoe type with a maximum brake diameter of 8.75 inches and a maximum 
shoe width of 1.75 inches. hydraulically operated drum brakes are prohibited.

c) SUSPENSION: Maximum suspension travel for machines in all classes, including 
Seventies Singles, is 7 inches in the front and 4 inches rear, measured at the axle.
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n SECTION 15—CROSS COUNTRY
While cross country rules specifically cover events of short duration at the moment, it is envi-
sioned that all types of cross country events can be incorporated into the championship schedule. 
They must be announced in a timely manner so that the integrity of the schedule is maintained. 
From time to time it is possible that hare scrambles, GPs, hare and hound, desert events, enduros, 
ISDt-type events will be part of the schedule. Specific rules for types of competition not covered 
by the accompanying rules will be created by the cross country rules & eligibility committee 
as required.

15.1 CLASSES
15.1.1 VINTAGE. For most events, classes parallel those used in AhrMA vintage motocross 

(Section 11), with regard to machine eligibility and other requirements. The minimum 
age for riders is 16.
a) 100cc: novice, Intermediate & expert; 88-100cc two-stroke and 88-120cc four-

stroke production motorcycles manufactured as up to 1974-model-year machines, 
and like-design. All motorcycles in this class must have been manufactured 100cc or 
smaller-displacement bikes.

b) Sportsman 200: Machines manufactured as 88-200cc; novice, Intermediate & 
expert. note: In addition to Sportsman 125 motocross machines, pre-1975 motor-
cycles eligible for the 88-200cc class include Bultaco 175/200, husqvarna 175, 
Penton/KtM 175 and Puch 175. The honda Mr175 must run in Post-vintage 200.

c) SPORTSMAN OPEN: Machines manufactured as 201cc and larger; novice, 
Intermediate & expert.

d) CLASSIC: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displace-
ment classes; classic 125 machines may compete in Sportsman 200 if they wish). The 
650 Sportsman twin is eligible to run in the classic class (see vMX class 11.1.11).

e) PREMIER: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-dis-
placement classes). note: The BSA B40 is eligible for the Premier class.

f ) +50: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displacement 
classes).

g) +60: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displacement 
classes).

14.7 SERIES POINTS AWARDS
a) A rider will receive points if he or she is the sole class competitor.
b) A rider must score points in at least two events to be eligible for series awards, or 

according to requirements as published in Vintage Views from time to time. national 
series awards are based on a rider’s 10 best finishes.

c) If there is less than a full field for the final, a rider who failed to start his heat race 
may run in the final but will start from the penalty line.

d) riders who start a main event will be scored in the order they cross the finish line at 
the pre-determined number of laps. Any rider not completing the entire distance will 
be scored according to the number of laps completed. There are no “DnFs.”

e) The following series points are awarded.
Position Points Position Points Position Points
 1   20  6  9 11 4
 2   16   7  8 12 3
 3   13  8  7 13 2
 4   11  9  6 14 1
 5   10  10  5 15-on 0

f ) Points will be paid only to entrants who start the main event. In the case that fewer 
than 14 riders compete in a main event, points through 14th position will be paid. This 
will be determined by the finishing order in a “B” main, or in qualifying semis or heats, 
whichever is appropriate. A rider must complete at least one lap to earn points.

g) Year-end scoring ties will be broken by the greatest number of first-place finishes, 
then second-place finishes, third-place, etc. In the event of an absolute tie, the oldest 
rider wins.

h) tt national races award Dirt track series points for their respective classes.
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h) +70: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displacement 
classes).

i) Womens: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displace-
ment classes).

15.1.2 POST-VINTAGE. For most events, class eligibility parallels AhrMA Post-vintage 
motocross (Section 12). The minimum age for riders is 16.
a) HISTORIC 200: historic-class machines manufactured as 88-200cc; novice, 

Intermediate & expert.
b) HISTORIC OPEN: historic-class machines manufactured as 201cc and larger; 

novice, Intermediate & expert.
c) POST-VINTAGE 200: Gran Prix and Ultima-class machines manufactured as 

88-200cc; novice, Intermediate & expert.
d) POST-VINTAGE OPEN: Gran Prix and Ultima-class machines manufactured as 

201cc and larger; novice, Intermediate & expert.
e) POST-VINTAGE +50: Any rider age 50 or more on a Post-vintage-eligible motor-

cycle; novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displacement 
classes).

f ) POST-VINTAGE +60:  Any rider age 60 or more on a Post-vintage-eligible motor-
cycle; novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displacement 
classes).

g) POST-VINTAGE +70:  Any rider age 70 or more on a Post-vintage-eligible motor-
cycle; novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided into engine-displacement 
classes).

h) POST-VINTAGE Womens: novice, Intermediate & expert (not further divided 
into engine-displacement classes).

15.2 RACE PROCEDURES
15.2.1 It is recommended that a cross country track not be less than 3 miles in length. For safety 

reasons, the course should be laid out and pre-run by someone riding a four-wheeler. One 
parade lap for all competitors is strongly encouraged.

15.2.2 A race should run no less than one hour before the first finisher is flagged off, unless track 
conditions require an earlier finish.

15.2.3 classes may start in waves or may be consolidated to form suitable waves. There will be a 
time gap between waves of not less than 30 seconds. If a rider leaves the starting grid in a 
wave PrIOr to the one he/she is assigned to, there will be an automatic one-lap penalty. 
There is no penalty for leaving in a LAter wave. Dead-engine starts are encouraged. 
There will be no overall winner, only class winners.

15.2.4 If more than one event is run on the same course on the same day, classes may be mixed 
or added but must be advertised prior to the event.

15.2.5 A competitor must pass between all gates created by marking and within 15 feet of any 
trail marker.

15.2.6 A rider must complete at least one full lap to be scored as a finisher in hare scrambles/
cross country type events or the first regular checkpoint in enduros, hare and hound and 
ISDt type events.

15.2.7 every rider must come to a complete stop each lap at the scoring point until signaled to 
proceed.

15.2.8 A rider may not enter more than one class in a one-hour race.
15.2.9 A rider’s motocross skill level designation is used as the basis for his/her cross country skill 

designation. however, the rider grading committee may assign a rider a separate skill level 
designation for cross country.

15.2.10 A rider who cuts the course will be docked a minimum of one lap. If the infraction is 
more serious, rule 6.2 may also apply.

15.2.11 cross country races will be split into two sessions, with the vintage motorcycles first, fol-
lowed by the post-vintage motorcycles after a sufficient break to allow those entering both 
events to have a short rest.
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15.2.12 enduro, hare and hound, and ISDt type events can run vintage and post- vintage at the 
same time, but every effort should be taken to separate them on the course; e.g., Post-
vintage early numbers, vintage later numbers, etc.

15.3 SERIES POINTS AWARDS
a) national series awards are based on a riders best finishes in half plus one of the total 

number of events in the series. Year end scoring ties will be broken by the greatest 
number of wins, then the most second place finishes, then third places, etc. from the 
best half plus one finishes. In case of an absolute tie, the older rider wins. A rider 
must score in at least four (4) races to be eligible for a year end award.

b) The following points are awarded:
Position Points Position Points
 1   20   8  7
 2   16   9  6
 3   13  10  5
 4   11  11  4
 5   10  12  3
 6   9  13  2
 7   8  14  1

c) Separate points may be awarded if two separate events are held on two consecutive 
days, but not if it is a single overall event that runs for two days.

the name you know…

            for ignitions.
The industry’s most complete line of performance ignition systems

for vintage to current model applications. 

 

Featuring internal rotor and external flywheel designs from  
PVL & Powerdynamo/MZ‐b. 

Available only through powersports dealers. 
____________________

440-989-4474 • 44875 N. Ridge Rd. • Amherst, OH 44001 
www.pentonracingproducts.com
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n SECTION 16—AHRMA, THE ORGANIZATION
 
The Origins of AHRMA
The seeds of today’s American historic racing Motorcycle were sown in the late 1970s and early 1980s as 
different groups and individuals began to organize vintage racing on a regional basis. roadracing was the 
first type of competition to appear, spearheaded in the northeast by robert Iannucci. In the Southeast, Bob 
and Marrie Barker and Will harding launched the historic Motorcycle racing Association (hMrA). Other 
groups also began emerging around the nation, adding motocross, trials, flat-track and concours events to the 
competition options available for vintage riders. In the West, Fred Mork, Dick Mann and Mike Green were 
nurturing the california vintage racing Group (cvrG).
By 1986 it was clear that a national organization would be necessary to administer this burgeoning sport. 
AhrMA was originally formed as a privately held business corporation. Other groups were brought together 
under one banner and one set of rules. In 1989 AhrMA was reorganized into the current member-owned not-
for-profit association. Along the way, many other individuals and organizations have lent a helping hand. The 
late tom McGill, the late Mike Smith, Beno rodi, Jeff elghanyan, Gary Winn, the American Motorcyclist 
Association, Daytona International Speedway, the championship cup Series, BMW of north America and the 
American Motorcycle Institute are a few who have contributed greatly toward AhrMA’s success.

AHRMA Organization
AhrMA is governed by a 12-member Board of trustees, six from east of the Mississippi river and six from 
west of the Mississippi, elected from among the membership. trustees serve three-year terms and may be 
reelected any number of times. The accompanying organizational chart gives an overall view of AhrMA’s 
structure, as described in greater detail below.
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Getting More Involved
Opportunities for involvement cover a wide range, from assisting at events to serving on the Board of 
trustees. to volunteer your help putting on an AhrMA event, contact the national office or one of the race 
coordinators listed in Section 17. to discuss other ways you might become involved, contact the executive 
Director.
Four trustees are elected each year, two from the West and two from the east. The process begins when a 
call for nominations is published in the October Vintage Views. Any full member in good standing is eligible 
to run. Members vote by means of a ballot appearing in the December Vintage Views. trustees take office at 
the board meeting held during the first quarter of the year. trustees meet three times per year in person at 
revolving locations. These meetings are generally open to AhrMA members, and members are encouraged 
to attend. Other meetings are held as necessary by telephone conference call or in person. The Board chooses 
three officers—chairman, treasurer and Secretary, who make up the executive committee. This committee 
meets frequently, usually by conference call, to consider various matters of importance.
The Board also appoints committees, such as the four rules & eligibility panels, the Awards committee and 
the risk Management committee. rules & eligibility committees consider rules issues and make recom-
mendations to the Board of trustees for changes to the annual handbook. These committees also consider 
questions of eligibility for specific machines and offer interpretations and clarifications of rules. Suggestions 
for rules changes may be made using the form provided in the back of the handbook. The Awards 
committee oversees the various special awards given to the prior year’s outstanding competitors at the 
annual awards banquets during Daytona Bike Week. The risk Management committee objectively reviews 
AhrMA rules, procedures and policies to ensure the organization exercises proper standards of care, provid-
ing a reasonable balance of safety and fun for entrants and the public.
The executive Director oversees the day-to-day operations of AhrMA. he directs other staff members and 
serves as staff representative to Board committees. The executive Director is responsible for appointing the 
various competition coordinators. In turn, these coordinators are responsible for race Directors and other 
competition personnel described in Section 5.

Competition Opportunities
AhrMA provides national-championship series in roadracing, motocross, observed trials and dirt-track. 
These series are coordinated by the national office in tennessee. At the same time, regional and local groups 
often organize other series and individual events. Information on all AhrMA competition, including a 
calendar of events, appears each month in the association’s newsletter, Vintage Views, and on AhrMA’s web-
site, www.ahrma.org.

AHRMA Membership
eligibility: AhrMA, at its sole discretion, may accept as an AhrMA member any individual or business 
entity interested in vintage motorcycle racing, so long as the individual or entity has properly filed a member-
ship application and thereby agrees to abide by AhrMA rules, has paid the fee prescribed for membership, 
and meets the required qualifications. The decision to admit an applicant shall be made by the executive 
Director.
AhrMA is dedicated to the highest degree of safety, sportsmanship and integrity in the sport of motorcycle 
racing. Participation or involvement by a member (including in the case of a business entity, involvement by 
any stockholder, director, officer, employee, partner, or agent thereof) in conduct deemed inappropriate by 
AhrMA, at its sole discretion, shall result in such penalties as may be imposed by AhrMA, including but 
not limited to, revocation of AhrMA membership. AhrMA reserves the right to reject any application or 
revoke any membership for cause, so long as such rejection is not based on race, creed, color, sex, or national 
origin.
The decision to reject or revoke membership or impose other penalties shall be made by the Board of 
trustees. The Board of trustees shall immediately notify the member so suspended in writing of the suspen-
sion. The suspended member shall thereafter be entitled to a reasonable opportunity to be heard, in person 
or through a representative, by the Board of trustees or a committee appointed by it. The Board of trustees 
may thereafter rescind or terminate the suspension, or continue the suspension for a definite term, or expel 
the member, and its decision shall be final.
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Benevolent Fund
The Benevolent Fund was created in 1992 as a means of helping AhrMA members in need (anyone who 
wants to make a request or suggestion for assistance should contact the AhrMA office). AhrMA offers a 
variety of raffles and other fund-raisers benefitting the Benevolent Fund. Members also are encouraged to 
contribute directly. 
Assistance of up to $1,000 for any incident is available from the fund. to be considered, the person must 
be a member in good standing for at least one year, and the injury must have occurred at an AhrMA-
permitted event. The person’s injuries must have been reported to a race officials by the end of the day when 
it occurred. Applications involving exceptional circumstances, but not associated with an AhrMA event, 
may also be considered. Application forms are available from the AhrMA national office. The form may be 
completed by someone other than the injured member. Final decisions on assistance is made by the executive 
committee, after a recommendation is made by the Benevolent Fund Advisory committee. All applications 
for assistance are kept confidential.

Agreement Not to Sue and to Indemnify
In order to promote the sport of motorcycle racing, to achieve prompt and final competition results and in 
consideration of receiving the numerous benefits to them, all members, including competitors and officials, 
expressly agree that determinations by AhrMA officials (and rulings of the Board of trustees when made) 
as to the applicability and interpretation of AhrMA rules are non-litigable, and they covenant that they 
will not initiate or maintain litigation of any kind against AhrMA or anyone acting on behalf of AhrMA, 
to reverse or modify such determination or to recover damages or to seek any other kind of relief allegedly 
incurred or required as a result of such determination. If a member, competitor or official initiates or main-
tains litigation in violation of this covenant, that member, competitor or official, agrees to pay AhrMA for 
all damages, costs, travel expenses and attorney fees incurred by AhrMA, its officers, directors and/or agents 
in such litigation.

Communications
AhrMA’s monthly magazine, Vintage Views, is the official conduit of information from AhrMA to its mem-
bers and from member to member. You are encouraged to contribute articles, columns, letters, race reports and 
photographs. An extensive web site is maintained at www.ahrma.org, featuring event schedules, results, points 
standings, member information, this handbook, featured machines, classified ads, suppliers and more.
Advertising opportunities are available in Vintage Views, the handbook and other special publications. See 
Section 17 for the address and phone number of AhrMA’s director of communications/marketing/advertis-
ing.

Special Awards
numerous special awards are presented at the annual awards banquet. Among them are:
Sportsman of the Year, AhrMA’s highest award, presented to a member for outstanding contri-

butions to the vintage movement.
AMS Racing Off-Road Mechanic of the Year, presented to an outstanding mechanic/bike build-

er in motocross, trials or cross country. (Retired)
Mick Andrews Trophy, Modern classic expert trials campion
Barber Vintage Motorsports Museum Trophy, awarded to the Sportsman 750 roadracing cham-

pion by George Barber.
Alan Barker Trophy, given in memory of the late son of AhrMA founder Bob Barker to the 

year’s 350 Grand Prix roadracing champion. (Retired)
Barker Constructor/Rider Award, sponsored by Bob Barker for outstanding machinery and per-

formance by its owner. 
BMW Brighter Image Award, given on behalf of BMW of north America to the individual or small 

team displaying the ultimate in integrity, appearance, sportsmanship and positive attitude.
British Bike Woman’s Award, given by British Bike magazine for outstanding contributions by a 

woman AhrMA member.
British Only M/C Parts Inc. Cup, awarded by British Only to the Sportsman 500 roadracing 

champion.
Demoisey Memorial Award, presented to the outstanding husband and wife team, by Ginny 

Demoisey in memory of Johnny Demoisey.
Hailwood Cup, a trophy won by the late Mike hailwood racing in the U.S. (and donated by his 

wife, Pauline hailwood), presented to the 500 Premier roadrace champion.
Bob Hansen Trophy, presented by terry and Allison naughtin in honor of the famed tuner. It is 

awarded for an outstanding performance on a honda twin in the Grand Prix roadracing classes. 
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Tony Hendon Trophy, outstanding performance in Post-vintage cc series.
Hensley Handshift Trophy, given to the top handshift rider by Jeff Glasserow in memory of 

Indian restorer Dean hensley.
Brad Lackey Trophy, honoring the first American World Motocross champion (1982, 500cc), it 

is presented for an outstanding performance in the Sportsman 500 expert motocross class.
Al Knapp Trophy, presented by GMA All American racing for exemplary performance on an 

American motorcycle in dirt track.
Oscar Liebmann Award, presented to the rider with the highest roadracing point total on a BMW.
Mike Lightfoot Trophy, presented by the Santa clara riders Unlimited in honor of the late 

AhrMA trustee for outstanding contributions to the vintage motocross program.
Brian Martin Trophy, sponsored by Pete Silfven and awarded to the Premier Lightweight expert 

trials champion.
Jim McClinton Award for outstanding performance on a four-stroke in a rider-age class in 

motocross.
Tommy McDermott Trophy, honoring the first American to earn a Gold Medal in the 

International Six Days trial (1949, Wales). It is presented for an outstanding performance in 
AhrMA’s national cross country series.

Tom McGill Trophy, memorializing a man who played a large part in formulating AhrMA’s 
roadracing rules, is presented to a member for outstanding performance on a cammy norton.

Jimmy Nations Trophy, Off road Mechanic of the Year
Bill Nilsson Trophy, honoring the first 500cc World Motocross champion (1957), is presented 

to the Premier 500 expert motocross champion.
Nobby Clark Trophy, roadrace tuner of the year.
Jim Pomeroy Trophy, honoring the first American to win a World Motocross Gran Prix on the 

first attempt. (1973, Spain). It is presented for an outstanding performance in the Sportsman 
250 expert motocross class.

Port Royal Motorcycle Museum Award for the 200 GP roadracing champion, presented by 
rusty Lowry and Boston nichols. (Retired)

Cal Rayborn Trophy, named for the famed harley-Davidson team member, recognizes excep-
tional performance on a harley-Davidson.

Don Schmutzler Award, presented by the family of the late Don Schmutzler for outstanding 
contributions to the sport of vintage observed trials.

Irene Smith Trophy, presented for an outstanding performance by a female competitor in an off-
road discipline.

Jeff Smith Trophy for the expert-level motocross rider with the highest points total on a four-
stroke in any classic or Premier class.

Mike Smith Trophy, presented by ed and Jean Smith in memory of the late AhrMA trustee to 
a committed AhrMA volunteer or official, chosen from among nominations made by the 
membership.

Syd Tunstall Trophy, sponsored by Malcolme tunstall and awarded to the Sportsman 350 
roadracing champion.

Triumph International Owners Club Award to the rider with the highest points total earned 
while riding a triumph motorcycle in any individual roadracing class.

 Vintage Iron Premier Award for the rider who accumulates the most points in any Premier 
motocross class.

Dwaine Williams Memorial Trophy, roadrace 200 GP champion.
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DISC BRAKE 

RESURFACING
$ 55.00 - - - - - - - - - - - Free Shipping

Disc Drilling $ 100.00 Most Patterns
Disc Thinning $ 85.00

Frame & Swingarm Strengthening

Frame Modification & Restoration

Custom Control Cables Made

Race Bike Construction

Custom Axles and Wheel Spacers

15709 Euclid Avenue 
East Cleveland, OH 44112

TOOL SALVAGE & 
MOTORCYCLE WORKS

216-451-5500

DIRT TRACK MOTO-CROSS ROAD RACING
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n SectIOn 17—FOr MOre InFOrMAtIOn…
This section of the handbook is intended to help put you in touch with the people who can answer your 
questions about vintage racing in general and AhrMA racing in particular. Because questions about rules 
and eligibility are best solved prior to a race, and because machine approval is authorized only by AhrMA 
officials, riders and tuners are encouraged to contact the individuals listed below well in advance of an event. 
note: As trustees, officers and committee members change through the coming year, AhrMA members will 
be provided with an addendum to this section published in Vintage Views.

Rules & Eligibility Committees
For rule clarifications and questions of machine eligibility, contact members of the following committees. 

Before contacting a rules & eligibility committee member, please consult the handbook first. requests for 
rules changes must be sent in writing to the AhrMA  

national Office, using the official Proposal for rule change form. See page 99.

VINTAGE ROADRACE RULES & ELIGIBILITY
Main contact: tim Lile, P.O. Box 1716, hockessin, De 19707-1716; 302.239.9818;  

bioconsultants@msn.com
Fred Mork, chairman, 2418 Sixth St., Berkeley, cA 94710; 510.845.0992; fax 510.845.2358; 

fred@waltermork.com
Brian Slark, P.O. Box 382982 Birmingham AL 35238; 205.527.1040; slark8350@comcast.net 

SOUND OF SINGLES/BATTLE OF TWINS/SOUND OF THUNDER RULES 
& ELIGIBILITY COMMITTEE

Mark hatten, chairman, P.O. Box 121, Delaware, Oh 43015; 740.362.3782; 
mhatten@columbus.rr.com

carl Anderson, 3809 South chapel hill road SW, Decatur, AL 35603-3339; 256.353.8356; 
carl849gp@yahoo.com

Wes Orloff, 820 S. 96th St., Milwaukee, WI 53214; 414.465.6616;  
Weston.orloff@harley-davidson.com

VINTAGE SUPERBIKE RULES & ELIGIBILITY COMMITTEE
Mark hatten, chairman, P.O. Box 121, Delaware, Oh 43015; 740.362.3782;

mhatten@columbus.rr.com
Thad Wolff, 676 Avenida Loma Portal, newbury Park, cA 91320; 805.499.9720;  

twolff@mindspring .com
Gary Swan, 818.891.0330, dyn2sr5@earthlink.net

VINTAGE MOTOCROSS RULES & ELIGIBILITY
Matt hilgenberg, chairman, 432 Lake estates Dr., Meadow vista, cA 95722; 530.878.0700;  

fax 530.878.3610; info@speedandsport.com 
Dick Mann, 772 Foothill road, Gardnerville, nv 89410; 775.265.4904; fax 775.265.4992; 

dickaymann@aol.com
claude Mcelvain, 925 tohill road #4, Decatur IL 62521-5762; 217.423.1936
technical consultants: Dave Janiec, 1216 Andrea court, ridgecrest, cA 93555; 760.382.6013; 

lobo6y@earthlink.net. James Smith, 3155 van Amberg, Brighton, MI 48116-9242;  
810.227.4187; ahrma4d@aol.com

POST-VINTAGE MOTOCROSS RULES & ELIGIBILITY
Fred Guidi, chairman, Fred Guidi, 2 centre’ court estates, Grafton, Wv 26354; 724.462.1854, 

fredguidi@gmail.com
Allen Wenzel, 3321 roma Place, San ramon, cA 94583; 925.829.9386; fax 925.833.8158; 

wenzelal@aol.com
Allen Brown, 520 nursery Drive north, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055; 717.576.1169; 

acd7448@yahoo.com
technical consultants: Dave Janiec, 1216 Andrea court, ridgecrest, cA 93555; 760.382.6013; 

lobo6y@earthlink.net. James Smith, 3155 van Amberg, Brighton, MI 48116-9242; 
810.227.4187; ahrma4d@aol.com
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Trials rules & eligibiliTy
Matt hilgenberg, chairman, 432 Lake estates Dr., Meadow vista, cA 95722; 530.878.0700; fax 

530.878.3610; info@speedandsport.com 
Graham Foster, 110 Bridlewood Drive, fayetteville, tn 37334; 931.433.0981
Jim Lipscomb, 2306 Benchmark circle, Salt Lake city, Ut 84109; 801.467.4006; 

jim@jimlipscomb.com

DirT Track rules & eligibiliTy
craig Breckon, chairman, 11888 Long Lake Dr., Sparta, MI 49345-8596; 616.887.9139; 

royalracing_39@msn.com
Gary Davis, 11600 cramer road, Auburn, cA 95602; 530.823.3227
Fuzzy hutto, 803.331.7529, tkhutto@alltel.net

cross counTry rules & eligibiliTy
James Smith, chairman, 3155 van Amberg, Brighton, MI 48116-9242; 810.227.4187;  

ahrma4d@aol.com 
teddy Landers, 6670 county road 8800, West Plains, MO 65775; 417.256.0699; teddy@tland-

ers.com 
corky root, 7901 40th Ave. n, Lot 94, St. Petersburg, FL 33709; 727.343.4747

awarDs commiTTee
Selects recipients of special annual awards and coordinates presentation of those awards.

craig Breckon, chairman,11888 Long Lake Dr., Sparta, MI 49345-8596; 616.887.9139; 
royalracing_39@msn.com

David Pierce, PO Box 2802, Farmington, nM 87499-2802; 505.564.4730; motogeezer@mac.com
Debbie Poole, 905 tiburon Blvd., tiburon, cA 94920; 415.435.0768; pooleschl1@hotmail.com

risk managemenT commiTTee
Deals with issues relating to safety and reducing risks to members and to the association.

rob Stickler, chairman, 30355 rcr 14B, Steamboat Springs, cO 80487; home 970.879.0277; 
work 970.879.2410; fax 970.879.3377; rob@rhstickler.com

Jeff Smith, 4000 Mountain Lane, Wausau, WI 54401; 715.842.9699
Bob Goodpaster, 403 n. Wisconsin St., hobart, In 46342; 219.942.2401; 

norton80_1@msn.com

benevolenT FunD aDvisory commiTTee
Advises on investment decisions and contribution requests for the Benevolent Fund. 

Bob Goodpaster, 403 n. Wisconsin St., hobart, In 46342; 219.942.2401;  
 norton80_1@msn.com
craig Breckon, 11888 Long Lake Dr., Sparta, MI 49345-8596; 616.887.9139; 

royalracing_39@msn.com
Dick Mann,  772 Foothill road, Gardnerville, nv 89410; 775.720.0450; fax 775-265-4992; 

dickaymann@aol.com; dickaymann@aol.com; 

eDiTorial review commiTTee
Addresses correspondence to vintage views that is negative or controversial in nature.

Debbie Poole, 905 tiburon Blvd., tiburon, cA 94920; 415.435.0768;  
ppolescchl1@hotmail.com

rob Stickler, 970.846.2465; rob@stickler.com
terry Pratt, 8532 Thorpe Ave., Westminster, cA 92683; 714.897.8265

NATIONAL ROADRACE OFFICIALS
For questions about national events and procedures, contact:
roadrace Director (also race control, worker coordination & merchandise sales)—cindy cowell, 

2375 Midway road Se, Bolivia, nc 28422; 910.253.8012; fax 910.253.8313; 
ccowell@ahrma.org

chief technical Inspector—tim Lile, P.O. Box 1716, hockessin, De 19707-1716;  
302.239.9818; bioconsultants@msn.com

referee—Will harding, 4500 clear Lake Dr., Gainesville, FL 32607-2237;  
phone/fax 352.375.4221; 2ww@bellsouth.net
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NATIONAL DIRT TRACK OFFICIALS
For questions about national events and procedures, contact:
Dirt track Director—Donnie Warf, 104 Melody Lane, Winchester, tn 37398-1918; 

931.967.7838
naTional oFF-roaD oFFicials

For questions about national events and procedures, contact:
Director of Off-Road Competition—Fred Guidi, 2 centre’ court estates, Grafton, Wv 26354; 

724.462.1854, fredguidi@gmail.com
Motocross Tech Chief (East)—James Smith, 3155 van Amberg, Brighton, MI 48116-9242; 

810.227.4187; ahrma4d@aol.com
Motocross Tech Chief (West)—Dave Janiec, 1216 Andrea court, ridgecrest, cA 93555; 

760.382.6013; lobo6y@earthlink.net
Cross Country Coordinator—teddy Landers, 6670 county road 8800, West Plains, MO 

65775; 417.256.0699; teddy@tlanders.com
Trials Coordinator—ed Peacock, 7134 Fig St., Arvada, cO 80004; 303.422.2847; ee.peacock@

comcast.net
Midwest Regional Trials Coordinator

Bill Cook—3 Forest Acres court, OFallon, MO; 636.544.5738; Bill@hodaka-Parts.com.

regional coorDinaTors
For questions regarding regional events, contact the following regional coordinators or Off-road Director—
Fred Guidi, 2 centre’ court estates, Grafton, Wv 26354; 724.462.1854, fredguidi@gmail.com

oFF-roaD regions
Great Lakes (In, KY, MI, Oh)—Jeff Beerbower, vcvrace@aol.com
Midwest (IL, IA, MO, Mn, WI)—open
North Atlantic (ct, Dc, De, MA, MD, Me, nc, nh, nJ, nY, PA, rI, vA, vt, Wv)—Fred 

Guidi, 724.462.1854, fredguidi@gmail.com
 Asst. Regional Coordinator—ed roman, 570.947.7329 (cell), vintmxer@aol.com
 Grading Chairman/Referee—Allen Brown, 717.576.1169; acd7448@yahoo.com
 NE Event Coordinator—Merritt Brown, mbrown326@opimum.net
 Scoring—Thor Lawson, 804.798.0990, ltthor@comcast.net
 Race Director—Wayne Miller, 703.999.6122; wmiller959@gamil.com
 CC Coordinator—Steve Paulk, 540.462.3738 (M-F 8 am-5 pm) 

540.463.6491 (home, no calls after 7 pm), Spaulk@hughes.net
Northwest Post-Vintage (n.cA, ID, n. nv)—open 
Northwest Vintage (n.cA, ID, n. nv)—Dick Mann, 775.720.0450, dickaymann@aol.com; 
Pacific Northwest (Or, WA)—open
Rocky Mountain (cO, KS, Mt, nD, ne, SD, Ut, WY)—open
South Central (Ar, LA, OK, tX)—Doug Gagnon,
Southeast (AL, FL, GA, MS, nc, Sc, tn)—tom Boyd
Southwest (AZ, S. cA, nM, S. nv)—tami rice Greenhill, 951.313.0380, tami@trpro.com
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AHRMA OFFICES
NATIONAL OFFICE—for questions about AhrMA events, race entries, sponsorship or gen-

eral administrative matters, contact: 
 DAVID LAMBERTH, Executive Director
 309 Buffalo Run
 Goodlettsville, TN 37072 
 615.420.6435, fax 615.420.6438 
 dwlamberth@comcast.net

MEMBERSHIP OFFICE—for questions about membership, change of address (including 
vintage views Delivery) and renewals contact:

 CINDY COWELL, Membership Director
 2375 Midway Road SE 
 Bolivia, NC 28422 
 910.253.9738; fax 910.253.8313 
 ccowell@ahrma.org

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE—for questions about vintage views and other AhrMA pub-
lications, the AhrMA website, press releases and advertising contact:

 TIM LILE AND CATHY LILE, Directors of Comm. & Advertising
 P.O. Box 1716 
 Hockessin, DE 19707
 302.562.4122; fax 302.239.2793
 tlile@ahrma.org, clile@ahrma.org

AHRMA BOARD OF TRUSTEES
EASTERN REGION 

*craig Breckon, 11888 Long Lake Dr., Sparta, MI 49345-8596; 616.887.9139; 
royalracing_39@msn.com

Bob Goodpaster; 403 n. Wisconsin St. hobart, In 46342; 219.942.2401; norton80_1@msn.
com

Mark hatten, treasurer,; P.O. Box 121, Delaware, Oh 43015; 740.362.3782;  
mhatten@columbus.rr.com

*Beno rodi, 683 Dee Kennedy road, Winder, GA 30680; 770.867.1676; fax 770.867.7413
corky root, 7901 40th Ave. n., Lot 94, St. Petersburg, FL 33709; 727.543.0033 or 

727.343.4747
Fred Guidi, 724.462.7854. fredguidi@gmail.com

WESTERN REGION 
*tom Bentley, 4695 Bell road, Auburn, cA 95602; 530.885.0531; fax 530.889.1400; bent-

ley13x@yahoo.com 
Debbie Poole, Secretary; 905 tiburon Blvd., tiburon, cA 94920; 415.435.0768; ppolescchl1@

hotmail.com
*Matt hilgenberg, 432 Lake estates Dr., Meadow vista, cA 95722; 530.878.0700; fax 

530.878.3610; info@speedandsport.com 
Dave Janiec, chairman, 1216 Andrea court, ridgecrest, cA 93555; 760.382.6013; lobo6y@

earthlink.net
Kelly Shane: 775.772.2857, flynpenguin@gmail.com
Fred Mork, 2418 Sixth St., Berkeley, cA 94710; 510.845.0992; fax 510.845.2358; fred@walter-

mork.com 

* Term expiring at the time this handbook was going to print. Election results will be 
announced during early 2011 in Vintage Views. At that time, an updated list will be pub-

lished, and you are encouraged to place it here in your handbook. 
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“The most trusted motorcycle auction company in the nation”
Serving the motorcycle industry since 1965

J. Wood & Company
Auctioneers - Liquidators

www.jwoodandcompany.com

 Motorcycle Auctions & Appraisals
 Estate Auctions

 Classic Motorcycle Collections, Shops & Parts 
Bought Outright or Sold for you

April - Sept.
(978)939-2309

Fax (978)939-5164

Oct. - March
(352)795-8895

Fax (352)795-9328

“The nation’s �rst motorcycle racing 
school, now in our 39th season”

Annual events at NHMS, NJMP, 
Homestead, Barber & more

Basic Course - License certi�cation course 
(AHRMA approved)

Advanced Course - Individual instruction from 
top pros for riders of all levels... we will drop your 
lap times!

Track Day Course - Top instructors, great fun & 
no inside passes for extra rider comfort  

Let us use our vintage racing experience to help you ride faster, safer 
and with more con�dence 

Full rental bikes & equipment available

(978)400-8204
Fax (866)434-5199

www.penguinracing.com

3 courses at most events
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n AHRMA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Send to: AHRMA Membership Office, 2375 Midway Road SE, Bolivia, 
NC 28422 . Fax applications with credit card payment to: 910-253-
8313 . Information: 910-253-9738

r new member  r renewal — AhrMA #                  

NAME                                              

ADDRESS                                            E-MAIL                                  

CITY/STATE/ZIP/COUNTRY                                                         

TELEPHONE—EVENING                         DAYTIME                            

DATE OF BIRTH                                OCCUPATION                                     
 
ALL APPLICANTS (NEW AND RENEWAL) MUST SIGN BELOW IN ORDER FOR 
YOUR APPLICATION TO BE PROCESSED

MEMBERSHIP TYPES/DUES RATES
r Competition member—$65 (US), $75 (canada or Mexico), $85 (Overseas) 

(Includes competition & voting privileges, decals, membership card, annual handbook & 
Vintage Views for US only)

r Non-racing member—$35 . (Includes everything above except racing privileges.) 
$40 (canada or Mexico), $45 (Overseas)

r 1st class delivery of Vintage Views—add $10 . (U.S. only.)
r Vintage Views for Canadian or Mexican members—add $10 .
r Vintage Views for all other foreign members—add $20 .

COMPETITION PREFERENCES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
r Roadrace—list one or more racing number choices:                         

Important: Before AhrMA issues a roadrace number, you must provide proof that 
within the past two years you have either successfully completed a roadrace school or 
competed with another roadracing organization.

r Motocross—list one or more number choices:                           
Skill level: r Intermediate  r expert  NOTE: A Novice category is available. 
however, new AhrMA MX members must sign up as at least an Intermediate until skill-
level status is confirmed, optimally at your first event. At that time, you may be reclassi-
fied as a novice if deemed appropriate.

r Cross Country—list one or more racing number choices:                      
Skill level: r Intermediate  r expert  (See note above regarding novice skill level.)

r Dirt Track—list one or more racing number choices:                          

r Trials—skill level: r Beginner  r novice  r Intermediate  r expert

PAYMENT
r enclosed is a check or money order for $               check #                     
r Please bill my Mastercard/visa
 credit card #                                  cvv              expires      

 Signature                                     Date                   

SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOR ALL APPLICANTS 
 
         SIGNATURE                                     DATE                   

 
By applying for and accepting membership in AHRMA, I agree to abide by all rules of the 

AHRMA Handbook, as well as any event or track rules that many apply.
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n ELIGIBILITY REQUEST FORM
This form must be used for classes in which machine approval is a prerequisite. The form must 
be accompanied by three photos—one of each side and one clearly showing the engine—
and returned to Eligibility Request, AHRMA National Office, 309 Buffalo Run, 
Goodlettsville, TN 37072; fax 615-420-6438 . The form must be received at least 14 
days before the event in which you want to compete (please allow longer if possible). You will be 
notified whether your eligibility has been granted or denied.

DATE                     

MEMBER’S NAME                                      MEMB. #                

ADDRESS                                                                 

CITY/STATE/ZIP                                                                      

TELEPHONE—DAYTIME                               EVENING                             

MOTORCYCLE MAKE                                        YEAR                         

MODEL & TYPE                                                                      

FRAME #                                  ENGINE #                                  

DISPLACEMENT                     # CYLINDERS                ESTIMATED 
BHP               

CARB BRAND/TYPE/SIZE (IN. OR MM)                                                      

BRAKE BRAND/TYPE/SIZE (FRONT & REAR)                                                     

RIM DIAMETER/TYPE/WIDTH (FRONT & REAR)                                                   

CLASS REQUESTING TO COMPETE IN                                                        

BRIEF HISTORY OF MACHINE/ADDITIONAL COMMENTS (PLEASE USE THE 
OTHER SIDE IF NECESSARY)

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                        (OVER)
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(Additional comments)

This section will be complete by AHRMA officials

REQUEST CONSIDERED BY                                                              

COMMENTS                                                                        

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

ELIGIBILITY               ALLOWED               DENIED

DATE                     
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n PROPOSAL FOR RULE CHANGE
Instructions:
1. 1. rules proposals may be submitted only by an AhrMA member in good standing.
2. 2. Proposals should  be submitted on this form and mailed to: Rules Proposal, AHRMA, 

National Office, 309 Buffalo Run, Goodlettsville, TN 37072; fax 615-420-6438. explain 
exactly which rule you want changed and why. Be sure to include any articles, illustrations 
or other material to support your proposal.

3. 3. All proposed rule changes will be forwarded to the appropriate rules & eligibility 
committee. The committees will submit recommendations for rules changes for consider-
ation at the Summer meeting of the Board of trustees. Any rules tentatively acted on by the 
board will then be published for member comment in Vintage Views. Final rules decisions 
for next year’s handbook will be made at the board’s Fall meeting. Safety-related rules may 
be put into effect by the board at any time.

4. 4. You may contact AhrMA at any time to ask that your proposal be withdrawn.
5. 5. If you have questions about this process, contact the AhrMA office.
6. Deadline June 15, 2011.

NAME                                                  MEMB. #                    

ADDRESS                                                                          

CITY/STATE/ZIP                                                                      

TELEPHONE—DAYTIME                         EVENING                          

PROPOSED RULE CHANGE:  
r CHECK HERE IF ADDITIONAL MATERIAL IS ENCLOSED

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

(CONTINUE ON OPPOSITE SIDE IF NECESSARY)
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(Proposed rule change continued)

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

This section for AHRMA office use only

TYPE OF RULEMAKING:  r NORMAL  r EXPEDITED DATE RECEIVED                         

REFERRED TO                                                COMMITTEE

DATE COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM COMMITTEE                                   

PUBLISHED IN THE                               ISSUE OF VINTAGE VIEWS

DATE CONSIDERED BY BOARD                          

OUTCOME OF BOARD ACTION                                                                                                                                

                                                                               

                                                                               

DATE WITHDRAWN                         
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n REFUND REQUEST FORM
Instructions: Complete and return this form to Refunds, Eligibility Request, 
AHRMA National Office, 309 Buffalo Run, Goodlettsville, TN 37072; fax 
615-420-6438 . The refund policy is found in section 4.7a.

NAME                                                       DATE                           

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER                                 COMPETITION NUMBER                         

EVENT                                                                                                                                    

CLASS(ES)                                                                                                                              

I WOULD LIKE A            CREDIT /            REFUND* FOR THE ABOVE EVENT/
CLASS DUE TO THE FOLLOWING:

                                                                               

                                                                               

I understand that full consideration will be given to my request, and it will be handled 
in accordance with the current rules. I will be notified of this decision, with any denied 
requests in writing.

                                                                                  
SIGNATURE OF ENTRANT

*Some events may be identified by the National Office as “No Refund, No Credit Events” 
and therefore no refund or credit will be given. 

This section will be completed by AHRMA office

 
           REQUEST GRANTED          CHECK #                     ATTACHED

           REQUEST DENIED REASON FOR DENIAL:                                                                    

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                                  
AHRMA OFFICIAL

DATE                                                    
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n UPDATES & NOTES
Updates and corrections are published as needed through the year at 

www .ahrma .org/handbook .
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IMPORTERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF
* ORIGINAL * REPLACEMENT * SPEED * CUSTOM *

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR CLASSIC

TRIUMPH - BSA - NORTON
MOTORCYCLES

146 PORTER STREET, HACKENSACK, NJ, 07601
 & 604 DAVISON ST, RR 3 WOLFVILLE, NS, CANADA, B4P 2R3

TEL: (902)542-7478     FAX: (902)542-7479
New USA Number (201)880-0366

www.britcycle.com      info@britcycle.com

Performance parts exclusively for British Motorcycles:
Joe Hunt magnetos, 7 mm valve conversion for Triumph twins,

 Megacycle cams, belt drives, Morgo oilpumps, alloy rims,
R/D Valve Springs, Black Diamond Valves, Carrillo Conrods,

wide range of sprockets, Alpha big ends, racing seats,
stainless spokes, hydraulic clutches for Triumph twins,

TT exhaust pipes, Big Bore kits, Bunn crankcase breather kits,
Barnett clutch kits and springs, and much, much, more...

Call: Established 1977!

We support the sport! Please see our Web Site for
the schedule of our sponsored racer, Andrew Cowell!

Warehouses in Canada and U.S.A. to serve you better!
Credit Card and Prepaid orders shipped worldwide.

C.O.D. available in Canada and U.S.A.
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n ADVERTISERS INDEX
Amsoil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
Barbara conner Jewelry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
British cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
Born Again Bikes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
Bultaco Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Doug Polen’s 1 On 1 riders School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . inside front cover
e&v engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
etech Photo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
expert cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Faber cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
F & S enterprises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
George Danke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
International Motorcycle Show . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rear cover
Jerry Wood Auctions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  95
John rice, Attorney. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
Megcycle cams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Mike Wells racing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Motorcycle classics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Mr. crankshaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
Penton racing Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Penguin racing School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
race Fabricators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
r.c. Barker engineering (Dunlop & Avon tires) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
race tech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . inside rear cover
Scott clough racing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
toad town racing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
tool Salvage & Motorcycle Works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90



951.279.6655

• REBUILDS   • UPGRADES   • COATINGS

G3-S CUSTOM SERIES SHOCKS
We now offer custom shocks
for vintage dirt and street models.
• Reservoir or Non-Reservoir Models
• Twin and single shocks available
• External compression and 

rebound adjusters available
• Ride Height Adjuster

DIRT & STREET MODELS AVAILABLE, CALL FOR DETAILS AND CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

25 YEARS

Vintage Suspension

FULL SHOP SERVICE AVAILABLE

FOR ALL FORKS AND SHOCKS.

CALL FOR DETAILS

FORK GOLD VALVE
EMULATORS®

Gold Valve Cartridge Emulators
make damping rod forks 
perform like cartridge forks.
AHRMA Legal.
• 30-43mm and many more!
• KYB, Marzocchi, Betor, Ceriani,

Showa and most others.

Made in
U.S.A.

BRAKE ARCING
Optimize your braking for modern performance.
Unique 2 step process optimizes drum and shoes!

HP FORK SPRINGS
• 30-46mm forks
• Many rates available
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AHRMA 
309 Buffalo road 
Goodlettsville, tn 37072

JOIN THE COMMUNITY AT MOTORCYCLESHOWS.COM

OLD
SCHOOL.

Where
  You
   Belong


